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An automated radiochemical flow analysis (ARFA) system was

developed which integrates chemical and radiochemical techniques into

one system through the use of a microcomputer. The operator, through

the microcomputer, controls valves and pumps to transfer sample and

reagent solutions to counting loops, ion exchange columns and holdup

reservoirs. A Ge(Li) detector monitors the radioactivity of samples

delivered to counting loops or of species retained on ion exchange

resins. The microcomputer controls the acquisition of gross count

and pH information and signals a minicomputer-multichannel analyzer

to acquire a gamma ray spectrum. Computer control of solution

handling allows count rates to be reduced through alternate counting

geometries, dilution, sample holdup, preconcentration and separation

of interferences with ion exchange resins.

Extensive software was developed to allow the user to operate

the ARFA system in three basic modes: 1) dedicated for on line

monitoring of reactor coolant water, 2) interactive with step by step



control of operations by the operator and 3) automatic sequence

execution based on job stream programming,

The versatility of the ARFA system is demonstrated with four

applications: 1) automated on line monitoring of simulated reactor

coolant water, 2) analysis of non-radioactive chemical samples, 3)

analysis of low level radioactive samples and 4) studies of trace

metal humic acid interactions. In the first application five count

rate reduction methods were used to extend the dynamic range of

counting up to six orders of magnitude. For the second application

trace metals present in tap and river water samples were concentrated

on Chelex-100 ion exchange resin, stripped with acid, activated and

counted. Zn, Cu, Mn, Br and K were determined at nn/mL

concentrations and 0y, Eu, and U were detemined at sub no/m1

concentrations. In the third application of the ARFA system, species

in reactor coolant water at the OSU TRIGA reactor were concentrated

and counted directly on an ion exchange column, decreasing analysis

time by a factor of 2-5 while increasing the peak to Compton ratio by

approximately a factor of twenty compared to initial counting loop

measurements. In the final application, test solutions of Mn24-,

Eu3 +, 10+, Dy3+ tracers and humic acid were passed through a

Chelex-100 resin. The retention behavior of the metal tracers was

used to follow the kinetics of the metal complexation.
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MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED
CHEMICAL AND RADIOCHEMICAL SEPARATIONS AND ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

The need to obtain good qualitative and quantitative analytical

information on a variety of types of samples poses a never-ending

challenge to the analytical chemist. The species in a sample must

often be determined at trace or ultratrace levels in a complex matrix

containing many potential interferences. There is ever increasing

concern about man-made species, even at ultratrace levels, that are

now present in the environment and the food chain. The effects of

these added species in the biosphere become even more significant

when the species are radioactive.

In many situations the chemical form of an element is critical.

For example, a metal can exist in different oxidation states or be

complexed by ligands or adsorbed on solids. The determination of the

concentration of specific chemical form, or species, of one or more

elements in a sample is termed chemical speciation. Partial

speciation information is of vital importance in determining

transport rates in environmental systems, chemical toxicities, and

bio-availability.

Although the literature is filled with analytical techniques,

each method has its own limitations. No single method provides the

required detection limits for complete trace element analysis or the

versatility to accommodate wide ranges of analyte concentrations
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(with potential interference) for all types of samples. Many methods

directly determine the total concentration of an element rather than

specific chemical forms. Complete characterization of the

composition of a sample usually requires use of several techniques.

The actual determination of a species is often preceded by a sample

cleanup, separation or preconcentration step.

This additional sample treatment has been used successfully to

enhance the intrinsic detection limitations of the measurement

instrumentation. Although there are numerous successful combinations

of techniques by which a sample may be analyzed, it is important to

carefully choose methods which provide the capability for complete

analytical determination with a minimum of time expenditure and

sample alteration.

The instrumental system assembled in the course of this research

combines familiar techniques which have been used in laboratories for

many years into one system through the use of microcomputers. The

main techniques involved are ion exchange separations and gamma ray

spectroscopy. These two methods coupled with neutron activation

analysis (NAA) provide a unique simultaneous multielement analysis

system with very good detection limits.

Detection limits of pure instrumental neutron activation

analysis (1VAA) range from 1013 to 10-6 g for optimized single

element matrices (1). Radiochemical neutron activation analysis

(PNAI) is an established technique based on manual chemical

separations before (or after) MAA. PNAA provides excellent detection

limits for many elements in a variety of sample matrices.
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The system constructed for this thesis automates the RPAA

technique and provides the intrinsic sensitivities of NAA plus the

capabilities of preconcentration, matrix isolation and partial

speciation through ion exchange separations. It provides qualitative

and quantitative information about the chemical composition of

samples over a wide range of analyte concentrations. By

incorporating the ion exchange capability, NAP detection limits may

be enhanced by three to four orders of magnitude. The automated

system performs the time consuming and tedious separation and sample

handling normally performed manually by the operator and improves

reproducibility.

This automated radiochemical flow system (AREA) is based on

computer controlled valves and pumps that transfer sample and reagent

solutions to ion exchange columns, counting loops, and holdup

reservoirs. Two computers are used in this analysis instrument. A

LSI-11 16 bit computer is used to perform nuclear data

acquisition/reduction operations and a AIM-65 P bit microcomputer is

used to control the flow system hardware components. The gamma ray

emission from the sample is detected with a Pe(Li) detector and the

detector signal is processed and used by both computers. The AIM

monitors the gross count rate and uses this information to direct

program flow during program execution. In addition the 04 of

solutions in various parts of the flow system is read by 3 pH

electrodes under AIM control. The LSI uses the output from the

Pe(Li) detector for gamma ray spectral acquisition and reduction. A

communication channel between the two computers enables the LSI and
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the AIM to exchange information. The AIM can operate in a stand

alone configuration or act in the capacity of a smart peripheral

device to the LSI computer.

The ARFA system was used in four different applications to

demonstrate the versatility and usefulness of the system as outlined

below.

1) The ARFA system was used as a prototype of an automated

on-line monitoring station to analyze primary coolant water in

pressurized water reactors (PWR). In this capacity, experiments were

conducted to investigate the dynamic range achievable through

features incorporated into the flow system design (such as alternate

counting geometries, dilution, sample holdup and ion exchange

separations) as well as collimation. Synthetic fission product

matrices and other radioactive species were produced in the OSU TRIGA

reactor to simulate samples of primary coolant water. Additionally

the system was evaluated for its ability to used measured information

in an automated feedback mode of count rate reduction.

2) The ARFA system was used in the study of the speciation and

the degree of complexation between ng/mL amounts of Eu, In, Dy, and

Mn and ug/mL concentrations of humic acid. Radiotracers of these

four elements were produced in the OSU TRIGA reactor. The metal

tracer-humic acid (HA) test solutions were initially counted and then

passed through a complexing ion exchange resin. The eluant and the

ion exchange column were counted. The premise used in these studies

is that metal complexed by HM would pass through the column while

uncomplexed metals would he retained by the column.
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3) The ARFA system was used to analyze non-radioactive samples

including tap water at the OSU Radiation Center and water samples

from the Williamette river. In this application, metal ions from a

large volume of sample were concentrated on a Chelex-100 ion exchange

resin and subsequently eluted in a small volume of nitric acid.

Aliquots of these concentrated samples were then subjected to neutron

activation and gamma ray spectroscopic analysis.

4) Samples of primary coolant water from the OSU TRIGA reactor

were studied as an example of the determination of species present in

low level radioactive samples. These species were concentrated on a

Chelex-100 ion exchange resin and measured by counting the column

with the retained species. Using simple matrix isolation steps, such

as ammonium acetate rinses to remove group I and group II elements,

it was possible to observe spectral detail unavailable before the

separation.

The ARFA system was designed so that the operator can optimize

the analysis of a specific sample type. This information can be

saved as a protocol version for subsequent automated analysis of

similar samples. A library of protocols can be established and

called from mass storage for specific applications.
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BACKGROUND

Radiochemical Analysis

The determination of major, minor, and trace element composition

in an endless variety of sample matrices has led to the application

of virtually all known chemical and physical principles as tools in

various analysis schemes. A survey of the methods used currently and

throughout the history of analytical determinations indicates that

many of the best detection limits, and simultaneous multi-element

determination capabilty, are obtainable through radiochemical neutron

activation analysis (RNAA). A listing of detection limits is seen in

Table I (1,2).

In the early days of radio-analytical measurements, before the

advent of high resolution energy radiation detectors and fast signal

processing electronics, species had to he separated before detection.

Although solid state scintillation detectors have been used since

Rutherford's classic work in alpha scattering, the development of

high resolution energy dispersive scintillation detectors required a

fairly long time interval. The later development of electrical

signal processing networks allowed scintillation detectors to be used

to their full capability.

One of the first solid state scintillation detectors, which

reduced the need for radiochemical separations, was the thallium

doped sodium iodide Nal(T1) detector. Coupled to multichannel

analyzers (MCA), this detector proved to represent a significant step

forward in the ability to resolve gamma ray spectral peaks, and
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Table I. Detection limits for selected analytical methods

Number of Elements Detected
at Concentrations of

Method < 1 1-10 11-100 101-500 >500

ng/mL nq /mL nq /mL nq /mL ng/mL

ICPE a 9 32 14 6 0

AE b 4 12 19 6 19

AF c 4 14 16 4 6

AA d 1 14 25 3 14

INAA e 13 15 7 4 7

8 Inductively coupled plasma emission.

b Atomic emission

c Atomic fluorescence

d Atomic absorption

e Instrumental neutron activation analysis - bAsed on 1 h(
thermal neutron activation flux = 2.0 X 10 n cm-2 s-',

sample dissolved in 1 mL of water
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hence, to determine chemical composition. Due to the resolution

limitations of the MaI(T1) detector, it is necessary to perform

chemical separations on samples in which the gamma ray energies from

two or more species are non-resolvable. This combination of

techniques, chemical separations and gamma ray spectrometry is the

basis of the powerful analytical technique, PMAA.

Another significant step forward in the state of the art was the

introduction of semiconductor diode detectors. The biggest advantage

of this type of detector, compared to the solid state scintillation

detector, is spectral resolution. Solid state diode detectors can be

made from virtually any type of semi-conducting material. The most

commonly used materials for photon detection are germanium doped with

lithium (Ge(Li)), silicon doped with lithium (Si(Li)) and hyper-pure

germanium (instrinsic Ge). Whereas NaI(T1) detector resolution is of

the order of P-10 % (semi-independent of energy), the resolution

afforded by semiconductor detectors is typically less than 0.3 %. In

many applications the increased spectral resolution available with

semiconductor detectors makes radiochemical separations unnecessary.

With semiconductor detectors it is very common to resolve twenty to

thirty elements in one multielement sample. As long as the decay

photon energies are a few thousand electron volts apart, the detector

can easily resolve the peaks.

Associated with the introduction of high resolution photon

detectors, higher speed electronics and MCA's with several thousand

channels were concurrently being developed to use fully the

resolution capabilities of these detectors. Even better resolution
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capabilities can be obtained through the use of more sophisicated

electronics.

Chemical separations still represent a complimentary tool to

allow for complete analysis of certain chemical matrices. By

removing matrix components, the quality of the resulting gamma energy

spectrum can be improved. The removal of a species which have either

high energy gamma energies or multiple gamma ray energies reduces

direct spectral overlap or the Compton continuum signal observed when

measuring lower energy matrix components. This improves the peak to

background ratio and the detection limit. Detection limits can also

be improved through preconcentration of the analyte before acquiring

gamma ray spectral information.

Separations to enhance detection limits by either matrix

isolation or by a preconcentration step can be accomplished by means

of several techniques. These techniques include many classical

techniques such as evaporation, coprecipitation, solvent extraction,

electrodeposition, ion exchange, and various types of ion

permeability. Each method has its unique merits and limitations. A

brief review of the applications and limitations of these methods can

be found in reference 3.

In choosing a separation or preconcentration method, it is

important to consider the species of interest and their

concentrations, the type of samples to be analyzed and hence the

potential interfering species in the sample matrix, and the ease and

speed of use of the separation method. For example, precipitation

and solvent extraction techniques do not always work well for the
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trace concentrations of analyte, whereas evaporation techniques are

time consuming. If a separation or preconcentration technique is to

be incorporated into an automated system, the adaptability of the

method to automation is a critical consideration.

Monitoring of Reactor Coolant Water

There is a recognized need for real time monitoring of

radioactivity in nuclear power plants. Currently the two basic

approaches for reactant coolant water analysis are the "grab" sample

approach, where a sample is removed for later analysis in a

laboratory, and the "automated" approach, where sample acquisition

and measurement are on-line (4). The results of Three Mile Island

(TMI) accident indicated that current monitoring equipment was not

totally effective in providing the necessary information to assess

the nature or extent of the accident.

The monitoring apparatus must be capable of providing good

analysis capability in accident mode environments as well as normal

modes of operation. The spectrum of possible reactor accidents

ranges from pin hole leaks in individual fuel rods to complete fuel

bundle failures. Currently it is common to acquire routinely a grab

sample of the coolant water. This sample is transferred to a

separate laboratory for gamma ray isotopic analysis. This analysis

approach consumes a good deal of man hours, provides only post-facto

information, and is subject to operator error particularily in an

accident situation. In a worst case accident situation, the

radiological conditions prohibit personnel from obtaining a

representative sample and performing the analysis.
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The range and types of commerical monitoring stations for both

grab and on-line versions vary significantly in ability, size, and

cost (5). Requirements of systems such as these include the ability

to handle a wide range (7 decades) of activities (0.1 pCi to 10 Ci)

and to operate in a high radioactive field. Since the dynamic range

of most conventional Ce(Li) detection systems is 3 - 4 orders of

magnitude, virtually all systems use range extension capahilities

such as collimation, sample dilution, decreasing the solid angle of

detection and controlling the sample size viewed by the detector.

Some commerical on-line monitoring radioactivity are available

in which part of the reactor coolant water is directed past a

stationary detector viewed by the detector. Range extension is most

commonly accomplished by positioning collimators between the detector

and the sample stream. An on-line monitoring system provides the

capability to obtain real time information as the reactor progresses

from a normal mode of operation to an accident mode of operation.

This information regarding core integrity allows for a more

meaningful analysis of the phenomena occurring. In addition, the

radiological dose to personnel is reduced due to the automated

sampling. Commerical on-line monitoring systems are not completely

automated. An operator must still make decisions about the need to

employ a range extension technique.

Complexing Ion Exchange Resins

Because a complexing resin was used for the majority of studies

in this thesis, the uses and characteristics of complexing resins are

briefly reviewed below.
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Complexing resins have been used since Muzzarelli's (6-8) work

with the naturally occurring polymer, Chitoan. Vernon and co-workers

(9-10) demonstrated the use of several different functional groups

bonded to a solid phase substrate. Functional groups used in these

studies included salicyclic acid-phenol-formaldehyde,

8-hydroxyquinoline, and N-substituted hydroxyl resins. Dingman et.

al. introduced resins containing polyamine functional groups imbedded

in a polyurea resin (11). This resin was further modified by Hackett

(12) to produce a poly (dithiocarbamate) resin.

Several functional groups have been adsorbed on different solid

substrates including graphite (13), polyurethane foams (14), and

styrene divinylbenzene copolymers (15). Glass fibers have been used

as a solid support for dithiocarbamate by Hercules et. al. (16) for

the determination of several metals. Silica gel has been used by

Leyden et. al. (17) to provide a substrate for alkylamines,

dithiocarbamates, and xanthates in metal separation applications.

Colella, et. al. (18-19) employed a polyacrylamidoxime resin for the

determination of trace metals in natural waters.

Poly(dithiocarbamate) resins have been used by Miyazaki and Barnes

for selective retention of rare earth metals and for speciation

studies of Cr6+ - Cr3+ (20-21). Barnes and Genna (21) recently used

a poly (dithiocarbamate) resin coupled with an ICP for the

determination of trace elements in biological samples.

Chelex-100 is based on iminodiacetate functional groups

immobilized on a polystyrene substrate. This resin type has been

applied to a variety of systems (23-31). Gladney et. al. (27) used
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Chelex-100 resin to concentrate uranium and determined the U-238 to

U-235 ratio in fresh water systems using neutron activation analysis.

Riley and Taylor (29-30) used Chelex-100 resin for concentrating

trace elements from sea water. The retained metals were later

stripped with nitric acid and determined by using atomic absorption

spectroscopy (AAS). Use of Chelex-100 for preconcentration of metals

has continued to he popular (23-29).

Florence and Batley (31) used Chelex-100 to separate different

chemical forms of metals in seawater followed by anodic stripping

voltammetric analysis of the eluted fractions. Florence (32) showed

that colloidal hydrated iron hydroxides and large molecular dyes are

quantitatively rejected by Chelex-100 ion exchange resins. This

suggests that coating of the resin by large molecular species may not

be a significant problem. Riley's et. al. (29) determined the pore

size of the Chelex-100 resin beads to be 1.5 nm. This led Florence

(31) to suggest that the total exchange capacity of the interior

surface of the bead is much larger than the exterior surface of the

bead. Thus adsorption of high molecular weight species on the resin

bead surface would only constitute a small fraction of the total ion

exchange capacity.

Chelex resin was used by Kingston et. al. (32) as a means to

concentrate transition metals and to separate these metals from

alkali and alkaline earth metals in estuarine and sea water. The

eluted metals were determined by graphite furnace AAS. This

procedure involved percolating the sample solution through a column

containing Chelex-100 resin. A 2 M NH40Ac solution rinse was found
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to virtually remove mg/mL levels of interfering group I and group II

metals.

This work was extended by Greenberg and Kingston (33) by using

neutron activation as the determination technique. Transition metals

were concentrated on the resin. After removal of the alkali and

alkaline earth metals, the dried resin was activated and the gamma

ray spectrum was acquired. This approach yields a high concentration

factor as the volume of the dried resin is quite small.

Lee et. al. (41) used Chelex-100 to concentrate trace elements

in fresh water samples followed by stripping retained species with

nitric acid and INAA. In this work 8 elements were determined in a

single aliquot of the eluate. Major levels of interferences, such as

alkali metals and halogens were removed with 0.01 M nitric acid

washes.

Speciation Information

The study of chemical speciation involves the determination of

specific oxidation states of individual analyte components as well as

characterizing the exact nature of the chemical moiety which the

species of interest exists in a given sample. The chemistry,

bioavailability and ultimate fate of individual elements depends

heavily upon the chemical form in which they exist. Examples of the

various chemical forms include; metal complexes (with both organic

and inorganic ligands), simple cationic or anionic species, or sorbed

metals onto solid substrates such as colloids.

The study of chemical speciation has been approached using a

number of different techniques including; 1) chromatographic
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approaches (including HPLC, conventional anion/cation exchange

resins, gel permeation and complexing resins), 2) ultrafiltration, 3)

dialysis, and 4) electrochemical approaches such as anodic stripping

voltammetry (ASV) and ion selective electrode potentiometry. A

review of these techniques can be found in references 32 and 34. The

first three techniques involve separating the chemical forms into

fractions followed by determination of the element concentration in

each fraction by a technique whose response is independent of

chemical form.

Several researchers have used ion exchange techniques to

determine partial speciation information about trace metals (32,

35-39, 42). Ideally a complexing resin retains only uncomplexed or

weakly bound cation metal species while allowing strongly bound

metals or oxyanions to pass through the resin bed. An added

advantage is that the retained species is preconcentrated on the

resin so that ultratrace concentrations can be determined if a large

sample volume is passed through the column. Chelex-100 is often the

complexing resin of choice for metal ions at trace levels in aqueous

media and extensive references are found in the literature using this

resin type (23-33).

Many speciation studies are concerned with the fraction of a

given metal bound by natural complexing agents such as humic acid

(HA). Humic acid is typically a brown, hydrophilic, polyelectrolyte

of variable molecular weight. The actual form and properties depends

upon the source and the method of isolation and purification. The

main functional groups present in HA include carboxyl, phenolic,
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alcoholic, carbonyl, and methoxy groups. Liao, et. al. (43) have

proposed that the complexation between metals and HA often involve

carboxyl and/or phenolic groups. The exchange capacity of HA has

been determined to be 4-5 meq /g (43) depending on the origin of the

HA. Typical pKa's for HA have been experimentally determined to be

approximately 4.5. The pKa value depends upon the origin of the

humic material and method of purification.

Speciation Studies with Radiotracers

Radiotracers and INAA have been used after separation schemes to

determine partial speciation information. With these techniques

partial speciation information can be successfully measured for many

elements at sub-ug/L concentrations (29-30, 45). The use of

Chelex-100 coupled with INAA. has been used by several investigators

both to concentrate trace elements and to determine partial

speciation information (32). Florence (32) has reported using

Chelex-100 and INAA to determine the concentration of free zinc in

sea water. A blank correction was made by activating the resin after

passing a similar volume of distilled water through the resin.

Filby et. al. (44) reported a separation scheme to determine

partial speciation information. The sample was percolated through

cation and anion exchange resins and the eluted fractions were

analyzed by NAA. This allowed the metals to be divided into three

catagories: 1) cationic, 2) anionic, and 3) neutral. Marchand et.

al. added radiotracers of Co, Zn, Cr, and Mn to sea water samples

prior to passing the resultant mixture through a strong cation

exchange resin. Marchand assigned positive charges to species which
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eluted slowly and negative charges to species in the rapidly eluted

fractions. The results of this study did not necessarily reflect the

actual chemical states of similiar species in ocean water as it is

doubtful that chemical equilibrium had been established prior to the

chronographic separation.

Benes et. al. (44) studied the physio-chemical states of lead in

aqueous nitrate solutions using radiotracers of lead (Pb-210 and

Pb-212) coupled with dialysis, electrophoresis and centrifugation.

In this study the tracer Pb-210 was mixed with the experimental

solution and allowed to stand for seven days before separation.

Radiotracers of Pb-212 were allowed to stand for only two hours prior

to use. It was assumed that equilibrium between the carrier free

Pb-210 tracer and the solution had been achieved. Lead was adsorbed

on colloidal or larger particulate forms in solutions of lower

acidity (pf! > 4). Hydroxyl and carbonate colloids are negatively

charged at pH > 5 and reversible at pH 4 - 7. Additionally

hydroxocomplexes of lead predominate in alkaline solutions of pH >

12.

Sheppard et. al. (45) used radiotracers to determine the

retention of radionuclides by mobile humic compounds and soil

particles. Bertha and Choppin (50) studied the speciation of Am(III)

with humic and fulvic acids through the use of radiotracers.

Apparent stability constants were reported for the metal-acid

complexes. Benes et. al. (46) studied the interactions between humus

material and trace elements in fresh water systems. These elements

included Na, Rb, Ca, Ba, Sc, La, Ce, Al, Cr, Fe, Th, Mn, Co, Zn, Cl,
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Br, and I. Fresh water samples were concentrated via distillation

and mixed with radiotracers of several elements. Samples were

allowed to stand for 24 hours and separated into free and bound

fractions by either ion exchange filtration, centrifugation or

ultrafiltration. The separated fractions were subjected to IMAA.

The percent bound metal determined by the three separation methods

was presented. In another study Mantoura and Riley (48) used gel

filtration in the study of metal binding by humic acids and related

compounds.
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INSTRUMENTAL

Introduction

In this section the development of the computerized analysis

system as it evolved from concept to current state of development is

described. The system is a versatile assemblage of flow system

components which can be used in a wide variety of measurement

applications involving the radiochemical analysis of different

samples. The technique of RNAA involves separations,

preconcentration of trace components and matrix isolation. These

operations can be carried out by numerous techniques including ion

exchange, solvent extraction and precipitation. Ion exchange

separations are most amendable to flow systems since they involve

percolating liquids through a resin bed followed by metering

appropriate chemical reagents though the ion exchange column. The

system constructed will be subsequently referred to as the Automated

Radiochemical Flow Analysis system or the ARFA system. This name is

derived from the system's main functional components.

The ARFA system developed incorporates pumps, valves, reagent

reservoirs, counting loops, and columns into an integrated flow

system to accomplish preconcentration, separation, and counting

tasks. Additional provisions were made to incorporate alternate

counting geometries, sample holdup and other options. The mechanics

of the flow system are structured to ensure adequate flexibility to

perform numerous individual operations one at a time, or an automated

series of functions.
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Often in analyses the need arises to determine not only the

amounts and identity of analyte components but other parameters such

as pH. Conventionally the measured information would be obtained

from a series of discrete measurements with the appropriate

instruments. In the system constructed (or any computer controlled

flow system), the measurement devices are placed in the system so as

to allow automated on-line sequential measurements. In this thesis,

the principal quantities of interest included pH, gross

radioactivity, and gamma ray spectral information. By installing pH

probes in various locations within the flow system and situating

counting loops near a radiation detector in known counting

geometries, all of the necessary measurements can he accomplished in

an "on-line" mode of operation.

A major component in the ARFA system is the computer. The

computer controls the flow system components, monitors the signals

from the pH electrodes and radiation detectors, and controls the

timing and sequencing of numerous possible sampling and detection

operations. The computer controls the repetitive steps performed

manually by a hench analyst but with greater precision and

reliability of the measurement. The computer also uses the results

of measured parameters in an information feedback mode to change the

course of a sequence or to determine at what point the process is

complete.

The ARFA system consists of a liquid handling flow system, a

radiation detector, pH electrodes, two computer systems, and the

necessary interfaces to allow the computers to acquire data and to
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communicate with the various components and each other as shown in

Figure 1. The development of the ARFA system evolved through several

discrete stages. Although conceptually the design of the system did

not change, additional valves, reservoirs, columns and counting

geometries were incorporated into the system to provide more

options.

The major hardware components of the flow system are discussed

first. This is followed by discussion of the various pH and

radioactivity monitors. Next a description of the signal processing

circuitry for these monitors is presented. Finally the computers and

software architecture are discussed, in the context of the possible

applications.

Flow System Hardware

Hardware for Version I of Flow System

The original (version I) flow system fabricated is seen in

Figure 2 and was constructed as a prototype of an on-line monitoring

system for primary coolants at nuclear reactors. Basically, the flow

system consists of an assemblage of tubing, valves, reservoirs and

pumps through which sample solutions and chemical reagents are

transported to counting positions and ion exchange columns as well as

diluted and recycled. A listing of the individual flow system

components and their sources may be seen in Table II.

There are two positive displacement pumps (P1 and P2) and one

aspiration pump (P3). Pumps 1 and 2 are low pressure (< 120 psi)

pumps of rotating piston design. The flow rates of these pumps range

from 0 - 60 mL/min and are manually adjusted. Pump 1 is used
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Table II. Flow system component inventory

Module

Liquid pumps

Aspiration
pump

3-way valve
actuator

3-way slider
valve

6-way valve
actuator

6-way Teflon
valve

Model Number/Comment

Lab Junior (2)

P1,P2

Lab Cadet,P3 (1)

a
Source

Fluid Metering Co.
Oyster Bay, NY.

Cole-Parmer Co.
Chicago, IL.

5300 (6) Rheodyne, Inc.
Cotati, CA.

5302, V1-V6 (6) Rheodyne, Inc.
1.5 mm bore Cotati, CA.

5003 (3) Rheodyne, Inc.
Cotati, CA.

5012,V7-V9 (3) Rheodyne, Inc.
1.5 mm bore Cotati, CA.

3-way solenoid 903-00 (9) Skinner Electric Co.
air valves New Britain, CT.

Solid state
relays

24

+5 V actuated (9) Grayhill Electric Co.
LaGrange, IL.

Microbore 1.5 mm I.D. (1) Altex Scientific Inc.
column Berkeley, CA.

Analytical 6 mm I.D. (2) Altex Scientific Inc.
column Berkeley, CA.

pH electrodes combination (3) Broadley-James Inc.

electrode Santa Ana, CA.
K5991-10

pH meter 60A digital (1) Chemtrix Inc.
Hillsboro, OR.

pH flow Teflon block (2) Homemade
chamber
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Table II. Flow system component inventory (continued)

Module Model Number/Comment Source

Source 2 L capacity (1) Homemade

reservoir

Plunger (1) Homemade

assembly

Teflon tubing approx. 10 m, Rainin Instrument Co.
1.5 mm I.D. Woburn, MA.

Tygon tubing approx. 10 m Cole-Parmer Inc.
Chicago, IL.

a bracketed numbers indicate number of each type component
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principally to transport liquid from the main source reservoir

through the various portions of the flow system. Pump 2 was

originally installed to provide on-line dilution of a liquid stream

originating at the source reservoir. Pump 3 is a aspiration pump and

is principally used for transferring liquids, by aspiration, and for

mixing. Solutions are transported between components with 1.0 mm

I.D. Teflon tubing. Connections to the valves and ion exchange

columns are made with standard flanged tube fittings with 1/4"-28

threaded bushings facilitating liquid tight connections. The valve

surfaces in contact with sample liquids are fabricated from Teflon to

minimize memory effects.

Two types of valves are used that are pneumatically activated

and require 35-40 psi air pressure for operation. Valve 7 is a 6-way

valve which serves to introduce sample solutions, chemical reagents

and doubly distilled water (DDW) via P1 to the rest of the system.

Valves 1 through 6 are 3-way slider valves. Valve 1 transfers (DOW)

from the rinse reservoir via P2 to the source reservoir or to the

main sample loop for dilution purposes. The main sample loop is the

Teflon loop between V7, P1 and one of the counting loops. Valves 2

and 3 switch the ion exchange column into the main flow loop while

valves 4 and 5 direct the flow to one of the two counting loops.

Valve 6 allows the sample solution to be recycled or routed to a

waste reservoir.

All pumps and valves were modified with additional hardware and

electrical circuitry to allow control by logic level voltages from

the microcomputer. An electrical solenoid 3-way air valve was
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attached to each 3-way slider valve activator as shown in Figure 3.

Power to the 3-way solenoid air valve is controlled by a solid state

relay. The solid state relay applies 120 VAC to the solenoid coil

when a 5 V logic level signal is applied to its input from the

computer. This causes approximately 40 psi of air pressure to be

applied to the slider valve status controller and switches the valve

to the engaged position 2. When the solenoid is not activated, a

spring on the 3-way valve activator positions the slider so the input

line is connected to the disengaged position 1.

Valve 7 is a 6-way valve which requires multiple application of

logic 1 pulses to cause repositioning of the 6-way valve inlet at the

various port positions. This valve is pneumatically actuated by

means of two electric solenoid 3-way air valves, which are activated

with a solid state relay that is computer controlled as shown in

Figure 4. The 6-way valve drive assembly consists of a piston driven

rotary arm. The solenoid valves are connected so that the air

pressure (approx. 40 psi) is applied to one side of the driver piston

at a time. Application of air pressure to the piston through the

solenoid valve displaces the piston arm assembly causing the valve

inlet selector to rotate 600. After the logic 1 pulse, pressure is

applied through the second valve and the piston arm is restored to

its normal position. A few tenths of a second delay is required

between the application of logic 1 and logic. 0 signals to insure

correct valve positioning.

The same solid state switching relays were used to switch the

120 VAC operating power to the pumps with logic levels originating
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from the computer. A logic 1 level applied to the relay control

input starts the pump(s) and a logic 0 level stops the pump(s).

There are two counting positions for determining the sample

composition as shown in Figure 5. The "normal" counting loop

consists of 1.0 mm I.D. tubing coiled in a loop contained inside a

500 mL Marinelli beaker which is placed around the Ge(Li) detector.

The loop volume is 11.3 mL. This counting loop was designed to

provide relatively high counting efficiency and was used with very

low activity levels. The second "accident" loop consists of a 7.5 cm

length of 1.0 mm I.D. Teflon tubing placed in front of the Ge(Li)

detector at a distance of 10 cm. The volume of liquid sampled in

this geometry was determined to be 0.059 mL. The distance of 10 cm

between the accident loop and the detector is a convenient setting.

This distance can be used to vary the solid angle viewed by the

detector and thus the relative counting efficiency with the accident

loop.

Interposed between the detector and the accident loop are two

2 x 4 x 8 in lead bricks which serve as a slit collimator. The slit

size was manually controlled to vary the collection efficiency and

thus the range of radioactivity levels that can be measured in the

accident loop. By use of a rail system and stepping motors, this

slit collimation aspect could be computer controlled.

The source reservoir served as the principal container for

radioactive liquids. It originally consisted of a one liter

Erylemeyer flask which had been fitted with a standard taper female

35/50 glass joint. A second version of the source reservoir was
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constructed from a 2 L graduated cylinder with the same type of

standard taper glass joint. This reservoir allows measurement of the

volume remaining at various points during the experiments. Teflon

tubing for liquid handling were attached to this glass container by

means of ACE glass connectors which had been fused onto the male

35/50 glass joints. The aspiration pump was connected to the source

reservoir with a 3/8 in I.D. thick walled Tygon tubing.

A "plunger assembly" is used to transfer radioactive samples to

the source reservoir. Samples subjected to neutron activation are,

by necessity, doubly encapsulated in heat sealed 2/5 dram vials which

are contained in heat sealed 2 dram vials. After the neutron

activation, the radioactive sample(s) are transferred to the source

reservoir by means of the plunger assembly.

The irradiated vials are reproducibly inserted into a hole in

the base of the plunger assembly which consists of a 4 x 4 x 2 in.

lead brick with a hole drilled in the center. Two 24 gauge syringe

needles (1.5 and 1 in. length) are attached to a platform which is

raised and lowered with a lever arm as shown in Figure 6. The longer

of the two needles is used for sample transfer and is connected to

the source reservoir with luer lock adapters and Teflon tubing. The

second, smaller, needle served as a vent port. The radioactive

liquid is transferred to the source reservoir by initially drawing a

vacuum on the source reservoir and, secondly, by puncturing both

polyethylene vials with the syringe needles. Several milliliters of

the diluent are aspirated through the irradiated vial, through a

syringe connected to the vent port, to ensure quantitative transfer.



Figure 6. Plunger Assembly
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This sample transfer process can be seen in Figure 7. Mixing to

achieve homogeneity is accomplished using the aspiration pump. By

drawing a slight vacuum on the source reservoir, air is drawn through

the liquid present, through the sample transfer line. The turbulent

bubbling which results provides an effective means of mixing.

Two different types of ion exchange columns were used during

these studies. A 3.0 mm I.D. by 6 cm long microbore glass column was

used during the majority of the fission product studies and in some

of the reactor coolant monitoring studies. The metal frits (10 pm)

supplied with the microbore column end fittings were removed and

replaced with 25 um pore size Teflon filters (4). This step is

necessary to minimize trace element contamination and prohibitively

high (>160 psi) back pressures. For discussion purposes this column

will be called column #1. In version I of the system, only column

#1 was used.

A modified 16.5 cm long by 6 mm I.D. glass ion exchange column

was used for all other studies. The glass column was equipped with

two Teflon plunger assemblies which protrude from the column ends. A

variable size bed volume is obtained by positioning the plungers to

define a desired volume. This column came equipped with used 25 pm

Teflon filters. This column will be referred to as column #2 for

purposes of reference. The original length of this column was 24 cm

but was reduced to allow positioning in front of the Ge(Li) detector.

Operation of Version I of Flow System

The original version of the flow system was used as a lab scale

prototype for on-line monitoring of reactor coolant water. This
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application is utilized to illustrate the flow system operation. All

system operations are controlled by a dedicated microcomputer which

is described later. In this application the three reagent reservoirs

contain 2 M HNO3, 2 M NH4OH and 1 M NH4Ac. The flow system provides

three options through which the dynamic range of detection can be

enlarged. Of principal concern was the need to obtain spectral

information for samples containing large amounts of radioactivity.

Through the options of alternate counting geometry, dilution and

chemical separations several additional orders of magnitude in count

rate could be accurately quantitated.

Once the source reservoir filling and mixing is accomplished, as

previously described (Figure 7), the inlet selector of V7 is

positioned to the source reservoir (position 1) and sample solution

is routed through the main portion of the flow system via P1, V2, V3

and V4, to the "normal" counting loop as shown in Figure 8.

After the normal counting loop is full of sample solution, the

count rate is measured. If the count rate is determined to be in

excess of acceptable limits, the inlet selector of V7 is positioned

to the rinse solution reservoir (position 2) and the system is

flushed to remove sample solution as seen in Figure 9. After the

loop flushing, the inlet selector of V7 is repositioned to the source

reservoir and sample liquid is routed through the "accident loop" as

seen in Figure 10. Again the radioactivity count rate is determined.

If the count rate is still too large, the system is again flushed as

shown in Figure 11. After the flushing, sample solution is routed

through the accident counting loop again but with the dilution pump
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on as shown in Figure 12. If the count rate in the final

configuration is still too high, additional count rate reduction can

be obtained through use of collimation.

If ion exchange separations are required to separate a specific

interferent, the sample solution is routed through the ion exchange

column as seen in Figure 13. The eluant from the column now passes

through one of the counting loops and can be recycled for longer

count times or routed to the waste container. If it is desired to

count a species (or a fraction of) retained on the resin, stripping

agents in one of the reagent bottles, are routed through the ion

exchange column to one of the counting loops as seen in Figure 14.

With different stripping agents, different species may be selectively

removed from the column as is discussed in the results and discussion

section. These flow system options, provide a means to analyze

samples with a wide range of radioactive count rates and different

matrix compositions.

Hardware for Version II of Flow System

The original version of the flow system was modified by addition

of two 6-way valves installed in the recycle line as shown in Figure

15. These valves allow additional reservoirs to be installed in the

system. Although Figure 15 shows five inlet ports on valves 8 and 9,

the valves actually have six inlet ports. Valves 8 and 9 are

identical to valve V7 and are modified for computer control in the

same way as described for V7 (Figure 4).

The additional reservoirs were used in three different

applications. The first application was "catching" various fractions
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Figure 14. Flow system configuration for stripping retained species
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eluted from the ion exchange column as seen in Figure 16.

The second application involved sample storage to allow for the

decay of short lived radionuclides to eliminate interferences before

counting. Figure 17 (solid line segment) shows how a sample can be

routed to a holdup container. After a adequate delay time, this

sample is recycled through the main portion of the flow system to the

counting loop to allow measurement without the short lived

interferent present as illustrated by the broken line leading back to

the main flow loop in Figure 17.

In the third application, these extra reservoirs were used to

remove trace metals in water used in preparation of standards and

test solutions as well as to preconcentrate trace species in samples.

This flow system configuration may be seen in Figure 18.

Hardware for Version III of Flow System

The third version of the basic flow system can be seen in Figure

19. This version of the flow system contains features specifically

suited for studies involving ion exchange separations and

preconcentration of samples. Specifically these additions allowed

the study of trace metal-ligand interactions. First ion exchange

column #2 was installed in place of the accident counting loop and a

small volume counting loop was installed in place of the normal

counting loop. The new counting loop consisted of 1.0 mm I.D. Teflon

tubing wrapped around the top 5 cm of a glass rod. This counting

loop has a volume of 2.3 mL.

By positioning the column and the counting loop in similiar

positions, relative to the Ge(Li) detector, species retained on the
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column resin, species eluted from the column, or the original sample

solution can be counted for comparison. The counting loop and the

ion exchange column were manually placed in front of the Ge(Li)

detector.

The second modification included installation of three pH

electrodes as discussed in the next subsection. The last

modification to the flow system was the addition of valves V10, V11,

and V12. All three valves (VI0 -V12) are simple manually operated

3-way valves (see Table II) and could be replaced by the same

automated valves used elsewhere in the system. These valves allow

removal of solution from tubing that cannot be removed by the

aspiration pump. The presence of residue liquids in these "dead

volumes" sometimes posed problems since these residue liquids could

be mixed with other test solutions.

Elimination of all liquids in the flow system involved initially

emptying the solution in the tubing between the holdup reservoirs and

V8 and in the tubing from V7 to V8 to the waste reservoir with P1 as

seen in Figure 20. This requires that the inlet of V8 be

sequentially engaged to each holdup reservoir. By varying the inlet

selector of V9, solution in the tubing between V9 and the holdup

reservoirs and the main portion of the flow loop is eliminated with

the aspiration pump as seen in Figure 21.

This dead volume elimination process is effective for all loop

volumes except for the small volumes present between the ion exchange

columns and their connecting valves. This small volume on the

exhaust side of column #2 is displaced to the waste reservoir by
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applying positive air pressure through V12 with a pump (a syringe).

This ensures that in a later elution step that the eluant is not

contaminated or diluted by solution between V12 and V5. This valve

also allows the end of each eluant fraction from the exchange column

to be completely transferred to the holdup reservoir. This step

required stopping the main pump P1 and ejecting the liquid from the

exhaust side of the column to the holdup reservoir using positive air

displacement from a syringe. Valves 10 and 11 were inserted to

allow the vacuum to be applied to the main flow loop in addition to

the source reservoir.

pH Monitoring

The pH electrodes installed in Version III of the flow system

allowed measurement of pH in different portions of the flow system.

The first electrode is installed in the main flow loop between V7 and

P1, the second pH electrode is installed in the source reservoir and

the third electrode is installed on the exhaust side of the ion

exchange column #2. PH electrode #2 is used to check the pH of the

test solution in the source reservoir. The other two pH electrodes

allow the user to monitor the progress of sample, wash and reagent

solutions through the system. For example, the time that an acid

stripping solution from a reagent bottle starts eluting from the ion

exchange column is indicated by a drop in pH as monitored by pH

electrode #3. Each glass electrode is placed in a 0.5 mL flow

chamber machined from Teflon bare stock as seen in Figure 22.

Originally, when pH electrode #1 was principally used, the

signal from the glass electrode was routed directly to the pH meter.
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Figure 22. Teflon pH flow chamber
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An operational amplifier follower with gain circuit was installed in

the pH meter to amplify the original signal levels by an order of

magnitude as described elsewhere (42). This amplified signal was

then input to an analog to digital converter (ADC) through an eight

channel/analog multiplexer which allowed the ADC to digitize the

analog signals from any one of eight channels under computer control.

Details of this ADC and associated circuitry are described in

Appendix A. The ADC provides the solution pH information to the

microcomputer under software control. This information can be used

to direct the sequence of events performed in the computer during an

analysis.

Later in the development of the system, the need arose for pH

information in other parts of the flow system and pH electrodes #2

and #3 were installed in the flow loop, as described earlier. The

multiplexer was placed between the pH electrodes and the pH meter (as

seen in Appendix A) so that the signals from the three pH electrodes

connected to the pH meter could be read under computer control. Each

pH electrode has its own unique calibration characteristics and must

be calibrated separately as discussed in Appendix A.

Nuclear Counting Instrumentation

A 18.4 percent (relative to a NaI(Tl) detector at 1332 keV) 30

cm 3 horizontal coaxially drifted Ge(Li) detector was used for all

gross radioactivity monitoring and gamma ray spectral measurements.

The line width (full width and half maximum) as 1332 keV was 1.8 keV.

The signal from the Ge(Li) detector is initially processed by a

preamplifier and then split and routed to both computers with
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parallel signal processing electronics as shown in Figure 23. The

signal from a crystal driven pulse generator (puller) is also routed

through the counting electronics to monitor the signal processing and

to provide a constant record of the count time. A complete listing

of the individual components can be seen in Table III. Each branch

of the counting electronics is discussed in turn below including the

handling and final use of the measured signal.

The signal processing electronics connected to the AIM

microcomputer serve to amplify and shape the electrical pulses coming

from the preamplifier. The linear amplifier differentiates and

amplifies the preamplifier signal to a unipolar pulse with a voltage

amplitude between 0 and 10 V. The pulse stretcher converts the

analog unipolar pulse into a logic pulse with a 1 ps duration which

is then input to a 32 bit latched binary counter. This monolithic

integrated chip under microcomputer control accumulates counts for a

selected time period and then outputs the accumulated number of

counts to the AIM. A complete description of the counter chip and

the necessary interfaces may be found in Appendix B and in the

discussion of the AIM microcomputer. Under processor control the

counting chip could be started and stopped, the number of counts read

and the results used in the software decision making processes. This

counter only measures the gross radioactivity levels and provides no

information regarding the radionuclidic composition of the sample.

The second parallel set of processing electronics served to

shape the preamplifier output to a 0-10 V unipolar pulse. The

amplifier for the second counting branch is located about 300 feet
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Table III.

Component

Nuclear counting instrumentation components

Model Number Manufacturer

Ge(Li)
Detector

7229 Canberra Industries,
Meriden, CO.

Inc.

Ge(Li)
Preamplifier

113 Canberra Industries,
Meriden, CO.

Inc.

Amplifier
for AIM

451 Ortec, Inc.
Oakridge, TE.

Amplifier
for LSI

TC205A Tennelec Corporation
Oakridge, TE.

High Voltage TC940A Tennelec Corporation
Power Supply Oakridge, TE.

Scaler 895 Canberra Industries,
Meriden, CO.

Inc.

Pulser Homemade

NIM bin 401A Ortec, Inc.
Oakridge, TE.

Pulse 442 Ortec, Inc.
Stretcher Oakridge, TE.
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from the detector preamplifier. This long distance reduces the

signal amplitude of the preamplifier output voltage level by circa.

30 % and introduces a noise component in the signal. The signal is

shaped and amplified, before input to an analog to digital converter

(ADC) connected to a multichannel analyzer (MCA) for gamma ray

spectroscopy measurements.

This branch of the data acquisition system is software

controlled by the resident LSI PDP 11/03 minicomputer. This analyzer

provides energy dispersive measurements by which radionuclidic and

radiochemical composition is determined.

AIM Computer Hardware

Introduction

Two different computing systems are essential to the system

operation. Each computer is responsible for performing specific

functions and in some instances for communicating system conditions

to the other computer. Figure 24 is a detailed block diagram showing

the computers, their peripherals, and associated connections to

system components. These two computers control all the various steps

in the flow system operation as well as performing data acquisition

and partial data reduction. The two computers can operate

independently or in a pseudo master-slave arrangement. In the later

case the LSI 11/03 computer controls the AIM computer. The LSI

hardware and software are discussed in a later section. An expanded

AIM microcomputer is responsible for the flow system operation and

for control of the peripheral devices. Each of the two computers and

the external devices they control are discussed in detail separately
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below.

AIM Expanded Microcomputer

The Rockwell AIM single board microcomputer operates at 1 MHz

with an eight bit 6502 central processing unit. It provides 4 K of

on board RAM, a 6522 versatile interface adapter (VIA), a 20

character thermal printer, a 20 character LED display, two read only

memory (ROM) blocks which contain Microsoft BASIC, a 8 K ROM monitor,

a 4 K ROM based assembler, a TTY 20 mA interface and a standard

keyboard. The VIA provides 16 bi-directional I/O lines and 4 control

I/O lines. The basic 4K RAM version of the AIM utilizes a cassette

recorder for mass storage. A 44 pin expansion connector brings out

memory, data and control lines for system expansion. This 44 pin

application connector provides access to I/O lines, TTY and tape

cassette interface lines.

This basic computer was expanded by several additions. First a

Memory Mate expansion board was added to provide 32K of additional

RAM and two additional 6522 VIA chips. This increases the RAM

capability to 36K and the I/O capability to 48 bi-directional I/O

lines and 12 control lines. This additional memory was added without

removing any of the existing components of the memory map. In

response to the need for additional memory, 16 K of additional RAM

was added at the expense of one of the ROMs present on the basic 4K

processor. Since this additional memory was configured such that

specific 4K blocks could be jumpered into the memory with a single

wire, there was a choice of which ROM blocks to remove to allow room
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in the memory map. Because the disc oriented system provided a

complete assembler, the ROM assembler was removed. This additional

RAM proved to be of limited value. The details of the capabilities

and limitations provided by this additional memory are deferred until

the AIM software section. Second, a video driver card was connected

to the Memory Mate board to support a monitor and a boot PROM.

Third, a disk controller card was connected to the Memory Mate to run

two 96 track dual sided 5 1/4 in Tandom disk drives. Fourth to

provide plotting and hard copy output capability, a HP 7470A digital

plotter and an Anadex printer connected to the serial port on the

disk controller card. A complete inventory of the modified AIM

computer hardware is found in Table IV.

The expanded AIM microcomputer controls the operation of the

flow system and the associated monitors used in flow system

operation. The computer is the interface between the operator and

the flow system components, and allows a sequence of steps to be

performed.

Interfaces

All of the interfaces of the AIM, with the valves, pumps, pH

probes, and binary counter, are accomplished with 38 of the 48 I/O

lines available from the three 6522 VIAs present on the modified AIM.

The 6522 I/O lines from the application connectors are connected to

three 25 pin D female connectors mounted on the back of the computer.

The pins on these D connectors are then connected by wires to the

flow system. A schematic diagram of the 6522 I/O ports and the

peripheral components controlled by the AIM can be seen in Figure 25.
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Table IV. Computer system inventory

Module

AIM 65

Video Display
board

Memory Expansion
board (Memory
Mate)

Monitor

Card cage/
Power supply

Disc controller
Card

Disc drives

Model Number/Comment

Microcomputer System

8 hit bus, LED display
and thermo printer

2340 STD VID 64/80

2160 STD MEM-24

ZUM-121 Zenith 12 in

2472 STD G10

STD DOS-1 (5.25 in)

BHTNDTM 1004
5.25 in 96 track

Disc drive encl- END-000226
osure, Power supply

ADC board

Analog to Digital Converter

12 bit ADC, Analog
Devices AD574; 8
channel multiplexer,
Analog Devices AD7501

Source

Rockwell Intl.
Anaheim, CA.

Forethought Products
Eugene, OR.

Forethought Products
Eugene, OR.

Forethought Products
Eugene, OR.

Forethought Products
Eugene, OR.

Forethought Products
Eugene, OR.

California Digital
Torrance, CA.

Jade Computer Prod.
Hawthorne, CA.

Homemade
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Table IV. Computer system inventory (continued)

Module Model Number/Comment Source

Plotter

Dual pen plotter HP7470A Hewlett-Packard
Cupertino, CA.

Printer

Printer 80 character Anadex Corp.

DP-9501 Chadsworth, CA.
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The flow system is controlled by the 6522 VIA with port

addresses A000 hex and A001hex Each component of the flow system

requires one I/O line for operation. With three pumps and nine

valves, this interface required 12 /0 lines. The pumps are turned

on with a logic 1 level and off with a logic 0 level. The 3-way

valves are switched to position 2 with a logic 1 level and to

position 1 with a logic 0 level. The position of 6-way valves is

incremented one position by application of a 0.3 s logic 1 level

pulse to the activator followed by a logic 0 signal for at least a

similiar time period. Any of the system components and system

configurations can be obtained simply by setting up the correct

direction in the data direction register (DDR) and writing the

correct value(s) to the appropriate I/O port address.

All electrical connections between the individual flow systems

components were fabricated using small diameter shielded coaxial

cables. These were terminated with a male BNC connector to connect

the female BNC connector on the respective component. Cable lengths

were kept as short as reasonable, not exceeding 8-10 feet. On the

AIM end these cables were connected to the 25 pin D connector

connected to the AIM application edge connector. The coaxial sheath

of all the cables were ganged together and connected to the computer

ground. Four of the 16 I/O lines of this VIA are not used.

The second 6522 VIA at port address 9F8Ohex and 9F8lhex is used

to operate the multiplexer (MUX) and the ADC. This VIA is located on

the expansion board. Port B (9F80) is used to control the chip

operation and port A (9F81) is used to read the data.
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In the final configuration, each pH electrode was connected to

one input channel of the multiplexer and the output of the

multiplexer is connected to the pH meter input. The output of the pH

meter, after amplification, is connected to the ADC. The pH

electrode of choice is selected through software control. A few

tenths of a second delay is necessary when switching between

electrodes with the multiplexer. This delay is accomplished under

software control. A detailed description of the MUX-ADC circuitry

can be found in appendix A and reference 42. The multiplexer-ADC

circuitry is connected to the microcomputer using a multiconductor

cable bundle with both ends connected to 25 pin n male connectors.

The third 6522 located at bus address 9F9Ohex and 9F9lhex is

used to control and read the 32 bit binary counter. The binary

counter is controlled with 5 I/O lines from port 8 (9F9Ohex) and the

data are read 8 bits at a time with port 9F9lhex The binary counter

can be started, stopped, read, and reset under program control. This

interface allowed the flow system to change (or not change)

configuration and/or the sequence based on measured information.

This counting circuit was connected to the AIM I/O ports by

means of a multiconductor cable bundle and 25 pin D male connectors.

A detailed description of circuit control and use may be found in

Appendix B. A short (approximately 2 feet) cable from the counting

circuit to the AIM was necessary for reliable parallel transmission.
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AIM Computer Software

Introduction

The software performs several general functions. First it

controls the transport of reagent, test and rinse solutions to

counting loops, ion exchange columns, and storage and waste

reservoirs in the flow system. This is done by controlling the

status of the 3-way and 6-way valves and pumps. Each application

involves a certain sequence of events in which valve positions are

changed and pumps are turned on and off in a prescribed manner. Here

the computer must at the proper time send logic 0 or logic I level

signals on the appropriate I/O line that controls the activator for

each system component. Second, the computer is used for data

acquistion, calculations and presentations. Here the computer

acquires count information, through the I/O lines from the binary

counter or the pH data through the ADC at prescribed times and

converts the signal to the proper form for calculations and

presentation. Third, in some cases, the computer is used in a

feedback mode. Here the computer acquires count (or pH) data and

from the magnitude of the number, automatically makes decisions about

the next sequence of events to occur in the flow system.

The software used by the AIM microcomputer to operate the flow

system and peripheral devices evolved throughout this work in a

parallel fashion to the flow system. Many versions of the software

were written for different applications. Also the software changed

as the microcomputer hardware was expanded from a relatively simple

4K system with cassette mass storage to a 48K disc oriented system.
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In this section, the final two programs developed are described in

turn. Each program provides for two basic operating options. Both

programs contain program elements in common. First some general

considerations for all of the versions are described.

General Considerations

The software for the AIM microcomputer was written using two

computing languages, assembly and BASIC. Assembly language

subroutines were written to accomplish specific tasks in controlling

the flow system components and in data acquisition. These

subroutines are called by BASIC. After installation of the disk

operating system, all the operating programs were rewritten using the

disk oriented assembler and BASIC E-65, a one pass compiled version

of BASIC which uses a run time interpreter. The PROM based Microsoft

interpreter provided with the AIM microcomputer was not used

significantly after the disk conversion. A graphic illustration of

the multi-layer hierarchy may be seen in Figure 26.

The BASIC programs served several possible functions depending

on the application. These functions include: 1) providing the

conduit through which the operator is capable of accessing assembly

subroutines which ultimately control the individual components, 2)

performing the majority of mathermatical computations, 3) using the

results of measured values in determining the next step in the

sequence, and 4) remembering the sequencing established by the

operator in the job stream mode.

The 3-way valves and pumps are controlled from BASIC without

machine languate subroutines. Here it is only necessary to POKE the
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Figure 26. AIM software architecture hierarchy
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appropriate Hex number in the data register of the 6522 at locations

A000 and A001. For example loading the HEX value #04 causes 3-way

valve V2 to be engaged.

A listing and brief description of the assembly language

routines available is shown in Table V. Subroutines are used where

it is faster or more convenient to perform a function in machine

language rather than in BASIC. These include data acquisition (pH,

pH select, binary counting), timing (valve timers and selectable

timers), control and book keeping for the position of the 6-way

valves (VMON and HOME), start, initialization (INITIALIZE), and

communication (GETTY and TTYOUT). In addition, machine language

subroutines were written which cause a sequence of events to occur by

means of these previously described subroutines. This approach is an

alternate means to perform a dedicated set of functions. Example

subroutines of this nature include CLOOP and IONXC.

The last instruction of most assembly language subroutines

involve writing the appropriate HEX value in the appropriate 6522

data register to change the I/O line signal levels to execute the

steps of the sequence. In many instances, such as when time delays

are required, one subroutine calls another. For book keeping

subroutines such as VMON and HOME, calculations are performed to

update the current status of valves and pumps during program

execution. This approach to software development is efficient in

performing specific tasks but is not very flexible.

The final version of the expanded AIM-65 memory map is seen in

Figure 27. The original disk operating system (DOS) source codes for
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Table V. Assembly language subroutines

Subroutine Function

GETTY

TTYOUT

INITIALIZE

Receive start character from LSI
AIM monitor subroutine

Send character to LSI
AIM monitor subroutine

Initialize registers and I/O ports

START Position V7 to reservior
start P1

COUNT Binary counter operation

TIME1 One shot timer used for delay

TIME2 50 ms timer used with TIME1

VTIMER7 Delay for V7 operation
calls VMON

VMON7 Monitor to maintain V7 position

VTIMER8 Delay for V8 operation
calls VMON8

VMON8 Monitor to maintain V8 position

VTIMER9 Delay for V9 operation
calls VMON9

VMON9 Monitor to maintain V9 position

HOME7 Sends V7 to start position
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Table V. Assembly language subroutines (continued)

Subroutine Function

HOMES Sends V8 to start position

HOMES Sends V9 to start position

CHEMWASH Flushes normal loop with rinse
between samples

CLOOP Changes from normal to accident
loop, calls CHEMWASH

SETTLE 50 sus delay used in COUNT

BEEP1 Single beep with speaker

BEEP2 Continuous keep until key depressed

ALARM Warning alarm beeper

RES1 Routes first half volume
to reservoir

RES2 Routes second half volume
to reservoir

IONXC Connects ion exchange column to
loop, calls CHEMWASH

PH Reads the ADC and pH

PHSELECT Selects the pH electrode to use

DILUTE Turns on dilution pump
calls CHEMWASH
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Figure 27. AIM 48K RAM memory map
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system subroutines (VDR, AIMIO, SIM, CCM and PEM) were moved to the

4K RAM block starting at 6B0Ohex Approximately 26K of contiguous

RAM are available (from 0200hex to 6AFFhex) after this modification.

Due to the space required by the BASIC run time interpreter, the

actual usable core available for program execution was approximately

12K-13K. By moving the system operating subroutines up 4K in the

memory map, the effective usuable core area increased by circa. 30 %.

Uncompiled source codes for the BASIC software occupy circa 24K and

the compiled versions occupy approximately 12K. To provide space to

load and run approximately 3K of assembly language programs, an

additional 4K block of RAM was jumpered into the memory map at

0000hex

Originally the DOS was constructed so that all program execution

(BASIC and assembly) had a temporary execution address (TEA) of

0200hex in the memory map. This version leaves no room or provision

in the core area to load the assembly language programs once the

BASIC program and interpreter are loaded and provides no simple means

to load the assembly language program. To circumvent this problem,

code was written in BASIC and added at the front of the user BASIC

program to load the assembly language programs in the 4K block at

0000hex The software written for this purpose used the .KIM file

created by assembling the .ASM file. This .KIM file is the decimal

assembled version of the source code. The transfer code reads each

byte value from the disk file, converts it to an equal hexidecimal

value and pokes this byte value into the next available register.

This means of transfer was relatively slow but versatile. Assembly
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language programs can be loaded at any specific region in the memory

using this approach. To load approximately 3K of assembly language

code required 2-4 minutes.

User Program I

Overview. The first of the two user programs written is called

DOSMAN.BAS. A complete listing of this program is given seen in

Appendix D. The assembly language programs are created under the

file name PASSASSE.ASM and the listing of this program is found in

Appendix F. This file contains every assembly language subroutine

used. Initially this program initializes some arrays and loads .KIM

version of the assembly files. Next the user is presented with a

main menu with choices of mode of operation. The choices presented

to the user are shown below:

1) Automated Sequence Mode

2) Interactive Mode

3) Exit the Analysis

If option 1 is chosen, then the sequence of events and decisions

are carried out for the application of the flow system for the

monitoring of reactor coolant water as described in the subsection

entitled Operation of Version I of Flow System. A logic diagram for

this sequence of events can be seen in Figure 28. In this program

mode, program flow is transferred to different parts of the program

based on real time measured information. The decision to change

counting loops (to reduce the count rate) is based on a simple

arithmetric comparison. Once this decision has been made, many

program components become involved in the shifting of counting loops.
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PASS ANALYSIS

BEGIN

i

INITIALIZE REG

I

PRINT INITIAL HEADING

i
GOSUB GET TTY FOR LSI SIGNAL

1

PRINT "PUMPING"

1

GOSUB REPOSITION V
7
VALUE, DELAY TO FILL LOOP

i
PRINT "COUNTING NORMAL LOOP"

i
GOSUB TO COUNT WITH 32 BIT COUNTER

i

Figure 28. Flow diagram for automated sequence mode of
version I software
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1

PRINT "READING COUNTER (NORMAL LOOP)"

1

GOSUB READING COUNTER

1

PRINT "COUNT RATE (NORMAL LOOP)--"

NO

PRINT "ACCIDENT LOOP REQUIRED"

SUBROUTINE TO
DETERMINE COUNT TIME

PRINT "DELAY TO FLUSH LOOP"

GOSUB FLUSH NORMAL LOOP

GOSUB ACCIDENT LOOP

PRINT "COUNTING ACCIDENT LOOP"

GOSUB TO COUNT WITH 32 BIT COUNTER

PRINT "READING COUNTER (ACCIDENT LOOP)"

Figure 28. continued
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GOSUB READING COUNTER

PRINT "COUNT RATE (ACCIDENT LOOP)-"

YES SUBROUTINE TO
DETERMINE COUNT TIME

NO

PRINT "DILUTION REQUIRED"

PRINT "DELAY TO FLUSH LOOP"

GOSUB FLUSH ACCIDENT LOOP

GOSUB TO DILUTION

1

PRINT "COUNTING ACCIDENT LOOP WITH DILUTION"

GOSUB TO COUNT WITH 32 SIT COUNTER

PRINT "READING COUNTER (ACCIDENT LOOP WITH DILUTION)"

GOSUO READING COUNTER

Figure 28. continued



PRINT "COUNT RATE (ACCIDENT LOOP WITH DILUTION)"

1

YES

PRINT "DETERMINATION OF COUNT TIME"

GO ALARM SUBROUTINE

GOSUB DETERMINE COUNT TIME

PRINT "COUNT TIME"

PRINT "SENDING COUNT TIME TO LS?"

GOSUB OUT TTY

GOSUB COUNT RATE MONITOR DURING LSI ACQUISITION

NO

COUNT
RATE >

AVERAGE

YES GO TO GET TTY
FOR LSI MESSAGE

YES GOSUB TO SEND
INTERRUPT TO LSI

Figure 28. continued
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For example, the normal counting loop must be purged and flushed

before the accident counting loop is switched on line.

All of the steps in the automated sequence mode, including the

timing, are controlled by the microcomputer. Once the AIM has

received a start character from the LSI, which starts first, the AIM

advances through one analysis cycle with literally no operator

interaction. In the event that the count rate is acceptable, the AIM

calculates the proper count time, based on statistical criteria, and

sends this count time to the LSI. In the event that the count rate

can not be reduced to acceptable levels by the means available, the

AIM sounds an audible alarm and produces a message on the video

screen.

The second option allows the user to control each component

directly from the keyboard. The user must specify every operation

(change in valve position, data acquisition) that is to be

implemented and act as the timer for all events. This option is

useful for developing a sequence of operation for a new application.

Upon entering this mode, a sub-menu is presented displaying the

various changeable parameters. The various options displayed on the

sub-menu are seen below:

1) Change valve status

2) Change pump status

3) Read Binary Counter (Software read)

4) Read pH meter (Software read)

5) Start pump(s) and sequence

6) Stop pump(s) and sequence
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7) Stop pump(s) at maximum count rate

8) End the Analysis

The operator decides what operations are to be performed and

selects the position for the necessary valves to move solutions to

the appropriate point in the system (e.g. counting loop). After the

user identifies the pump(s) to be used, a variable is assigned

corresponding to the pump status. Once the pump status is set, the

pumps are started and stopped without resetting the pump status. At

any point in the analysis, the pH probe and the binary counter can be

read by pressing the appropriate numeric value. The operator is

responsible for every detail of the process and therefore must be

aware of the system conditions. The only automated option available

in this mode is the capability to stop the count rate at the maximum

count rate.

Functional Description. The algorithms used to decipher the operator

input in the selection of the status of valves and pumps is now be

discussed at a programming level. Once the change valve status

option is selected (by typing #1), a prompt is displayed showing the

current status of the valves. The next prompt asks how many 3-way

valves you wish to change. Next the program goes into a loop

requiring the operator to enter the valve numbers and the desired

state as array variables where a "1" switches the valve to position 2

and a "0" switches the valve to position 1. Once this loop is

complete, the program goes to a second loop where a series of

comparisons are made of the entered values to the possible valve and

state conditions. A representative logic diagram for this sorting
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may be seen in Figure 29.

For each valve chosen a status flag is set, and a variable is

assigned a decimal value which corresponds to the hexidecimal value

needed to set the appropriate bits in register A001. After all the

values and their status have been sorted out and the appropriate

value assigned to the unique valve variable, all the values of the

valve variables are added together to obtain one decimal value which

can be poked into register A001 to position the specific valves.

Actually the final positioning of the valves is deferred until the

6-way valve status has been dealt with.

Deciphering the input for the 6-way valves is slightly more

complex due to the need to determine both valve number and position.

The desired valve position is entered from the keyboard and saved in

a one dimensional array. After receiving the number of valves to

change (and the desired position) from the operator, the program goes

into a loop similar to the one described for the 3-way valves. In

this loop a second variable is set (for each valve selected) equal to

the desired position of that valve. For instance, if V8 was set at

position 5, the corresponding array variable value would equal 5 and

5 would be additionally assigned to a second unique variable

corresponding to that specific valve.

After all the valve input data are deciphered by the computer,

the valves are engaged when the operator presses any keyboard

character. For the 6-way valve positioning the computer must know

the current valve position and then determine how many positions

exist between the current and desired positions. This positioning is
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INPUT NUMBER 3-WAY
VALVES Ti CHANGE

INPUT Kth VALVE AND STATE

yes

no

STATE 31=1

i

REGV1=2

il

NEXT VALVE

no

STATE32=1

if

REGV1=4

T

NEXT VALVE

Figure 29. Logic flow diagram for 3-way valve selection
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STATE33=1

REGV3=8

NEXT VALVE

no

STATE34=1

REGV4=16

NEXT VALVE

Figure 29. continued

STATE35=1

lir

REGV5=32

NEXT VALVE

1

STATE36=1

1

REGV6=64

NEXT VALVE
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accomplished in the following way. Each 6-way valve has its own

assembly language maintenance routine which performs the bookkeeping

to maintain a record of current position by incrementing a counting

register every time the valve is incremented. The running sum is

then divided by 6 and the remainder from this division is suhtracted

from 6, which represents the number of positions from the current

position to the home position. The BASIC program interrogates the

storage registers containing the current location of the valve inlet

and uses this information to determine how many times to move the

inlet selector. If the current valve position equals the desired

position, no change is required. If the desired valve is less than

the current position, an assembly level subroutine is called to send

the valve to the starting position. After the valve has reached its

home position, the BASIC program calls a machine language subroutine

which goes into a loop and moves the valve to the desired position.

If the desired value is larger than the current value, the difference

of these values is taken and the valve is positioned to the desired

position using another machine language loop.

The pump inputs from the keyboard are deciphered in a fashion

similar to the approach described for the 3-way valves. Because the

3-way valves are controlled by the same port that controls the pumps,

it is necessary to write values to the 6522 data register port which

starts and stops the pumps without changing the 3-way valve status.

This is accomplished by storing the sum of the current valve and pump

values as a variable which is written to the data register to start

the pump(s) and a variable containing only the valve status to stop
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the pumps.

The binary counter is controlled by the BASIC program to provide

a means to: 1) read the count rate, 2) stop the pump when the count

rate reaches a maximum or 3) stop the pump immediately after the

count rate starts to decrease. These options are useful when

determining peak count rates or when peaks elute from an ion exchange

column.

When the binary counter is read once, the BASIC program goes

into a subroutine which initially calls a machine language

subroutine. This machine language subroutine actually starts the

counting chip and reads the data byte by byte and stores the values

in dedicated registers. After the counting function is complete, the

storage registers contain the four bytes of count information. These

data are read, rearranged, presented to the monitor (in cps) in

BASIC, and used in determining relative count rates for decision

making processes. During this work the binary counter was enabled

for one second in all cases using machine language delays. Any

counting interval is possible through the use of longer delays once

the counting chip has been enabled.

When the count information is used to stop the pumps as

described in modes 1 and 2, the BASIC program goes into a subroutine

which initially jumps to the BASIC subroutine responsible for calling

the machine language subroutine which actually controls the counting

chip. Each count rate is compared to the running average using the

statistical criterion of greater than one standard deviation

different from the running average to evaluate whether the current
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count rate has changed, with statistical significance, relative to

previous values. This loop repeats the entire process every second.

If the current count rate is significantly less than the previous

count rate, the pumps are stopped and a prompt is displayed.

User Program II

Overview. The second user program is called DOSAUTO and a complete

listing of this program can be seen in Appendix E. The assembly

language programs are virtually the same as described for under

DOSMAN.BAS. Slight modifications and additions are discussed as

appropriate.

After loading the BASIC and assembly programs as described for

user program I and some register initialization, a main menu is

presented to the operator similiar to the one seen in user program I

as shown below.

1) Interactive Mode

2) Autosequence Mode

3) Exit the Program

Initially the user chooses between two basic options. The first

choice is the interactive mode which is essentially the same as mode

2 for user program I. The second option, automated sequence, refers

to a mode of operation which enables "programming" the flow system to

perform any sequence of steps as a job stream. This approach

combines the automation found in the automated, sequence mode in user

program I and the versatility found in the interactive mode. Once

the job stream has been assembled, it runs unattended and as many

times as desired.
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If the automated sequence mode is chosen, a menu is presented

containing the system components which can be assembled into a joh

stream. This menu can be seen below:

V)alves VS (valve status)

P)umps PS (pump status)

C)ount, binary MAX (stop pump at max counts)

B)eep CON (constant beep)

D)elay PH (software read)

S)tart pumps St)op pumps

E)nd the job sequence

The operator selects the various steps in the sequence by entering

the appropriate letter and, if necessary, responds to the prompts

which follow. After the last step has been entered, the "E" key is

pressed which causes the program to exit the setup loop. The various

steps of the sequence assembled are then displayed on the monitor.

The operator has the option to change any (or all) of the sequence

steps. Next, the sequence is started, by the operator, by pressing

any of the keyboard characters. After the sequence is complete,

control is returned to the main menu.

Functional Description: The programming logic used to decipher the

sequence of steps used in the automated sequence mode is now

discussed at the programming level. Once this mode is selected, the

BASIC program goes into a setup loop and asks the operator for the

kth step of the process. For example the program prompt states;

input the 1st step of the process. Once this step has been specified

and assimilated by the computer, the program asks for the 2nd step.
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This process continues until the operator enters the letter "E". In

all of the steps, the operator responds with the appropriate input

strings. After each input step, the program uses the input string to

branch to appropriate program subroutines which control the component

corresponding to the string variables. In many cases, the program

control is switched to a segment of code used in the interactive

mode. When the input string corresponds to flow system components

requiring unique identification (such as valves and pumps), program

control is moved to the routines described in User program I and

appropriate flags are set. Next control is transferred back to the

setup loop for the next step input. This process continues until

terminated by the operator as described above.

After the stepwise input to the job stream, the entered steps

are displayed to the operator and at this point changes can be made

to the job stream step. Steps input by the operator concerning flow

system components, where there are several, are deciphered and stored

by means of two dimensional arrays (for each valve or pump the status

or position and step number in the sequence must be specified). The

array variable storage was introduced and used in user program I, but

in this application it is important to know what the sequencing of

this step is, in addition to knowing the state (or position) of each

valve in a given step. The same approach is used to determine the

sequencing for control of the pumps and the data acquistion from the

pH electrodes and binary counter. In applications where the

interactive mode is being used, the two dimensional variables are

constrained to one dimensional variables by setting the second index
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variable to one.

For specific applications the optimum strategy is first

determined using the interactive mode and then the sequence is

programmed into the automatic mode and conducted entirely by the

microcomputer. A logical extension of this programming feature would

be to write the array values for a particular sequence to a disk

file. The user could then recall any specific sequence from this

library of protocols which would enable a variety of different

operating procedures.

Plotter Software

Software was written in BASIC for plotting data on the digital

plotter. It performs linear-linear, linear-log, log-linear and

log-log plots, regression fits and scaling. In addition, families of

curves may be plotted. A listing of this software is found in

Appendix G.

LSI Computer

Overview

The LSI-11 computer used in this work is a 16 bit 32 K RAM

LSI/11-03 integrated into a Nuclear Data ND660 multichannel

acquisition (MCA) system. The ND660 MCA is a software developed

acquisition system supported by the RT-11/03 disk operating system.

This operating system also supports macro and higher level languages

such as Fortran and BASIC. Nuclear Data developed a sub-operating

system to support an energy dispersive data acquistion system. This

subsystem provides a variety of key pad options for display or

spectral manipulation as well as I/O capability.
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The MCA provides up to 4096 channels for memory storage and any

power of two subset. A Wilkinsons type oscillator is used in the 100

kHz ADC which can accomodate up to three separate ADC inputs. Data

and program storage are accomplished with dual 8 in Pertec disk

drives. This system uses a HP7200 digitial plotter for spectrum

plotting and a DEC writer for hard copy.

This LSI computer was used in this work to acquire gamma ray

spectral information with the Ge(Li) detector. The MCA was used both

independently from the flow system, and in an interactive mode with

the AIM and the flow system. Communication between the LSI-11 and

the AIM was through serial I/O ports present on both computers. The

LSI uses RS-232C coded serial signals through a DLV11E board while

the AIM used 20 mA current loop coding. An interface board was

constructed (see Appendix C) and installed between the serial lines

of the computers for logic conversion.

In all cases the gross gamma ray spectral information was stored

in binary form on flexible storage disks. A gamma ray peak

identification and integration program (PEAK) was used to reduce the

original data (counts in each channel) to a listing of peak location,

energy, area, background, and resolution. The results of this peak

search was the major hardcopy output from the analyzer.

LSI Software

The RT11 operating system, under which the acquisition programs

run, supports the operation of the MCA and its various data

manipulation capabilities under software control. This software, in

turn, can be controlled by any of the operating languages supported
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by the RT11 operating system. If an auto sequence is to be

constructed exclusively using the MCA keyboard options, a set of user

callable functions, provided in the operating system, can be

assembled in a macro file using the text editor and executed from the

MCA keyboard in a job stream mode.

Macro files were constructed on the LSI to enable keyboard

characters to be sent and received to the peripheral AIM computer.

This allows the LSI to start and stop the flow system. These

subroutines may be seen in Appendix H.

For the automated sequence mode of User Program I, designed for

coolant water monitoring, the LSI controls the AIM and the AIM

controls the flow system. In this application the LSI uses the

AIM/flow system as a peripheral device that allows a greater range of

count rates to be accomodated in the automated data acquisition

system. Once the LSI sends a start signal to the AIM, the LSI

depends on the AIM to perform what ever steps are necessary to bring

the count rate into acceptable limits prior to spectrum acquisition.

In the limiting case where the count rate in the normal counting loop

is acceptable without any modification, the AIM determines the count

time and the spectrum is accumulated. The count time for the LSI is

typically set to ensure that about 10,000 total counts are

accumulated. In the worst case where the count rate is extremely

high and all the options are required to bring the count rate into

acceptable limits, it takes longer to calculate the count time

because the AIM/flow system is cycling through its steps. In either

case the LSI waits until the counting conditions are correct.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Overview

The experimental section contains experimental procedures used in

characterizing methods to extend the normal dynamic operating range

of a typical re(Li) detector and the chemical composition of

different samples. Applications of the ARFA system include the

following: 1) the analysis of non-radioactive samples (tap water at

the Radiation Center (room R-124) and Willamette river water), 2) the

analysis of a low level radioactive sample (reactor primary coolant

water), 3) the characterization of the extent of complexation of a

synthetic mixture of metals as a function of ligand concentation

(humic acid) and, 4) the separation and analysis of fission product

mixtures. Fach system or application studied is discussed separately

but common elements pertinent to all studies such as column packing

procedures, sample activation, the mechanics of operating the AREA

system, and solution preparation are described only once. The

section ends with a summary of the treatment of the count rate

information obtained from different experiments.

Solution Preparation

All solutions of acids, bases and stock solutions of reagents

were diluted using deionized doubly distilled water (DOW). The

second still was made from glass. All weighings used in the reagent

preparation were of 10 g or less and were made using a Mettler H6

balance with a 0.1 mg sensitivity. Weighings of 10 g or more were
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made using a O'Haus Model 60H balance with an accuracy of 0.01 g.

All glassware and plasticware used for solution preparation,

handling, and sample storage were soaked in 2.5 M nitric acid (Baker

analyzed reagent grade) for a minimum of three days and in most cases

for a greater period of time. Prior to use the vessels were rinsed

several times with DDW. The nitric acid wash was used several times

before being replaced.

The pH of all samples, standards and reagents was determined by

means of a Broadley-James model K5991-10 combination pH glass

electrode coupled to a Chemtrix Model 60A pH meter. The pH electrode

was calibrated with commercial pH 4 and pH 10 buffer solutions. The

pH of the various solutions was adjusted using Baker analyzed nitric

acid and Raker analyzed ammonium hydroxide.

The three stripping agents were used were 0.0994 M citric acid,

0.0995 M EDTA (sodium form) and 2 M HNO3 solutions. Their

preparation is detailed in Table VI. Mixing was accomplished by

using a Teflon coated magnetic stir bar. After preparation, each

stripping agent solution was allowed to remain in the volumetric

flask for approximately one hour and then was transferred to a one

liter Naglene storage bottle. After the solution had remained in the

storage bottle for a similar time interval, it was discarded and a

new batch was prepared using the same procedures and was stored in

the previously treated one liter Naglene container.

Metal standards approximately 1 mg/mL in each metal were

prepared from analytical grade metal salts, oxides, or from the

elemental metal itself as outlined in Table VI. Each container used
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Table VI. Sample preparation information

Species Chemical State of
Starting Material

Mass of Conc.

Compound (mg) (mg/mL)
Manu-
facturer

Na+ NaNO3 319.5 a 0.8608 Mallincrodt
St. Louis, MO.

K+ KHC4H802 324.4 a 0.9876 Mallincrodt
St. Louis, MO.

Co2+ Co(NO3)2 6H20 496.5 a 1.005 Mallincrodt
St. Louis, MO.

In3+ In203 122.3 b 1.0115 Alpha Division
Danvers, CO

Mn2+(1) Mn 500.0 C 1.0000 Mallincrodt
St. Louis, MO.

Dy3+ Dy203 100.8 a 0.8784 Alpha Division
Danvers, CO.

Eu3+(1) Eu203 117.2 b 1.0121 Research Chem
Phoeniz, AZ.

Eu3+(2) Eu203 23.2 d 10.0 Research Chem
Phoeniz, AZ.

Mn2+(2) Mn02 130.2 a 0.8225 Mallincrodt
St. Louis, MO.

UO
2
2+ UO2(NO3)2.6H20 49.7 e 3.00 Mallincrodt

St. Louis, MO.

UO
2
2+ UO2(NO3)26H20 38.6 g a 300.0 Mallincrodt

St. Louis, MO.

Au+ AuC13 1.86 a 1.86 Mallincrodt
St. Louis, MO.
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Table VI. Sample preparation information (continued)

Species Chemical State of Mass of Conc. Manu-
Starting Material Compound (mg) (mg/mL) facturer

HA HA 20 f 20.0 ug/mL Chemical
Procurement
Laboratories
New York, NY.

Cit Citric Acid 10.448 g c 0.0994 M Mallincrodt
Paris, KE.

EBTA Na2H2EDTA 18.527 c 0.0995 M Amachen
Portland, OR.

HNO
3

HNO3 128 mL f 2.0 M Mallincrodt
St. Louis, MO.

NH
4
OH NH4OH 270 mL f 2.0 M Mallincrodt

St. Louis, MO.

a dilution volume equals 100 mL

b dilution volume equals 50 mL

c dilution volume equals 500 mL

d dilution volume equals 10 mL

e dilution volume equals 1 mL

f dilution volume equals 1 L
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for the single element standards was rinsed with one volume of liquid

containing similar quantities of the same element for

preconditioning. Mixed metal standards were typically in the 1.0

ug/mL to 1.0 ng/mL range, for individual studies, and were prepared

by careful volumetric dilutions. The pH of the stock solutions of

metal standards was adjusted to circa. pH 2 with HNO3 to ensure

minimum analyte losses due to adsorption.

A 20 mg/L humic acid (HA) solution was prepared as described in

Table VI. The HA was dissolved in a small volume (10 mL) of 0.4 M

NH4OH before dilution to final volume with DDW.

Resin Preparation

Chelex-100 complexing ion exchange resin was used extensively in

all studies, while both anion and cation resins were used for fission

product studies. The Chelex-100 used was obtained from Bio-Rad

laboratories in the sodium form. Approximately 100 g of the resin

were placed in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask and covered with DDW for a

minimum of two days. This step is necessary to allow the complete

hydration of the resin which results in a significant swelling of the

resin beads. Next the water was decanted and the resin was immersed

in 2.0 M nitric acid. This step converts the resin from the sodium

form to the hydrogen form and reduces the resin volume significantly.

The resin was allowed to stand in the acid wash for ten minutes with

occasional mixing with a glass stir rod. After this acid treatment,

the resin was separated from the acid by decantation and washed with

DDW. The water rinse was removed from the flask containing the

resin, and then the resin was converted to the ammonium form by
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allowing the resin to soak in 2.0 M ammonium hydroxide. This step

caused a significant swelling of the resin beads and increased the

volume of the resin by approximately 100%. After the resin had

soaked in the basic media for approximately ten minutes (with

occasional stirring), the liquid was once again decanted and replaced

with another water rinse. This series of steps constitutes one

"conversion cycle" to convert the Chelex resin from the sodium form

to the ammonium form.

This preparative cycle, starting with the acid rinse, was

repeated once more. After the final water rinse treatment, the resin

was stored in the aqueous media. This procedure has been used

successfully by many researchers using Chelex-100 and was adapted

from the work of Chase (34). It has been found that Chelex resin is

stable in this form after this treatment for periods extending over

two to three months (34).

The cation exchange resin used was the AG50-X8 200-400 mesh

type, hydrogen form, obtained from Bio-Rad laboratories.

Approximately 50 g of this resin were immersed in 0.10 M nitric acid

overnight to insure complete hydration and conversion to the hydrogen

form, washed and stored in DOW.

The anion exchange resin used was the Bio-Rad AG1-X8 200-400

mesh, chloride form. The anion resin was converted from the chloride

form to the hydroxide form by immersing the resin in 1.0 M NaOH for

24 hours. Following this treatment, the resin was washed with DDW

until the pH of the wash solution was less than nine.
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Column Preparation

All columns were packed using a slurry filling approach. The

slurry approach ensures a resin bed which is never exposed to air and

provides a means to obtain a reproducible column packing density.

Initially during the column packing, the exhaust side of the column

is blocked with a threaded plug. With a 3 1/2 in Pasteur pipet, an

approximately 0.5 mL portion of the resin slurry is removed from the

storage vessel after agitation of the resin. During this transfer

step, the column is held at a 45 degree angle, and the tip of the

Pasteur pipet is placed close to the end fitting which supports the

column bed. As the resin slurry is discharged from the pipet tip

into the column, the pipet is slowly withdrawn, always keeping the

pipet tip below the liquid level.

After the resin is transferred to the column, the column is

clamped in a vertical position and the bottom blocking plug is

removed allowing the excess liquid to drain and the resin bed to

settle. The plug is replaced before the liquid level falls below the

resin level. This process is repeated until the column is completely

filled. Next the column inlet end fitting is screwed onto the column

for the microbore column, and the plunger assembly is installed into

the 6.0 mm I. D. column. The microbore column was filled to provide

a column bed height of 4.8 cm. This leaves a space of 2.0 mm height

above the column and provides a bed volume of .0.34 mL. The 6.0 mm

column was routinely filled to a height of 2.0 cm providing a bed

volume of 0.57 mL. After the column had been assembled, all fittings

were hand tightened and the column was installed in the system.
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Before use, the resin in the column was treated one more time.

In the case of the Chelex-100 resin this final treatment consisted of

passing 10 mL of 2.0 M HNO3 acid through the column followed by a 10

mL wash of DOW. Next, 10 mL of 2.0 M NH4OH are passed through the

resin. The flow is stopped during the NH4OH wash to allow the resin

to stand in the basic media for five minutes to insure complete resin

conversion to the NH4+ form. The treatment is completed with a 10 to

15 mL wash of DDW. The bed volume of the Chelex resin is reduced by

approximately a factor of two during the acid wash as observed by

other researchers (41). During the NH4OH treatment, the bed volume

regained its initial volume.

The final treatment of the cation exchange resin involved

passing 15 mL of 0.2 M HNO3 and a DDW rinse through the column. The

last treatment of the anion exchange resin involved passing 15 mL of

0.2 M NaOH through the packed resin bed, followed by 15 mL of DDW.

Sample Activation

All radioactive species used in the course of this work were

produced using the Oregon State University TRIGA Mark III one

megawatt, steady state, reactor. This facility provides different

locations in which samples may be subjected to a flux of neutrons

resulting in the production of the neutron rich congener. The

various activation facilities of the OSU reactor include: 1) a

rotating rack, 2) the pneumatic terminal, 3) a cadmium lined

pneumatic terminal, 4) the thermal column, and 5) several beam ports.

A schematic cut away view of the reactor is shown in Figure 30 and

the core configuration is illustrated in Figure 31. The neutron flux
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density and energy distribution vary at virtually every point in the

reactor, depending on position. Only the rotating rack and the

pneumatic terminal were used in this study for the production of

radioactive species.

The neutron flux is linearly dependent on the power level of the

TRIGA reactor. In the pneumatic terminal the thermal flux is known

to be 9.0 X 1012 n cm-2 5 -1 and in the rotating rack the neutron flux

is 3.0 X 1012 n cm-2 s-1 at one megawatt (1 MW) steady state

operation. The exact shape of the neutron energy distribution varies

between these two locations. These differences arise because of the

relative positioning of the two activation facilities in the reactor

relative to the core. The pneumatic terminal occupies a vacant fuel

rod position within the core assembly (G-ring) whereas the rotating

rack is a annulus located around the outer diameter of the core.

Since all neutrons are born with circa. 0.5 - 15 MeV of kinetic

energy and are subsequently thermalized by the water moderator, the

neutron energy spectrum is softened (shifted toward lower energies)

in the rotating rack relative to the pneumatic terminal facility.

Table VII lists the samples and activation conditions for the

different samples used in this research. A solution of activated

Eu-152 was used for most range extension experiments because it

provides a multiplicity of prominent decay energies. An activated

uranyl solutions was used to simulate activation and fission products

in a nuclear power reactor and is denoted the fission product mixture

(FPM). A solution of In, Eu, Dy, and Mn was activated to produce

radiotracers for studies of humic acid-metal interactions. These
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Table VII. Sample activation information

Experiment Sample Mass TOB Power Facility

Collimation Eu-152 10 mg 4 hr 1 MW RR

Dilution Eu-152 10 mg 4 hr 1 MW RR

Sample Holdup U (MFP) 3 mg 15 s 100 KW PT

Ion Exchange U (MFP) 3 mg 1 hr 1 MW RR

Separations 300 mg 6 hr 1 MW RR

Metal-Humic In-116m 1 pg 20 min 1 MW PT

Eu-152 1 pg 20 min 1 MW PT

Dy-165 1 pg 20 min 1 MW PT

Mn-56 1 pg 20 min 1 MW PT

Cadmium Ratio Au-198 1 pg 1 hr 1 MW PT

Alternate Eu-152 1 mg 20 min 1 MW PT

Counting Geometry

Single Comparator Co-60 50 pg 1 hr 1 MW RR

Non-Radioactive 1 hr 1 MW RR

Samples

Mass: Mass of target species all contained in 1 mL

TOB: Time of bombardment

RR: Rotating Rack

PT: Pneumatic Terminal
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elements all possess excellent detection limits. The cadmium ratio

(CR) was determined by activation of pg/mL concentrations of Au. To

determine the single standard comparision constant, approximately 50

jig /mL solutions of Co were activated with samples analyzed.

System Operation

Prior to operation of the ARFA system, the electronics must be

turned on and warmed up. Approximately 40 psi is applied to the

pneumatic values. The nuclear counting instrumentation and the

Ge(Li) detector should be left on to insure stability. The remaining

system components (binary counter, ADC, pH meter, etc) should be

allowed to warm up for at least ten minutes. Once the AIM has been

booted up and the user software loaded, the user selects the mode of

operation from the main menu. As stated earlier, the two choices are

interactive or automated. The majority of experiments conducted

during this research used the interactive mode. The interactive

mode, where the user controls every step in the process, is better

for task development.

After the interactive mode has been selected, a sub-menu appears

on the display showing the software features related to the status of

the valves, pumps, the pH meter, and the binary counter. The user

selects the sequence of operations involving the status of valves,

pumps and measurement of activity or pH and controls the time delays

between steps. This directs the sample and various wash and

stripping solutions to the column, counting loops and holdup vessels

in a sequence optimized for each type of sample. This sequence may

he entered into the automatic mode of operation and the entire
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sequence, previously optimized in the interactive mode, can be

conducted by the processor independent of operator input. A more

detailed description of the menu(s) and operation of the system can

be found in the instrumental section.

Extension of Dynamic Range

Experiments were conducted to extend the upper count rate limit

of a typical Ce(Li) detector. These experiments involved reduction

of the count rate by: 1) slit collimation, 2) successive dilution of

a radioactive liquid, 3) sample holdup to allow for the decay of

short lived radionuclides, 4) alternate counting geometries, and 5)

radiochemical separations. The slit collimation experiment was

performed as a stand alone experiment while the remaining range

extension experiments were conducted using the ARFA system.

Slit Collimation

The slit collimation experiment was performed with a 10 mg/mL

Eu-152 radioactive source (see Table VII). The activity was allowed

to decay for sufficient time to ensure that the activity of short

lived isomers was insignificant and a portion of the sample was

placed in a Teflon tube. The use of a multiple gamma energy source

allows the determination of the energy dependence as well as the slit

aperture dependence of the transmission of gamma rays.

The Eu-152 sample was positioned approximately 10 cm in front of

the detector such that the detector was observing a gross count rate

of 9000 cps. At this point two lead bricks were interposed between

the source and the detector and other shielding was placed around the

detector such that the detector would experience only the radioactive
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field flux passing through the slit aperture. Next, a series of

measurements were made as a function of slit aperture width. The

range of slit aperture widths varied from 6 cm (the width of the

detector face) to 0.1 cm. More experimental details are presented in

Appendix I.

Dilution

The dilution experiments consisted of simply, mixing a flowing

stream of radioactive Eu-152 with a flowing stream of water. The 10

mg/mL activated Eu-152 solution (Table VII) was diluted to 0.1 mg/mL

with 100 mL of DOW in the source reservoir. The radioactive stream

is routed from the source reservoir with P1 to a mixing tee connected

where it is mixed with DOW delivered with P2 and finally directed

through the accident counting loop (V4-V5) and into a waste reservoir

as shown in Figure 12.

Sample Holdup

Sample holdup is useful when the predominant portion of the

gross radioactivity is due to a "short lived" species (or several

short lived species) and the species of interest have significantly

longer half lifes. Note that "short lived" is a relative term that

depends on the specific situation and could mean half lives of

seconds or days or even longer. To analyze effectively a sample

containing a mixture of species with differing tin's involves

sequentially counting the sample with adequate delay between the

counting periods to allow for decay of the shorter lived species.

This approach is particularly useful in situations where the major

contribution to the total count rate is due to one or two species,
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and the corresponding half lives are short relative to the major

species of interest.

For monitoring of coolant water from a pressurized water reactor

(PWR), sample holdup is an effective means of count rate reduction.

In a steady state mode of operation, up to fifty percent of the total

radioactivity is due to N-16 produced by the (n, p) reaction with

oxygen present in the coolant (53). With a seven second half life,

the activity from this species is virtually eliminated by removing

the sample from the bulk for a short period of time (less than 5

minutes). In addition to the N-16 contribution, the coolant water

contains numerous other short lived species which raise the total

count rate. In the case of a cladding failure, the coolant matrix is

further complicated by fission products. In all of these situations

the number of matrix components which can be identified and

quantified increases by sample holdup.

In the experiments conducted during this work, 3 mg/mL uranium

samples were irradiated as described in Table VII to simulate a

fission product mixture. After returning from the reactor, the

sample was routed to the laboratory with a second pneumatic transfer

system and transferred into the source reservoir. The complete

transfer process from the reactor to the source reservoir was

completed in less than 25 s. The sample was diluted with 100 mL of

DDW water to 0.03 mg/mL and mixed by aeration for approximately 30 s.

The diluted solution was then pumped via P1 to the normal counting

position and counted for 300 s. The observed count rate was always

in the range of 8,000-10,000 cps. After the initial counting period,
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the sample liquid was routed to a holdup vessel for storage.

Portions of sample in the holdup reservoir were periodically routed

to the normal counting loop where both the gross count rate and the

gamma ray spectra were measured. This flow system configuration is

the same as shown in Figure 17 except that the normal counting loop

is used. After the holdup capablity to remove and retrieve the

decayed sample had been demonstrated, the sample was counted directly

in the normal counting loop as a function of time.

Alternate Counting Geometries

A traditional method to reduce count rates and to extend the

dynamic range for any given radiation detector is through the use of

alternate counting positions. This can involve a variable distance

between the source and the detector or different volume of sample

presented to the detector. This combination of approaches is

employed in the ARFA system by switching the sample stream to two

different counting loops as shown in Figure 5 and described in the

instrumental section. The 1 mg/mL activated Eu-152 solution (Table

VII) was diluted to 100 mL in the source reservoir and counted in

both counting loops to determine the relative counting efficiency as

a function of energy.

Ion Exchange Separations

Chemical separations of specific radioactive species from other

radioactive species before detection has been long used to reduce the

total count rate and to simplify the radionuclidic composition. Many

types of separation schemes may be employed. In this work,

separations via ion exchange were employed. Although significant
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selectivity for specific matrix components is possible using ion

exchange separations, the approach used in this work was to use ion

exchange resins to separate one chemical group from other chemical

groups. For example, it is possible to separate cations, anions and

neutral species from each other. The exact amount of the count rate

reduction obtainable depends to a large extent on the nature of the

radioactive matrix, the type of separation(s) involved and the

history of the sample.

The automated system was used to direct radioactive samples to

columns filled with resins. First either the species retained by the

column or the species which passed unretained by the column were

counted. Second stripping reagents were passed through the column

and the column or eluant were counted to evaluate selective removal

of species.

The sample solutions containing U022+ (see Table VII) were used

to simulate a fission product mixture. For some studies a 300 mg/mL

activated U solution was diluted to 100 mL in the source reservoir.

Measurements were made approximately ninety days after activation so

only longer lived species were present. Based on the article by

Gladney et. al. (28), the majority of the uranyl ions were removed

from this original mixture by initially adjusting the solution to pH

9 and then passing the FPM through a Chelex-100 exchange resin.

Gladney reported selective retention of uranyl ions on Chelex-100

resin at pH 4 while other work (31-34,42) has shown favorable

retention of metals at pH values greater than 8. Other separation

studies were carried out with a 3 mg/mL activated U solution which
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was diluted to 100 mL in the source reservoir. Here measurements

were made within 10 days of the irradiation to observe shorter lived

species.

The separations performed in this study used cation, anion and

Chelex-100 ion exchange resins to evaluate the effectiveness of the

ARFA system for separation of groups (or individual) of matrix

components. The ability to remove select fractions using a

programmed pH gradient was also evaluated.

Sample Analysis

The ARFA system was designed to have the versatility to analyze

a variety of different types of samples including: 1)

non-radioactive samples, 2) low level radioactive samples, and 3)

high level radioactive samples. A listing of the samples used and

their origins may be seen in Table VIII.

Non Radioactive Samples

Two different types of real non-radioactive samples were

analyzed during this work. These samples were obtained from the

Willamette river and the cold water tap at the Radiation Center (room

B-124). One liter of each type of sample were stored in 1 L cleaned

Naglene bottles to which 1 mL of concentrated HNO3 was added to each

container prior to use. Willamette river samples were collected at

the boat dock between Willamette Park and Evans Products. The

samples were taken by partially submerging the mouth of the vessel

downstream until full. At this point the sampling bottle was removed

from the river, capped and returned to the laboratory. The tap water

samples were collected in similarly treated one liter Naglene
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Table VIII. Sample collection summary

Sample Source Date Date
Number Collected Analyzed

1 River (W) a 8/14/83 8/31/83

2 Tap (B-124) 8/14/83 8/31/83

3 RC b 3/13/84 3/13/84

4 RC 3/14/84 3/14/84

5 RC 4/27/84 4/27/84

a Willamette park sample

b Radiation Center reactor water

1-2 non-radioactive

3-5 radioactive
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treated one liter Naglene bottles.

Both samples were filtered through 0.45 pm Nuclepore filter

(polycarbonate) paper prior to analysis. Initially gravity

filtration was used. The flow rate through the filter paper was very

slow (< 10 mL/min) initially, and after approximately 100 mL, the

flow rate had dwindled to virtually zero. Therefore vacuum

filtration was used.

Next several 1.0 mL aliquots of the filtered water samples were

pipetted into pre-cleaned 2/5 dram polyethylene vials and heat

sealed. These aliquots of the original sample were simultaneously

analyzed by INAA (with samples which had undergone the

pre-concentration process) to determine major, minor, and trace

element composition. The activation conditions are given in Table

VII. By analyzing these original aliquots, concentration factors

were determined.

Prior to introduction of the filtered sample into the source

reservoir into the system, the pH was adjusted to circa. pH 8 using

1.0 M NaOH. It has been shown by other investigators (32) and in a

study conducted during this work, that retention of many trace metals

on the Chelex resin is virtually complete at pH values of 8 or

greater.

The ARFA system was operated in a "preconcentration mode" where

the system routes the filtered pH adjusted sample solution in one

holdup container through a Chelex-100 resin bed to another holdup

reservoir. The flow rate was maintained between 2.5-3.0 mL/min.

This is a typical range of flow rates found in the literature for
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free metal concentration from aqueous solvents. After volumes of 800

mL to 1.0 L of the sample had been routed through the column, the

column was washed with 10 mL of DDW to remove sample solution

retained in the interstitial volume of the column.

After the water wash, the next step in the sequence involved a

10 mL wash with 1.0 M NH40Ac to remove alkali metals (principly

and Na+) and some group II elements (Ca2+, Mg2+) that are retained on

the column. This method had been suggested and used by Kingston et.

al. (32). Aliquots of this NH40Ac wash were also sealed in 2/5 dram

polyvials and were suhjected to INAA to quantitate the amount of each

species stripped from the column.

After the water rinse and NH40Ac rinses, the trace metals

retained by the resin were stripped with 10 mL of 2.0 M HNO3. Three

1 mL sample aliquots were taken for analysis via INAA. All

activated aliquots were counted in a standard position with known

overall detection efficiency. Based on an initial sample volume of 1

L and the volume of the stripping solution, the nominal concentration

factor should be 100.

Version III of the flow system with column #2 and the 2.3 mL

counting loop was used in the preconcentration mode as shown in

Figure 19. Between each rinse or stripping step, the residue

solution in the tubing between V5 and the holdup reservoir was

eliminated as shown in Figure 21. There are about 1.5 mL of dead

volume between V12 and the holdup reservoirs. Therefore after about

8.5 mL of the rinse or stripping solution were collected in the

appropriate holdup reservoir, the remaining 1.5 mL was transferred to
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the holdup reservoir with positive displacement through V12 with a

syringe as shown in Figure 32. This technique is effective in

displacing the stripping volumes from the exhaust point of the column

to the collection reservoir.

Primary Coolant Water

The low level radioactive sample analyzed during this study was

the primary coolant of the TRIGA reactor. One liter samples of the

reactor coolant were obtained on several different occasions. A

listing of the exact times of collections may he found in Table VIII.

These samples were brought to the laboratory and the pH was adjusted

to pH 8 or greater and transferred to one of the sample holdup

containers in the system.

The concentration of radionuclidic species present in the

coolant water varies with operating history and power level. Samples

were taken after 2-4 MW hours of operation.

The radionuclidic composition and detectability prior to the

concentration step were determined by routing the sample solution

through the flow system until the 11.3 mL normal counting loop was

filled. At this point the flow was stopped and a 3,000 s to 10,000 s

count was made.

After the count was completed, the loop was flushed with acid

and DDW and the Chelex-100 column was positioned in front of the

Ge(Li) detector at a distance of 1.5 cm. In this application the

ARFA system is operating in a preconcentration mode as shown in

Figure 18 although Version III (Figure 19) with column #2 was

employed. Once the system had been set up in this configuration, the
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sample solution was routed through the resin bed at a flow rate of

typically 2.7 mL/min or 0.16 L/hr to a second holdup container.

Measurements of radioactivity were made periodically during the

concentration period. With a hed volume of 1 mL, a volume

concentration factor of approximately 1,000 can be expected from a 1

L sample.

In some experiments the retained species were eluted with 10 mL

of 2 M NH
4
Ac and 2 M HNO

3*
Each fraction was counted in the normal

counting loop. This requires more sample handling and reduces the

volume concentration factor. After the analysis of the retained

material on the resin, the sample in the holdup container was counted

in the normal counting loop.

Synthetic Metal Mixture-Humic Acid Studies

Experiments were conducted to determine the degree of

complexation between Mn2+, In3+, Eu3+, and Dy3+ and humic acid. Test

solutions were prepared to contain a final concentration of 1 ng/mL

of the activated metals and 5.0, 1.0, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.05 mg/L of

humic acid. These measurements involved counting the original test

solution, passing a known volume of test solution through a

Chelex-100 resin, counting the column and finally counting the eluant

from the column.

Version III of the ARFA system (Figure 19) was used for these

studies with the 2.3 mL counting loop positioned 1.5 cm in front of

the Ge(Li) detector. Column #2 between V4 and V12 was used for most

studies. To maintain a similar counting geometry, the column was

located in place of the counting loop when it was necessary to count
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the column. Column #1 was used for some initial studies but was more

difficult to place it reproducibly in front of the detector.

Initial experiments were conducted with tracer solutions of the

test metals (at 1 ng/mL concentrations) to determine the retention

with no HA present. The pH of the test solution was adjusted to pH

4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 by adding commerically available phosphate buffers.

A similiar experiment was conducted with the test metals at 0.14

ng/mL concentration at pH 6. The buffer strength of the solutions

(0.02 M) was kept lower than the recommended buffer concentration

specified by the manufacturer.

Before the tracer activity is produced, one liter of the desired

concentration of humic acid is prepared and approximately one half of

the volume is transferred to the source reservoir. The aspiration

pump is used to empty the lines of the loop in a matter of seconds.

To produce the radioactive tracers, 1 mL samples of the mixed

metal stock solution containing approximately 1 lug /mL of each test

metal were activated as indicated in Table VII. Due to the short

half life values of the tracers, it is important to get the tracer

solution into the system as quickly as possible. Through the use of

the pneumatic terminal for the activation and a second pneumatic

system between the rabbit room and the laboratory, the transfer from

the reactor to the laboratory occurred in approximately 30 s. Once

the sample had arrived in the laboratory, it was placed in the sample

plunger assembly and transferred to the source reservoir with the

aspiration pump as previously discussed (Figure 7).

After the sample is transferred to the reservoir, the sample
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vial is washed with 10 mL of the humic solution which is also

transferred to the source reservoir. Next, the remainder of the

humic acid solution (approx. 0.5 L) is transferred to the source

reservoir. It was determined that sample activity transfer between

the irradiated vial and the source reservoir was 96 % or greater with

a 10 mL rinse. The tracers and the humic solution are mixed by

turhulent bubbling of the mixture for 5 min with the aspiration pump.

Next, an adequate volume of the test solution from the reservoir

is routed through the main flow loop to the 2.3 mL counting loop

positioned in front of the Ge(Li) detector to ensure the maximum

count rate. At this point the pump is stopped and an initial count

of the mixture is made.

After the count is complete, the flow loop, containing the

sample solution was flushed with a water rinse. Once the rinse is

complete, the radioactive sample solution is again pumped through the

flow system to V4, at which point several things occur; 1) P1 is

stopped, 2) valves V4, V5, and V12 are engaged, 3) the solution

remaining in the system loop from V5 to V6 is expelled by means of

positive air displacement, 4) V6 is engaged and V9 is positioned to

direct the column eluant to an appropriate collection vessel. This

series of steps is necessary to ensure that the eluant from the

column was not diluted by residual volume present in the sample

lines. Pump 1 is restarted and a known volume of solution (typically

35-40 mL) is passed through the column at a flow rate between 1.5-2.0

mL/min.

After the desired volume of the sample solution has passed
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through the column, P1 is shut off and the eluant remaining in the

sample lines from the exhaust side of the column to the collection

vessel is transferred to the collection vessel via positive air

displacement through V12. At this point a 10 mL H2O rinse of the

column is made, the column is positioned in front of the detector,

and a count is made of the radioactivity retained on the Chelex-100

resin.

Next the 2.3 mL counting loop is repositioned in front of the

detector and the eluant in a holdup reservoir is routed to this

counting loop. When the count rate had reached the maximum, the flow

is stopped and the count was made.

This series of measurements (original count of mixture, count of

the column and count of the eluant) constitutes one run. In some of

the experiments where chelating agents were present, several runs

were made in a identical fashion with portions of the sample test

solution present in the source reservoir to evaluate the time

dependence of complexation.
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Data Manipulation

The count rate information obtained was used in different ways

depending on the experiment. In many experiments only relative count

rates was of interest. Here the gross count rate or the count rate

for specific species in a given activated sample were compared before

and after sample manipulation or under different counting conditions.

This approach was used for all range extension experiments and

studies of complexation of metals by humic acid.

In cases where the activity decay significantly over the time

duration of the experiment, the count rates were corrected for decay.

The correction factor is exp(-XAt) where X is the decay constant in

s
-1 for a given nuclide and At is the time interval between

measurements.

For analysis of non-radioactive samples where it is necessary to

determine the mass or concentration of species detected, either

relative or absolute count rate data can be used. Commonly relative

counting is used to determine the mass of the analyte. This approach

involves the simultaneous irradiation of known standards along with

the unknowns and comparing the specific activities of the standard

and the unknown as seen in equation 1

Aunk
= Ill X

munk std A
std

(1)

where m
unk and mstd are the mass of the unknown and standard,

respectively, and Aunk and Astd are the observed count rates for the

unknown and standard, respectively. Equation 1 is valid as long as

the standard and unknown are irradiated and counted under similiar
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conditions. To eliminate flux inhomogeneities between the samples,

the entire rack is rotated at one revolution per minute.

An alternate approach is to use absolute count data to back

calculate the element masses and concentrations. The determination

of masses of species detected using the single standard comparison

(SDI) method utilizes the specific irradiation conditions and the

unique nuclear properties of each species detected. This approach is

reviewed below.

Although the majority of the nuclear reactions used throughout

this work were of the neutron capture variety (n,Y) there are

numerous other possible reaction channels which can contribute to the

total activity induced in the activation. The extent of the

participation of these reaction channels depends on both the target

nuclide and the neutron energy distribution. The symbols used in the

following equations are summarized in Table IX.

The direct production (P in radionuclides/s) due to activation

of a given radionuclide can be described using equation 2:

P = NTI(E)..(E)dE (2)

where N is the number of a specific isotope undergoing neutron

capture in the target, o(E) equals the probability of reaction or

cross section (in cm2) for the isotope and $(E) equals the neutron

flux distribution. The latter two factors are a function of neutron

energy (E). The direct production of a radionuclide described in

equation 2 can be partitioned into a thermal and epithermal energy

region as shown in equation 3.
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Table IX. Definitions of variables

Variable Definition

At

k

N

NT

fg

f
P

0th

a
th

Count rate of gamma
energy of interest

Overall proportionality
constant

Overall detection
efficiency

Number of a specific target
isotopic species

Number of atoms of a given
element

Isotopic abundance of the
target isotope

Branching ratio of
measured photon energy

Thermal neutron flux

Thermal neutron capture cross
section

a Ratio of thermal flux to
epithermal flux

'epi

X

t
b

t d

r

Epithermal neutron flux

Decay constant of a given
radionuclide

Time of irradiation

Time of decay before
measurement

Resonance integral of a
given isotopic species
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P = N [f a(E)4(E)dE + f a(E)O(E)dE

1

(3)
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The contribution of the fast neutrons (E > 105 eV) is assumed

negligible. Although somewhat subjective, the energy cut off for the

thermal neutron flux is usually taken to be between 0.5 and 1.0 eV.

After complete moderation of the fission product neutron energy

distribution (NED), the thermal energy region (0 to 1 eV) can he

described in terms of a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution. The

production due to the thermal neutrons (Pth) is given by equation 4

1

Pth = N J o(E)6(E) dE = No
thr

6-th
(4)

where Oth is the thermal flux (n cm-2 s-1) and oth is the thermal

neutron capture cross section (cm2).

Resonance neutron activation occurs when the incident neutron

has an energy equal to discrete energy states of the nucleus above

the neutron binding energy (46). The exact resonance values depend

on the target species. In general the degree of epithermal

activation increases with increasing Z value. Due to the

multiplicity of resonances present in many nuclides, the total

probability of resonance neutron activations or the resonance

integral in cm2 is the sum of the individual resonances as seen in

equation 5

=
( 01(E)

dE
R E

(5)

where a'(E) is the energy dependent cross section. The rate of

production due to epithermal neutrons (Pepi) is given by equation 6.
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10
s

10
'(

P
epi

= N f a(E)6(E)dE
icr

E

E)
N f .dE = NI

R6epi.

1

(6)
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Equation 6 assumes a 1/E neutron energy distribution (NED) in the

epithermal region. IR represents the resonance integral for all

resonances of the specific target species. At each point in the

reactor, the NED varies slightly from an exact 1/E distribution (47).

Harte et. al. (54) have assumed the NED in the epithermal region

varies as 1/E 1+a so that the resonance integral becomes equation 7.

IR =
a'(E)dE (7)

El-Ea

Typical values of a range from 0 - 0.10 (54). Dilute gold, indium,

and manganese samples were activated in the rotating rack to

determine the value of a in this position and a was determined to he

0.04. Further calculations were not made considering this deviation

from a simple inverse energy relation. Neglect of this correction

will result in approximately five percent error in the contribution

from the epithermal activity component of the product. From

equations 3, 4 and 6 the total production PT is given by equation 8

P
T

= P
th

+ P
epi

= N(a
th

6
th

+ I
R
6 .)

(8)

The activity D at a particular gamma ray energy in dps produced for

any target nuclide is related to the rate of production by equation

D = P
T
(1 - e-Xtb)e-Xtd.f (9)

where A equals the decay constant for the product nuclide, tb and td
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represent the time of bombardment and delay before counting,

respectively, and f equals the branching ratio or fraction of gamma

rays emitted at a particular energy. The half life ti/2 is related

to A by X=1n2/t1/2.

As seen in equations 8 and 9, the amount of radiactivity

produced depends on the cross sectional values and flux values in

addition to the mass of the target and the time of bombardment (and

decay). A complete list of the cross sectional values (thermal and

epithermal), half life values and detection limits for a one hour

activation of species used in this research is given in Table X.

The measured count rate A in cps at a particular energy is

related to the activity of a given radionuclide by equation 10;

A De (10)

where c is the overall efficiency which is energy dependent.

Combination of equations 8, 9, and 10 with the addition of the

proportionality constant k yields equation 11.

A = Nef k [
thcb th

+ (1 - e
-Xtb

)e
-Atd (11)

p T

Note that N = NTfg where N is the number of atoms of an element and

f
9

is the isotopic abundance. This can be solved for N to yield

equation 12.

N =
kef

p th
[cr

th
+ aI

R
] (1 - e-Atb)e-Xtd

A
(12)

To use equation 12 the variables a, k, and c must be determined as

discussed below.
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Table X. Nuclear parameters for selected elements

Species Isotopic a
Abundance

ath' iD b t1/2 Detection c
Limit (P9)

Eu-152 47.9 9204, 3300 12.7 yr 1-5 X 10-6

Eu-152m1 47.9 4, 3300 96 min

Eu-152m2 47.9 3200, 3300 9.3 hr

In-116m2 95.7 162, 2600 54.2 min 1-5 X 10-6

In-116m1 95.7 87, 2600 2.2 s

In-116 95.7 41, 6700 14.2 s

Dy-165 28.1 2700, 340 2.3 hr 1-5 X 10-7

Dy-165m1 28.1 1700, 340 1.3 min

Mn-56 100.0 13, 14.2 2.6 hr 1-5 X 10-6

U-239 0.7 3, 270 2.3 d 1-3 X 10-4

Co-60 100.0 37, 75 5.3 yr 1-9 X 10-2

Na-24 100.0 0.53, 0.32 15 hr 1-9 X 10-4

K-42 6.7 1.5, 1.3 12 hr 1-9 X 10-3

Au-198 100.0 99, 1560 2.7 d 1-9 X 10-5

a Isotopic abundance of stable precursor in percent

b in barns, 1 b = 1.0 X 10-24 cm2

c Interference free detection limit based on thermal flux of

1013 n cm-2 s-1
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The overall efficiency term (e) is obtained by counting an NOS

traceable Eu-152 standard of a known P in a standard counting

geometry. The c term is a function of the solid angle between the

source and detector (Cl), the intrinsic efficiency of the detector or

(c') and the photon energy (Ey). The overall detection efficiency in

the standard positions (c) was determined as 2, 4, and 6 cm positions

above the surface of the Ge(Li) used as shown in Figure 33. The

dependence of overall detection efficiency on photon energy is a

power function relation as seen in equation 13.

e = bE (13)

The b and m values for the three counting positions used are seen in

Table XI.

The neutron flux distribution varies as a function of position

throughout the reactor. To determine the epithermal flux component,

1 pg/mL gold samples were irradiated with and without cadmium covers.

Cadmium covers virtually eliminate the thermal neutron component of

the neutron flux (< 0.5 eV) reaching the gold target because of the

extremely large (2,400 barn) thermal neutron capture cross section of

cadmium. The stable isotope of gold, Au-197, has on the other hand,

a very large resonance absorption integral (1,585 barns) at 4.90 eV.

The Cd and Au absorption profiles are seen in Figure 34. This

approach has been used extensively over the years and represents a

quantity referred to as the cadmium ratio (CR) as defined in equation

14.

CR = thcrth I0epi

IRGepi

(14)
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Table XI. Regression coefficients for detector efficiency a

Distance from
Detector (cm) in b R2

2 -0.916 4.62 0.999

4 -0.858 1.64 0.986

6 -0.896 0.428 0.998

a m and b for equation 13
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The CR was obtained from the ratio of the observed count rate due to

the gold activity without the cadmium cover to the ohserved activity

with the cadmium cover after making the appropriate decay corrections

as shown in equation 15.

CR =
(A
Au

)

std
x e

XAt

kAAu)Cd
(15)

The numerator represents the total count rate of the gold sample

without the cadmium. The denominator represents the decay corrected

total count rate from the gold sample activated with a cadmium

container. The CR was determined to have a value of 2.31 + 0.05.

The CR is used to determine the cbepi. Here we let IR.epi = aIROth so

that equation 14 can be rewritten as seen in equation 16.

CR =
atOth + aIRGth

(16)
aI

R
(1)

th

From the measured value of the CR and the known values of IR and oth

for Cd and th for the rotating rack of the OSU reactor, the constant

a can be calculated. The ratio of epithermal to thermal flux (a) was

determined to be 0.041.

Elements detected in the non-radioactive samples were determined

by use of the single comparator method (54). To use the single

standard comparator method (SCM), a standard is irradiated with the

unknown sample(s). The co-irradiation of this standard allows the

correction constant k which accounts for uncertainties in the neutron

flux values found in the reactor.

The element chosen to develop this corrective constant should
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have well known thermal and epithermal neutron capture cross

sections. Cobalt has these qualifications and was the element chosen

for use. A standard solution containing approximately 50 pg of Co2+

was irradiated with each of the sample sets to determine the value of

the corrective constant k. To calculate k, equation 11 is rearranged

to yield

A
k - (17)

N
T
ef

gfpa th
($

th
+ aI

R
)(1 - e

-At
b)e

-At
d

The value of k was determined to be 1.67 using the 1332 keV gamma ray

energy.

For the reactor coolant water studies the initial count rate,

measured in the normal counting loop and column #2 were converted to

disintegration rates by calibrating the overall detection efficiency

of both counting positions. This calibration was accomplished by

filling the normal counting loop with 10 mL of Eu-152 and aquiring a

gamma ray spectrum. After this count a 1 mL aliquot of this same

solution was transferred to a 2/5 dram polyvial and was counted in a

position with known overall detector efficiency (shelf 2) as

determined earlier (refer Figure 33). Next, a 0.9 mL aliquot of the

same Eu-152 solution was transferred to the ion exchange column (#2)

and another count was performed.

This data were used to determine the overall detection

efficiency of the normal counting loop and the ion exchange column in

the following way. Expressions relating overall detection

efficiency, for both positions, to the observed count rates for each

of the three positions (shelf 2, normal loop and ion exchange column)
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including the volume dependencies are shown in equations 18 and 19,

respectively.

A
c

V

cc A
s
x es x V

c

Al
V
s (19)

,E = x E x
I A

s
s vl

In equations 18 and 19, A and V represent the activity and volume,

(18)

respectively. Although the total volume of the normal counting loop

was determined to be 11.3 mL, the active volume (V1) viewed by the

detector was determined to be 10.5 mL. The subscripts s, 1, and c

represent the shelf 2, the normal loop and the column counting

positions respectively. The results of the calibration are shown in

Figure 35.

The detection limit was calculated from equation 20 (54)

DL = 4.66 shk /m (20)

where sbk is the standard deviation of the background count and m is

the counts per ng/mL for the element of interest at a particular

gamma ray energy.

The percent counting error is reported in many cases in the

results and discussion section. This is calculated by the gamma

spectral analysis program and is a measure of the precision due to

the counting statistics. The percent relative counting error is

defined as

% Ct. Error = (Ct Cbk)1 /2 /Cp (21)

where Cp, Ct and Cbk are the peak, total and background counts
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accumulated for a given gamma ray peak.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

This chapter is divided into several sections representing

different aspects of this research. The first sections are concerned

with the performance of the ARFA system. In particular, results are

presented which demonstrate the extension of dynamic range through

automated dilution, sample holdup, ion exchange separations, and

selection of counting geometry. Collimation data are also

presented. The latter sections deal with the application of the ARFA

to the analysis of different types of samples. The samples were

chosen to illustrate the broad range of applications that the

analysis system can be used for. These applications include analysis

of non-radioactive and radioactive samples and speciation studies.

Extension of Dynamic Range

Version I of the ARFA system was designed as a prototype for on

line monitoring of nuclear reactor coolant water. One of the main

requirements of such a monitoring system is the ability to obtain

accurate gamma ray spectral information over a wide range of

radioactivity levels (4). Five separate methods were used to

increase the dynamic range of count rates a typical Ge(Li)/MCA

counting system could accommodate. These five methods include: 1)

alternate counting geometry, 2) dilution, 3) collimation, 4) sample

holdup, and 5) ion exchange separation. Of these five methods, only

the last two have the effect of changing the gamma ray spectrum.

Conventional counting systems, such as the one utilizied in this
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work, can accomodate up to 6,000 to 8,000 cps before the dead time

losses due to ADC limitations and pulse pileup become limiting. For

a fixed set of counting conditions the dynamic range of a typical

Ge(Li) detector and associated counting electronics is approximately

three orders of magnitude.

Alternate Counting Geometries

The measurements made to determine the counting efficiency of

the coiled normal loop relative to the straight accident counting

loop. A solution of Eu-152 was used to determine the relative

counting efficiency over a wide range of energies (0 - 2000 keV).

The accident counting geometry reduces the count rate observed with

the normal counting loop by approximately a factor of 300. To

completely remove the radioactivity in the normal counting loop,

before using the accident counting loop, requires a flush with

approximately 20 mL of DOW. The relative counting efficiency of the

accident counting loop could easily be decreased by increasing the

source to detector displacement. The gamma ray spectrum for the

Eu-152 in the coiled counting geometry is seen in Figure 36.

Dilution

The gross count rate from an Eu-152 solution was measured with

and without the dilution pump (P2) on. During the dilution

experiment, the flow rates of P2 and P1 were set the maximum

(nominally 60 mL/min) and 2 mL/min, respectively, giving a nominal

dilution factor of 30. Experimentally the gross count rate was

reduced by a factor of 20.

The actual maximum flow rate obtainable with the P2 when
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connected to the counting loop was 42 mL/min. This would indicate a

maximum dilution factor of 21 with P1 set to 2 mL/min. The

discrepancy between the expected and observed dilution factor can be

attributed to the back pressures inherent in the system. The flow

rate of 2 mL/min for P1 was chosen as a lower limit to obtain a

reasonable response time.

The reduction in count rates, obtainable through dilution, could

be extended through the use of pumps having a greater range of flow

rates. In addition, the ease (and automation) of dilutions would be

significantly enhanced through the use of computer controllable pump

flow rates. The flow rates of the pumps used in this work were

manually set. Through the use of computer controlled pump flow

rates, the microcomputer could calculate a dilution factor, based on

observed count rates, and program the appropriate pump flow rates to

accomplish the required count rate reduction. Better mixing of the

sample and diluent streams is required to ensure representativeness

of the sample.

Collimation

Collimation is a widely used means of controlling the count rate

observed by the detector because of its simplicity and ease of

installation. Slit collimators or hole collimators could be

integrated into an automated system.

The experiment conducted in this research utilized two lead

bricks to define a manually adjusted slit between the source (Eu-152)

and the detector. A detailed description of the slit collimation

experiments is presented in Appendix I. These experiments show that
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collimation is useful in reducing the count rate by a factor of 20 to

200 depending on the photon energy. At very small slit apertures,

significant spectral degradation was observed, particularly at low

photon energies, due to scattering by the absorbers of higher energy

photons. This increases the relative background level in the lower

energy region of the gamma ray spectrum. The transmission of lower

energy photons is much less than for higher energy photons at small

slit apertures due to higher absorption coefficients. The loss of

signal to background and the dependence of attenuation on the energy

for small slit apertures limits the useful range of this type of

collimation, particularly at lower energies.

Sample Holdup

One of the simplest means to reduce the count rate and improve

spectral quality is to allow for decay of prominent radionuclidic

species (54). This approach was tested with the ARFA system by using

the sample holdup feature as described in the experimental section.

The activated U sample was quickly transferred into the system so

that short lived species could be observed. Measurements of both

gross count rate and spectral composition were made as a function of

post irradiation time.

The decrease in gross count rate for a typical run can be seen

in Figure 37. The relative amount of change in the gross count rate

is greatest early in the measurement process due to the initial decay

of short lived species (e.g. Ce-145). The gross count rate decreased

by a factor of three in ten minutes and continued to decrease over

the course of the experiment. Species detected in the initial
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spectral measurements and not detected in later measurements are

tabulated in Tables XII and XIII. These short lived species provide

the greatest contribution to the total count rate observed in earlier

measurements. As seen in Figures 38-40, the decay of prominent peaks

observed in early measurements allows for a higher quality analysis

of longer lived species which are not as abundant. The channel

number on these spectra closely correlate to the gamma ray energy in

keV. Examples of peaks present throughout the delay period can be

seen in Table XIV. The P/B's increase as the shorter lived species

decay away.

The sample holdup capability proved advantageous for the sample

used. Its usefulness for other samples such as reactor coolant water

depends upon the nature of the radioactive matrix, and its previous

history, and the allowable time period in which the sample matrix is

allowed to undergo decay before the measurement information is

desired. The fission product composition and total activity of

reactor coolant water vary as a function of irradiation and decay

conditions as well as the extent of the accident situation, if one

exists, in the reactor. In the application to a monitoring

situation, when the need exists for semi-immediate information, the

delay time must be short to be effective.

Ion Exchange Separations

The results of ion exchange separation studies on irradiated

uranium solutions are presented in this section. Experiments using

Chelex-100, cation, and anion exchange resins are discussed in

separate subsections.
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Table XII. Radionuclidic species not detected in
second count a

Gamma ray
Species energy (keV) Half life (min)

Ce-145 232.8 3.0

724.5

Ru-108 433.9 4.5

511.2

Ra-141 831.0 18.2

Nd-152 278.5 11.4
919.0

a delay time = 17 min, count time = 200 s
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Table XIII. Radionuclidic species not detected
in third count d

Species

Gamma ray
Energy (keVj Half life (min)

Sn-128 313.6 59.1

743.2

Te-133m 344.0 55.1

912.6

Te-133 407.9 12.5

312.1

Sr-93 590.3 7.3

875.7

Tc-104 358.1 18.4

792.5

a delay time = 1 hr, count time = 200 s
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Table XIV. Species detected throughout experiment a

1st Spectrum 2nd Spectrum 3rd Spectrum

Species Gamma ray net bkg P/B net bkg P/B net bkg P/B

energy (keV) cps cps cps cps cps cps

151

Kr-85m 151 7.5 47 0.16 5.3 18 0.29 3.6 7.7 0.47

Ba-139 169 7.4 48 0.15 2.8 21 0.15 1.9 6.4 0.30

Tc-101 307 12 16 0.72 15 6.0 2.4 5.9 7.5 0.79

Nb-95 766 2.9 7.? 0.41 2.3 2.4 0.96 1.5 1.8 0.84

a time of count = 200 s
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Chelex-100 Resin Separations. This set of measurements investigated

the ability to enhance the gamma ray spectral quality by selectively

isolating fission product components on a Chelex-100 resin in the

ammonium form followed by selective stripping of different fractions

of the retained material using a programmed acid gradient. Initially

the MFP solution was adjusted to pH 8 and then 50 mL of this solution

was passed through the Chelex-100 ion exchange resin. Counts of the

original solution and the eluant in the normal counting loop

indicated that 90 % of the activity was retained on the column.

Next, 10 mL aliquots (approximately 10 bed volumes) of different

concentrations of HNO3 were passed through the resin bed. Roth the

eluant and the column were counted after each wash.

A 0.1 M HNO3 wash removed less than 5 % of the species (or

activity) retained on the column with no significant improvement in

the P/R's or the number of gamma ray peaks observed.

The results of elution with 0.5 and 1 M HNO3 are seen in Tables

XV-XVI. After the 0.5 M HNO3 wash the Nb-95 peak was much more

prominent (better P/B) due to the removal of the upfield La-140 peak

while other peaks were virtually unaffected. After the 1.0 M HNO3

wash the gamma ray spectrum was additionally simplified due to the

Ru-103 removal.

The amount of radioactivity removed from the Chelex resin

increases with increasing acid concentration although the specific

amount of each element varies significantly. By selecting the

optimum acid concentrations, different fractions (refer to tables)
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Table XV. Retained species on Chelex-100 column
after 0.5 M HNO3 wash a

Activity on Column Activity on Column Ratio

Species Gamma Prewash Postwash post/pre
Energy net bkg net bkg net bkg

(keV) cps cps P/B cps cps P/B P/B

Ce-141 149 28 4.7 5.9 5.9 2.3 2.6 0.21 0.49 0.44

Ru-103 498 5.3 0.28 18 5.4 0.25 7.2 1.0 2.7 0.38

Zr-95 756 0.92 0.10 9.2 0.74 0.08 9.3 0.80 0.80 1.0

Nb-95 765 2.9 0.65 4.5 1.5 0.07 22 0.52 0.11 4.8

La-140 1595 0.08 0.03 3.3

a time of count = 1000 s
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Table XVI. Retained species on Chelex-100 column
after 1.0 M HNO3 wash a

Activity on Column Activity on Column Ratio

Species Gamma Prewash Postwash post/pre
Energy net bkg net bkg net bkg

(keV) cps cps P/R cps cps P/B P/B

Ce-141 149 16 3.3 4.9 0.55 1.7 0.33 0.03 0.5 0.07

Ru-103 498 4.9 1.5 3.3

Zr-95 756 0.64 0.07 9 0.51 0.05 10 0.80 0.71 1.1

Nh -95 765 1.4 0.06 22 0.62 0.03 20 0.50 0.92 54

a count time = 1000 s
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can be removed from the resin and counted separately. This approach

allows for a substantial reduction in the total count rate (Xl00)

relative to the untreated MEP while enabling a more sensitive

detection of specific spectral energies. Through the use of computer

controlled pump flow rates, the acid gradient used to remove select

species from the column could be controlled to optimize the reduction

of total count rates and measurement of individual species.

Cation Resin Separations. The results of a separation using a Dowex

50-X8 cation exchange resin are seen in Table XVII. This table

compares the peak and background count rates and the P/B of the test

solution before and after it has passed through the resin. The total

activity of the sample was reduced by a factor of 6. Peak areas for

individual species detected were reduced by a factor of 3 to 12 while

the corresponding background count rates were reduced by a factor of

4 to 12. The P/B's changed by a factor of 0.6 to 2.1 depending on

the species. Zirconium, in the eluant, was an order of magnitude

lower in specific concentration. The P/B for La, Ru, and Cs was

improved due to the reduction of the Compton continuum from Zr.

These results for eluting an aqueous medium containing fission

products through an ion exchange column indicate that both the total

radioactivity of the solution can be reduced and the detection

ability for individual species can be enhanced through improvement of

the P/B. This enables the identification of lower ahundant gamma ray

peaks. By washing the cation resin with appropriate stripping

reagents, individual fractions could be removed and counted to

provide even greater selectively.
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Table XVII. Effect of the cation exchange resin on
radionuclide concentrations

Gamma Prior column Post column Ratio
Species Energy (cps/mL) (cps/mL) (post/prior)

(keV) net bkq P/B net bkq P/R net bkq P/B

Ce-144 149 17 1.8 9.2 4.3 0.30 14 0.25 0.16 1.2

La-140 488 0.72 1.3 0.54 0.16 0.13 1.2 0.22 0.10 2.1

Ru-103 498 6.4 1.1 5.8 0.92 0.10 9.5 0.14 0.08 1.6

Cs-137 661 0.12 0.49 0.30 0.04 0.08 0.50 0.33 0.16 1.6

Zr-95 756 3.4 0.32 11 0.28 0.04 0.73 0.08 0.13 0.06

Nb-95 765 8.6 0.19 45 1.1 0.03 36 0.13 0.16 0.80

La-140 1595 0.35 0.04 9.3 0.08 0.01 13 0.26 0.25 1.4
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A separate experiment was conducted with a freshly irradiated

uranyl nitrate solution. The majority of the hexavalent uranium

oxycation was removed with the Chelex-100 resin (28) as described in

the experimental section.

The treated MFP solution was counted before and after it had

passed through the cation exchange resin. The results of this study

can be seen in Table XVIII. The cation exchange resin treatment

produced the following changes: 1) the gross count rate dropped by

approximately a factor of eight, 2) 1-131 was detectable, 3) the

P/B'S of the species in the eluant generally improved substantially,

and 4) metal species existing as oxy-anions, such as Mo-99 and Ru-103

became more prominent features in the spectrum. Because the majority

of species present in the orginial solution were cationic and most

metal species emitted several gamma energies, this simple separation

provided a significant reduction in the spectral complexity,

increased the peak to compton ratio for some elements, and allowed

the detection of anionic species.

Anion Resin Separations. The eluant from the cation exchange resin

was next passed through the anion exchange resin and then counted.

The results of this study can be seen in Table XIX. The anion

exchange resin did not provide the same degree of benefit in reducing

the gross count rate or in eliminating a significant number of the

gamma energies. The small amounts of anionic species present in the

post cation solution were strongly retained on the anion resin but

this separation did not significantly affect the spectral complexity

or gross count rate. This result is reasonable considering the
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Table XVIII. Effect of cation exchange resin on matrix

Gamma

composition

Prior column

a

Post column

Species Energy net bkg net bkg

Iltyl cps/mL cps/mL P/B cps/mL cps/mL P/R

Mo-99 140 28 3.0E2 9.3F-2 17 46 0.37

Ce-143 293 18 32 5.7E-1 - --

I -131 364 0.21 1.9 0.11

La-140 483 1.1 7.7 0.16 ---

Ru-103 496 1.3 5.9 0.22 0.16 2.3 0.64

Ba-140 537 1.8 7.3 0.25 - -- - -

Zr-97 657 1.9 2.1 0.92 - --

Zr-97 743 1.5 1.6 0.89 - --

Y-93 947 1.2 2.1 0.57 ---

La-140 1595 0.96 0.35 2.7 ---

a count time = 1000 s
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nature of the spectral composition.

Table XIX.

Gamma ray

Effects of anion exchange resin
on matrix composition a

Prior column Post column

Species Energy net bkg P/B net bkg P/B

(key) cps/mL cps/mL cps/mL cps/mL

Mo-99 140 1.7E1 4.6E1 3.9E-1 8.9E-1 1.9E1 4.0E-1

1-131 364 2.1E-1 1.97 1.1E-1

a count time = 1,000 s

These straight forward separations demonstrate the potential of

this approach as another technique for increasing the peak to Compton

ratio, decreasing the gross count rate and enhancing specific element

detectability. With determination of the retention characteristics

of species of interest on the resins of use, these separations can be

used to increase the sensitivity of spectral measurements. The

cationic and anionic resins can be used in tandem or independently in

a variety of approaches to obtain useful information concerning the

core integrity. The prior and post column solution activity or the

activity of the species retained on the column(s) can be monitored

directly with a Ge(Li) detector. Additionally the computer could he

programmed to strip select fractions from either column enabling

greater isolation and measurement. Iodine-131 is a particularily

monitored species to obtain information concerning core composition

both in normal and accident situations due to its corressive nature

and early release.
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Automated Dynamic Range Extension

The ARFA system was tested in the capacity of a lab scale

prototype for on-line monitoring of reactor coolant water. These

studies were conducted to determine how effective the ARFA system was

at using measured count rate information in a feedback decision

making process using flow system options to adjust automatically the

gross count rates to acceptable levels without operator intervention.

The criterion for switching loops in conditional branching statements

used was arbitrarily set to change to the accident counting loop when

the count rate exceeded 1000 cps. The Eu-152 test solution used in

this test had a count rate of approximately 1500 cps in the normal

counting loop. After the analysis process had been initiated, the

normal counting loop was filled and the gross count rate read by the

binary counter. The computer determined a count condition above the

established criterion and automatically configured the flow system to

flush the radioactivity present in the main flow loop. Following

this flush cycle, the accident counting loop was engaged and a time

delay began to allow the accident counting loop to fill completely.

Finally the gross count rate was read again and was reduced by a

factor of approximately 100. Although not specifically tested,

further automated count rate reduction could be achieved with the

automated dilution option in the program.

The range of automatic count rate reduction achieved with

dilution and alternate geometries could be extended with hardware

changes as noted earlier in this section. Also sample holdup and ion

exchange separations could be incorporated in the automatic feedback
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decision process to further extend the dynamic range and improve

spectral quality.

Analysis of Non-Radioactive Samples

Complexing resins have been frequently used to concentrate metal

species to increase detection limits as discussed in the background

section. To demonstrate the ARFA system's capability to concentrate

trace elements, one liter samples of tap water and Willamette river

water were passed through Chelex resin, as described in the

experimental section. The retained metal species, on the Chelex

column, were removed in a small volume (10 mL) of 2 M HNO3, activated

and counted.

All samples analyzed in this set were activated once and counted

soon after activation and after a delay period as described in the

experimental section (refer Table VII). The 1 MW-hr activation in

the rotating rack of the OSU TRIGA reactor does not necessarily yield

the optimium conditions for a complete analysis but was chosen as one

set of experimental conditions to illustrate the ARFA system

operation in this application.

The amount of each element in the water samples was quantitated

from absolute counting data as described in the experimental section.

For comparison purposes the concentration of Na, K, and Mn were also

determined in the tap water sample with external standards (i.e. from

relative count data and equation 1).

Error Treatment

Due to the uncertainty in the numerous parameters involved in

making calculations using the single standard comparator method
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(SCM), the calculated element concentrations can potentially have a

large uncertainty associated with them. The precision of the numbers

obtained can be very good, but the values may not be as accurate as

values obtained with external standards. To determine approximate

values for both the precision and accuracy of these measurements,

three different error treatments were utilized. Where multiple

samples were analyzed the relative standard deviation (RSD) are

reported as a measure of the precision of the measurement. Also the

relative counting error is reported which indicates the precision due

to counting statistics (equation 21 in the experimental section). An

estimate of the relative systematic error in M is obtained by

applying propagation of uncertainty mathematics to equation 12.

The uncertainties in the various terms in equation 12 were

evaluated from either literature values (i.e. cross sections,

branching ratios) or experimentally measured values (i.e. activity

measurements, the cadmium ratio) to determine the limiting factors.

A listing of the uncertainty in each term is seen in Table XX. The

largest contributions to the total uncertainty result from the

measured radioactivity (count rate), the ratio of epithermal to

thermal neutron fluxes (a), the magnitude of k, the magnitude of the

thermal neutron flux (4th), the resonance integral (IR) and the

thermal cross section (0th) values. Therefore the relative error in

the number of atoms determined, and ultimately calculated element

concentrations, 's estimated from equation 22. Mote that the uncert-

Aa\2+ (AI \21

AN _1{a2IR2 x[( al I RI Aat h21 1/2 (AA) 2 ok) 211/2 (22)

(a
th

+ aI
R
)2 A/ \ kJ
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ainty in the thermal flux is not included because this is compensated

for by the measurement of k with the SCM. The uncertainty in k is

primarily due to the uncertainty in oth for Co.

The terms listed in Table XX which do not contribute

significantly to the overall uncertainty (those not listed in the

previous paragraph) were ignored in deriving equation 22. The

magnitude of the contribution to the total uncertainty from the

resonance integral and a is not significant compared to the

uncertainty due to the thermal cross section and k terms. The best

and the worst case error values were calculated with equation 22 and

the minimum and maximum error estimates shown in Table XX. This

calculation indicates a range of systematic error in determined

concentrations of 14 to 42 % where it is assumed that the counting

error (AA/A) is negligible.

The magnitude of the uncertainties associated with the specific

terms used in this error treatment are unavoidable and limit both the

precision and the accuracy of the reported numbers. However, it

should be noted that in many applications it is important to know the

concentration of specific element(s) to an order of magnitude value.

Blank Correction

Background contributions to the observed count rates and species

detected can arise from several sources including: 1) natural

background due to radioactive species present principally in the

counting system, 2) contributions from residual trace elements from

reagents used in the preactivation sample handling and preparation

and 3) elements present in the polyethylene irradiation vial. The
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Table XX. Estimated uncertainties in calculation parameters

Term Estimated uncertainty ( %)

LA 1-30 a

Ac 1-5 a

Ak 10-30 a,b

La 10-20 a

Atb < 1 a

Ltd < 1 a

AX < 1 b

La
th

10-30 b

AI
R

10-30 b

Af
P

< 1 b

Af
9

< 1 b

a source of estimation: experimental (49)

b source of estimation: literature
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contribution from reagents is the largest. Background radiation from

the counting system was only detected in long counting intervals and

made no significant contribution to the spectral makeup for any of

the samples counted. Only Co-60 and K-40 from natural sources were

detected with typical count rates in the photopeak areas of less than

0.001 cps.

Possible contamination due to the prior handling can be

introduced in each processing step. The two reagents used in all

samples analyzed were 2 M HNO3 and 2 M NH4OH. Nitric acid was used

to clean the Naglene collection containers and both reagents were

used to adjust the pH of sample solutions. To determine the trace

elements of the acid and base used, aliquots of each solution were

activated and counted with the river samples. Under the irradiation

and counting conditions used no interference peaks were observed

during short counting intervals (approx. 1000 s). Long counting

periods (approx. 10,000 to 20,000 s) revealed only trace amounts of

Br-82 and Np-239 with count rates less than or equal to 0.001 cps.

In this experiment, the contribution from impurities present in the

polyethylene irradiation vials was also measured. The small

background contribution from these reagents in sample analysis is

even less significant since the reagent concentrations in the sample

are much less than 2 M. The background introduced by these

impurities is not significant in counting the samples.

Samples concentrated with the Chelex resin are subject to more

sources of potential contamination. Additional sources include the

resin itself, the NH4Ac, acid and water rinses. Blank corrections
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for these reagents and distilled water were determined by activating

aliquots of the 2 M HNO3 acid rinse after approximately 1 L distilled

water blank had been passed through the Chelex resin followed by

NH4Ac and water rinses. This combined blank represents the sum of

all potential contamination sources which could be introduced during

the handling and the concentration of trace elements present in the

distilled water blank. To obtain the interference of each element

detected on a per mL basis, the individual species concentrations in

the water blank were divided by the volume concentration factor (i.e.

100). The results of this study can be seen in Table XXI. This data

suggest blank corrections for concentrated samples are more important

in determining the net amount of each species present in the

concentrated analyte. The results for each concentrated sample

reported were blank corrected to yield the net amount of each element

identified.

River and Tap Water Results

In addition to the river and tap water samples, aliquots of

NH4Ac column rinse were concurrently activated and counted under

similiar conditions. The only two elements detected in these samples

were sodium and bromine indicating these elements are removed during

this rinse step.

Samples of river water both pre and post concentration were

initially counted for a short interval (approx. 1000 s) and then

later counted for longer time intervals (approx. 10,000 s).

Listings of the mean values for the elements identified and

their concentrations for the first count of samples of river water,
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Table XXI. Analysis of preconcentrated distilled water blank

Conc. (ng/mL)

U 1.4E-2

Mn 2.0E-2

Na 5.0E1

K 2.8E1
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near Willamette park boat ramp in southeast Corvallis may be seen in

Table XXII for unconcentrated samples and in Table XXIII for

concentrated samples. The principal species detected for samples not

subjected to preconcentration, under the activation and counting

conditions used, were sodium, manganese and bromine.

One of the most visible features in the spectra of the samples

prior to the concentration process is the presence of bromine.

Analysis of all the river samples, both with and without the

concentration step were limited due to the presence of Br-82 and its

multiplicity of gamma energies. In samples without some prior

analysis treatment, this interference is an unavoidable limitation in

the analysis for species with similiar half lives, concentrations and

nuclear parameters.

Samples which were concentrated on the Chelex resin and stripped

from the column in 10 mL of HNO1 showed a more complex spectra. In

addition to Na, Mn and Br, Dy and U were detected. In these

concentrated samples, the concentration of bromine is less than in

the preconcentrated samples but still present. This result indicates

that washes of approximately ten bed volumes is not sufficient to

remove quantitatively bromine present in the void volume on these

samples.

The second count of the unconcentrated samples revealed no

additional information concerning matrix composition. The second

count of the concentrated samples did reveal the additional elements

of Sb, Eu and Zn.

The average concentrations observed in Table XXIII are scaled by
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Table XXII. Elements detected in river water prior to
Chelex-100 concentration

Species Mean (ng/mL) % RSD % Ct. error

Mn 33 24 5.5

Na 8.2E3 5.7 1.3

Br 9.0 7.7 40

Sampling location: Near Willamette Park boat dock
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Table XXIII. Elements detected in river water after
Chelex-100 concentration a

Species Mean (ng/mL)

First count b

% Ct. error% RSD

Dy

U

Mn

3.2E-2

0.15

13

24

4.3

4.4

29

34

0.53

Na 29 17 2.9

Br 2.0 23 28

Second count c

U 0.15 7.2 2.4

Eu 7.6E-3 11 5.7

Sb 2.3 25 19

Zn 18 49 71

Na 26 15 3.0

a Location: Near Willamette Park boat dock

b count time = 1,000 s

c count time = 10,000 s, after approximately 60 hr delay
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the volume concentration factors to indicate the concentrations in

the initial sample. These results indicate minimum concentrations

since some of the elements may not be completely retained due to

complexation of the metals or incomplete retention of free metal

species on the column. The Mn concentration is less after

preconcentration possibly due to complexation. The Na and Br

concentrations are less after preconcentration due to the NH4Ac

rinse.

The results of the first count measurement of the tap water

samples before and after concentration may be seen in Tables XXIV and

XXV, respectively. Principally Br, Na and Mn were detected in

samples analyzed before the concentration step. After the

concentration step, U, K, Cu and Zn were additionally determined.

The latter three elements were not detected in the first count of the

river samples. The number of elements which could be determined was

somewhat limited by the activation, delay and counting conditions but

with one analysis some eight elements were simultaneously

determined.

During the concentration of the tap water sample, a distinctive

blue color band thought to be due to the copper tetra-amine complex

was observed near the top of the resin bed. The analysis of the post

concentration samples proved that copper was indeed one of the

principal matrix components present in the tap water. During the

stripping step with nitric acid, the blue color was observed to

initially fade in color and completely disappear in a small volume (<

5 mL).
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Table XXIV. Analysis of tap water before Chelex-100 concentration

Species Mean (ng/mL) % RSD % Ct. error

Br 51 4.9 35

Mn 1.5 32 27

No. 3.7E3 32 1.4
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Table XXV. Analysis of tap water after Chelex-100 concentration

Species Mean (ng/mL)

First count a

% Ct. error% RSD

U 0.16 4.3 9.3

Zn 5.7E2 5.6 3.7

Mn 0.63 6.5 1.5

K 12 41 25

Cu 3.0E2 9.3 5.9

Br 0.87 12 26

Na 7.8 1.3 3.5

Second count

Zn 4.2E2 9.5 2.8

Sb 1.6 34 10

a time of count = 1,000 s

b time of count = 10,000 s, after approximately 60 hr delay
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The second count of the non-concentrated samples (Table XXV)

showed small amounts of zinc and antimony as additional elements not

detected during the first count. The second count of concentrated

samples showed antimony as the only additional element. Similiar

volume corrections were made as described above for the river water

samples to report the concentrations in terms of the original

solution concentrations (Table XXV). These concentrations should be

taken as minimium values for similiar reasons discussed for the river

water analysis.

Results from the SCM were compared with values of masses

obtained using the external standard method for Na and Mn in some of

the samples analyzed. The results from these two separate methods

for the river water samples before concentration are tabulated in

Table XXVI and the percent difference is within the maximum

uncertainty predicted earlier.

The detection limit (DL) was calculated using equation 20 for U,

Mn, Na, K, Cu, Zn, Sb, Eu, and Dy. The calculated LLD values were

determined to be 0.31, 0.01, 0.38, 9.8, 41, 560, 0.34, 0.007, and

0.02, respectively, in ng/mL.

Summary and system performance

The results of this application of the ARFA system indicate the

applicability of the method. For the river and tap water samples,

five additional elements were detected after the preconcentration

step with the Chelex resin. The system performed well in its

appointed task of concentrating trace species in a sample matrix but

provided incomplete interference removal. 8y use of more complex
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Table XXVI. Comparison of analysis results with the SCM
and external standard methods

Concentration (ng/mL)

Species SCM External Standard % difference

Na 8.2E3 7.5E3 7.8

Mn 33 25 32
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separation strategies, greater isolation of individual species can be

obtained further enhancing their detection limits. Additionally

greater optimization of the irradiation, delay and counting

conditions would have a significant impact on the observed detection

limits.

Detection limits could be improved and the degree of labor

decreased by concentrating the specie(s) present in the sample in a

small volume Chelex resin bed (circa. 1 mL) followed by an activation

of the entire ion exchange resin. This approach has been used by

several previous workers (28) and ensures a concentration factor of

at least an additional order of magnitude.

The means of quantitating individual elements detected in this

work utilized the single element comparator method. Although this

method in principle provides the most convenient approach for an

automated analysis, the uncertainty in the resultant value is

potentially much higher as compared to the method based on comparison

of specific activities between external standards and the unknown.

It should be noted in many analysis situations that an order of

magnitude number is almost as important as the actual value of the

number. A multielement standard could be irradiated with the unknown

sample suite. In this way, the elements present in both the standard

and the unknown could be calculated based on the specific activity

comparison, and the individual species not present in the mixed

standard could be calculated based on the single comparator method.
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Analysis of Primary Coolant Water

The analysis of primary coolant water for radionuclidic

composition is required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

and is essential for monitoring fuel and coolant water integrity.

The composition of coolant water depends upon the immediate previous

reactor operating history. At the OSU TRIGA reactor, the protocol

for analysis of the primary coolant water involves filling a

Marinelli beaker (500 mL) with reactor coolant water and counting for

14 hours overnight when the ambient background is at a minimum.

The analysis of coolant water in this study involved

concentrating the trace elements present in the aqueous sample on a

Chelex-100 column before counting. First the coolant water was

counted in the normal counting loop soon after removal from the

reactor. Next a known volume of coolant water was passed through a

Chelex-100 column. In most experiments, the species retained by the

resin were directly measured by counting the column periodically

during the concentration step. In most cases, the column was counted

also after a NH4Ac rinse. In one experiment the retained species

were stripped first with 10 mL of NH4Ac and then an equal volume of 2

M HNO3 and both stripped fractions were counted in the normal

counting loop.

All count rates were corrected for decay back to the middle of

the counting period for the sample before preconcentration. The

count rates for measurements with the normal counting loop and the

column were normalized to dps/mL and dps, respectively, by using the

overall efficiencies determined for both counting positions as
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described in the experimental section (Figure 35).

An annihilation gamma ray energy peak (511 keV) was observed in

all spectra. The count rate for this peak did not change

significantly after preconcentration. This indicates the species

responsible for the 511 keV peak were not retained by the Chelex

resin.

A spectrum of the eluant stream was obtained as the liquid

passed through the column. The major species detected in this

measurement included Ar and Na as well as the 511 keV annihilation

peak.

The results for the experiment involving counting the eluted

species after preconcentration are shown in Table XXVII. Since 550

mL of coolant water were passed through the resin and the retained

species were eluted in 10 mL of acid, the nominal volume

concentration factor for totally retained species is 55. Before the

concentration, the most prominent gamma energy peaks are from Ar-41,

Na-24, Mn-56 and Mo-99. After the concentration step, the Ar and Mo

peaks are not observed as expected for a neutral or negative species.

The concentration step allows the detection of Co-60. Mn and Na

activities (dps/mL) increased by factors of 34 and 13, respectively,

with increases in signal to background ratios by similiar factors.

The observed concentration factor for Mn is not statistically

different from the predicted nominal concentration factor because of

large counting error in the prior concentration activity. The

concentration factor for Na is significantly different from the

nominal factor because Na is not completely retained by the
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Species

Table XXVII. Analysis of primary coolant water
counting the stripped fraction a

Gamma Before b After c
Energy Concentration Concentration Concentration
(keV) (dps/mL) (dps/mL) Factor

Mo-99 140 9.5E-2 --- - --

(16)

Mn-56 846 2.6E-1 8.9 34

(21) (2.8)

Ar-41 1293 7.2

(2.3)

Co-60 1332 6.4E-1
(6.4)

Ma-24 1367 7.1E-1 9.6 d 13

(8.6) (3.4)

a percent errors are listed in parenthesis,
sample volume = 550 mL, 4/27/84

b time of count = 3,000 s

c time of count = 3,000 s after NH4Ac rinse
except for Na

d stripped in NH4Ac and counted for 1,000 s
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Chelex-100 resin, as noted by other researchers (56). The activity

of the Na in the coolant water after passing through the column was

about 70 of the initial activity. The activity of the Na in the

acid stripped fraction was approximately 0.2 dps/mL indicating that

the NH4Ac rinse had removed most of the Na.

The retained species are removed in the first few mL of the acid

solution. If a separate mixing step of the eluant before counting is

not performed, the calculated activity (dps/mL) is in error because

the overall detector efficiency depends upon the location of the plug

of solution containing the stripped metals within the active volume

of the counting loop. The effect of solution position within the

loop on observed count rate was determined by counting 2 mL of Eu-152

at various points in the counting loop. The dependence of the

detection efficiency on position relative to the detector efficiency

with a completely filled loop is seen in Figure 41.

The total time of the analysis, concentration, and counting

steps was reduced to 6 hours or 57 % of the time for the procedure

currently used (14 hr). In addition the analysis can be made during

the working day when the ambient background is higher.

The results of the experiments involving counting the column

directly are presented next. Since the column bed is approximately 1

mL, the nominal concentration factor for totally retained species

(dps measured in column to dps/mL measured in the normal counting

loop) is equal to the number of milliliters of the sample passed

through the column. The actual count rate measured in the column

compared to the counting loop is expected to be about a factor of 12
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Figure 41. Dependence of counting efficiency on position within
the normal counting loop. The % efficiency is defined
as the ratio of the activity of a 2 mL plug of Eu-152
to the activity of the counting loop completely filled
with Eu-152
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smaller than the concentration factor because the normal counting

loop volume is effectively 10 mL and the overall efficiency of the

counting loop relative to the column is about a factor of 20 %

larger.

The results for concentrating the species from 1.1 L of coolant

water are presented in Table XXVIII and Figures 42 to 44. The most

prominent peaks present in the spectra of the untreated coolant water

are due to Na-24, Mn-56 and Ar-41 although a Mo-99 peak is

observable. Count measurements of the column during the

concentration step show that Na-24 is by far the most prominent

species in the spectra and causes the lower energy gamma peaks to

disappear into its Compton continuum. The growth of the Na-24 and

Mn-56 is easily observed during concentration with a short counting

time as shown in Table XXVIII. The gamma ray spectrum of the column

with a 300 s count time after concentration of 1.1 L of sample but

before the NH4Ac rinse is seen in Figure 42.

The spectrum with a 10,000 s count time after the NH4Ac rinse to

remove Na is seen in Figure 43. This spectrum and Table XXVIII show

that the Na peak and its associated background have been

substantially reduced and other peaks are observable which were not

detected before the rinse step. New peaks observed are from Co-58,

Co-60 and Mn-54. The Co-58 peak indicates that Co is concentrated

and Ni is observed by means of the Ni-58 (n,p) Co-58 reaction. The

P/B for Mn was observed to significantly improve due to the

concentration. As expected, peaks from Ar and Mo are not observed

since these species are not retained.
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Table XXVIII. Analysis of primary coolant water counting

Species
Gamma
Energy
(keV)

the column directly March 13, 1984 a

ray Time (hr)
Normal ,Column
Loop 2.3° 5.5b 7.5d

Mo-99 140 6.3E-2
(21)

Co-58 810 1.5
(15)

Mn-54 834 1.4

(21)

Mn-56 846 4.9E-1 3.8E1 2.0E2 4.5E2
(11) (23) (11) (6.4)

Ar-41 1293 7.4

(1.5)

Co-60 1173 1.3

(29)

Na-24 1367 1.4 5.5E1 4.3E2 5.8
(4.4) (2.9) (1.5) (11)

a percent counting errors are listed in parenthesis, the
time is elapsed time for passing the sample through the column
sample volume = 1,100 mL

b time of count = 300 s, corrected to dps

time of count = 5,500 s, corrected to dps/mL

d
after 5 mL NH4Ac wash, counted for 10,000 s
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Figure 42. Gamma ray spectrum of species on column after
preconcentration
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The retained species after the NH4Ac rinse were counted again

following a 12 hr delay as shown in Figure 44. Ry allowing the Mn-56

to decay away, the remaining spectral features become more prominent.

The Mn-56 data in Table XXVIII indicate that Mn experienced a

concentration factor of 450/0.49 = 918 which is close to the

predicted value of 1,100 for a totally retained species. Sodium was

concentrated by a factor of 307 before the NH4Ac rinse. The NH4Ac

rinse reduced the Ma count rate by a factor of 74.

Similiar experiments were conducted with the reactor coolant

water on several occasions. The data for a preconcentration of 600

mL of coolant water are shown in Table XXIX. The results are

similiar to that described in Table XXVIII. Manganese is

concentrated by a factor of 560 which is close to the nominal

concentration factor of 600. This study indicates that smaller

volumes could be used to obtain similiar composition information.

This reduces the analysis time by a corresponding amount. In this

case, the total time for concentration and analysis is approximately

3.5 hr.

The results obtained in these studies are generally in good

agreement with the spectral information obtained by measurements made

using a 500 mL Marinelli beaker. Major species observed using this

method include Ar-41, Mo-99, Ma-24, Mn-56, Mn-54 and Co-58. In some

cases, depending on the reactor operating history, Zn-65 is

observed.

Based on these results, the optimum analysis scheme to determine

the maximum number of elements is suggested. First count the
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Table XXIX. Analysis of primary coolant water counting
the column directly, March 14, 1984 a

Gamma ray Normal Time (hr)

Species Energy Counting Cglumn
(keV) Loop c 2.0 ° 6.0 b 7.6 d

Mo-99 140 7.6E-2, 4.2E-1

(52) d (13)

Co-58 810 4.8E-1
(41)

Mn-54 834 --- 7.0E-1

(31)

Mn-56 846 3.2E-1 4.9E1 1.2E2 1.8E2

(8.9) (17) (11) (2.0)

Co-60 1173 1.1E-1 1.4

(15) (15)

Ar-41 1291 4.0 - --

(1.8)

Na-24 1368 4.5 7.1E2 9.4E2 1.5E1

(4.6) (2.7) (2.0) (23)

a percent counting errors listed in parenthesis,
sample volume = 600 mL

b time of count = 300 s, corrected to dps

c time of count = 10,000 s corrected to dps/mL

d time of count = 10,000 s after 5 mL NH4Ac wash,
corrected to dps
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untreated coolant water principally to determine the specific

concentration of Ar-41. Next pass 100 to 500 mL of coolant water

through the ion exchange bed. Count the column to determine Mn-56

and Na-24. Rinse the column with NH4Ac to remove the Na and recount

the column. In this last count, species present in low specific

concentrations (e.g. Co-58) are determined.

Synthetic Metal Mixture - Humic Acid Studies

The ARFA system was used to study the complexation between

activated Dy3+, Eu3+, 10+, and Mn2+ tracers at ng/mL concentrations

and humic acid (HA) at 0.05 to 5 ug/mL concentrations. These four

elements were chosen principally due to their extremely good

detection limits and similiar half life values as seen in Table X.

Humic acid-metal interactions have been studied by a variety of

techniques as discussed in the background section.

Requirements of the ion exchange resin used in these type of

studies include a high capacity for exchange with the analyte, long

term stability, and complexing ligands which do not cause

dissociation of strong metal complexes. The complexing properties of

both the complexing resin and HA are strongly dependent on system

parameters such as pH and ionic strength.

Retention as a Function of pH

The first set of experiments conducted with the synthetic metal

mixture involved characterization of the fractional retention of each

metal ion on the Chelex-100 resin as a function of solution pH. The

studied pH range was 4 to 8 and the concentration of each test metal

was 1 ng/mL.
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Since the concentration of each species is proportional to its

radioactivity, the fractional retention (R) of each species is

calculated using equation 23,

R = (Abef AafteXa)/Abef (23)

where Abef and Aaft represent the activity of the tracer in the test

solution before and after passing through the column, respectively.

A plot of the pH dependence of the retention of each of the four

metals is shown in Figure 46. Most points represent at least two

measurements. As can be seen Eu, Dy, and In demonstrate similiar

trends in their retention behavior. The retention reaches a maximum

in the pH 5 - 6 range. The retention, at pH 6, for Dy3+, Eu3+,

1113+ and Mn2+ are 0.P1, 0.79, 0.72, and 1.0, respectively. At both

lower and higher pH values the retention decreases. Manganese shows

virtually complete (>98%) retention over the pH range investigated.

In the absence of other competing chemical equilibria, the

retention of these metals on the Chelex resin would be expected to

increase and plateau with increasing pH values. At low pH, H+

successfully competes with the metal ions for the resin sites. The

observed decrease in the retention of the free metal ions with

increasing pH is the result of other competing reactions. A

principal ligand present at moderate and high solution pH is the

hydroxyl ion. Three of the four metal species (Eu, Dy, In) have the

ability to coordinate strongly with the OH- group as shown in

equation 24

M" + jOH- = M(OH)3-j (24)
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where the association constant (K-) for this reaction can he seen in

equation 25

KJ
M(01-)11-3]/[M]g)Hi3 (25)

Of these three metals, In can undergo several stepwise reactions to

form higher hydroxyl complexes. The concentrations of free metal and

all major hydroxyl complexes were calculated as a function of pH with

a chemical modeling program (MICROQL (50)) with the assistance of C.

Seyfert. The results of these calculations are tabulated in Table

XXX as the free metal fraction (ratio of free metal to the total

concentration of the metal).

These calculations can only be used as a guide since they do not

take into account the competition between the resin sites and the

OH- for the metals. Also kinetic effects or other possible ligands

such as C032- are not considered.

Hydroxyl complex formation is insignificant for Mn2+ and

complete retention is expected and experimently observed.

Significant hydroxyl complex formation (primarily the monohydroxyl

complex) is predicted for both 03(3+ and Eu3+ above pH 6 and

qualitatively predicts the decrease in retention for these species at

higher pH values. The calculated free metal fraction for In3+ would

predict little retention of Id+ at pH 5 and above in disagreement

with the experimental results. Above pH 6, the major In species is

the neutral trihydroxyl complex. The resin apparently can

successfully compete with the OH- for the Id+. The decrease in

Id+ retention at higher pH can be attributed to hydroxyl complex
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Table XXX. Calculated fraction of free metal a

pH

Metal

22+ In3+

species

Eu3T mn2+

4 >0.99 0.23 >0.99 >0.99

5 >0.99 2.4E-2 >0.99 >0.99

6 >0.99 4.6E-6 >0.99 >0.99

7 0.95 4.9E-9 0.97 >0.99

8 0.70 4.8E-12 0.79 >0.99

a pKi values tablulated below (51)

M L C73+ 1n3+ Eu3+ Mn2+

1 1 -8.4 -4.0 -8.6 -11

1 2 -7.7

1 3 - -- -12 - --

1 4 -22 - - -

2 1 -9.9

2 3 - -- --- -25

3 4 -8.6 ___
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formation.

These results compare favorably with calculated results of fresh

water speciation studies for the same elements, performed by Turner

et. al. (46). These calculations assume equilibrium and consider the

major possible species, in this case OH-. At pH 6 in a model fresh

water system, the results of this study indicate the fraction of free

metal for Dy3
+

, Eu
3+

, In
3+

and Mn 2+ to be 0.65, 0.71, < 0.01 and

0.98, respectively.

The retention of the test metals at 0.14 ng/mL levels and at

pH 6 was also measured. The results indicate that the retention of

these metals was not dependent on the metal concentration in the 0.14

to 1.0 ng/mL range.

Humic Acid-Metal Complexation

The metal-HA experiments were carried out with HA

concentrations in the range found in natural waters. The fraction of

complexed metal (C) is calculated from equation 26

C = 1 - R/R° (26)

where R° is the fractional retention in the absence of HA. This

equation takes into account that metal species passed by the column

may be complexed metal or free metal ions that are not retained by

the column. To derive this equation, it is assumed that the fraction

metal retained is independent of the free metal concentration. If

50 % of the metal is complexed and R° = 0.5, then 0.75 of the total

metal is passed (R = 0.25) because 0.50 is complexed and 0.5 x 0.5 =

0.25 of the free metal not retained by the column.
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The fraction of each of the four test metals complexed as a

function of time is presented in Table XXXI. The time reported is

the time from mixing of test metals and HA to the midpoint of the

counting period. These data are presented for four different HA

concentrations. Due to the short lived nature of the radionuclides

used, the low concentrations of the metal species, and the activation

conditions, these successive measurements had to be made within a 4

hr interval to be statistically significant.

These measurements indicate significant complexation of Dy3+,

Eu3T, and Id+ at all HA concentrations tested. Significant

complexation of Mn was observed only at 5 ug/mL of HA. Generally,

the fraction of metal complexed increases with HA concentration.

This is illustrated in Figure 47 which shows the dependence of the

fraction complexed on HA concentration approximately one hour after

mixing.

In most cases, the fraction complexed increases with time after

mixing which indicates a kinetic effect. Because of this kinetic

effect and the time over which reliable measurements could be made,

it was not possible to determine the fraction complexed at

equilibrium.

The calculated fractions of complexed metal can be in error for

several reasons. Dissociation of the metal-humic complexes during

passage through the column would cause the calculated value of C to

be too low. Results would be in error if HA affected the retention

characteristics of the resin. If HA coated the resin, the

uncomplexed metal species could be excluded from experiencing the
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Table XXXI. Dependence of the fraction of test metal
complexed on time a

Species

Concentration Humic

Time (hours)

2.73

Acid = 0.05 mg/mL

0.55 1.71

0.26
(0.02)

0.33
(0.05)

0.43
(0.06)

Eu3+ 0.27 0.34 0.38
(0.01) (0.08) (0.01)

In 3+ 0.31 0.37 0.51

(0.01) (0.03) (0.30)

Mn2T <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Concentration Humic Acid = 0.30 mg/mL

0.67 1.98 3.31

Dy3+ 0.24 0.45 0.73
(0.01) (0.03) (0.08)

Eu3+ 0.25 0.49 0.75

(0.01) (0.06) (0.07)

In3+ 0.42 0.46
(0.004) (0.03)

Mn2+ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Concentration Humic Acid = 1.0 vg/mL

0.80 1.50

Dy3+ 0.24 0.36
(0.02) (0.03)

Eu3+ 0.31 0.33
(0.02) (0.02)

In
3+ 0.45 0.59

(0.01) (0.02)

Mn2T <0.01 <0.01
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Species

Table XXXI. Dependence
complexed

Concentration Humic

of the fraction of test
on time (cont'd)

Time (hours)

metal

3.96

Acid = 5.0 mg/mL

0.73 2.29

py3+ 0.84 1.0 1.0

(0.01) (0.04) (0.29)

Eu3+ 0.77 1.0 1.0

(0.03) (0.04) (0.04)

1 +
In- 0.69 0.82

(0.03) (0.23)

Mn2+ 0.74 0.94 - - - -
(0.08) (0.43)

a error in C due to counting error given in parenthesis,
counting time = 300 - 600 s
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chemical environment of the ligand sites on the Chelex resin or the

sorbed HA could actually increase the number of complexing sites

available on the resin bed.

No specific experiments were conducted during this work to

determine whether any of the ligand passing through the resin bed was

retained by the resin. Some of the results obtained provide at least

indirect evidence that the resin is unaffected by the humic material.

In particular, the kinetic effect in metal complexation can not be

due to sorption of HA onto the resin. Other researchers have

reported success in using Chelex-100 to characterize partial

speciation in aqueous samples (31, 35-39). It has also been

suggested that steric hinderance by the metal-humate complex

precludes interaction with the ligands present on the Chelex resin

(40).

Calculations made with the limited amount of data indicated the

kinetics could not be modeled with pseudo-first order kinetics. It

is unlikely that a simple kinetic model can be used for HA since HA

is a mixture of species with different molecular weights and types of

complexing sites.

The fractional retention (and complexation) for each metal was

determined using the most prominent gamma ray energy of each metal.

For In and Eu, more than one gamma ray energy can be used in making

these determinations. The criteria used in selecting the most

appropriate spectral energy included decay abundance, peak to

background ratio and potential interferences. A comparison of

fractional retention versus HA concentration using the four most
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prominent decay photon energies for In and the two major gamma ray

energies for Eu indicates 5 % agreement.
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CONCLUSIONS

The ARFA system was originally developed as a prototype

automated analysis system for fission products in the primary coolant

water of power reactors. The system was expanded and tested in a

variety of different applications.

Although the basic radiochemical techniques utilized in this

work have long been individually used in analytical applications,

they have been primarily implemented manually by the user.

Microcomputer automated control of delivery of radioactive solutions

to counting loops, of dilution, of sample holdup, and of ion exchange

separations enhances the reproducibility and ease of radiochemical

measurements while reducing the radiation dose to and skill levels

required of the operator. In particular, automated ion exchange

separations enable a large range of samples and applications to be

studied and provide a significant enhancement in detection limits.

The system hardware (e.g. valves, columns, counting loops) and

the configuration of this hardware define the individual operations

that can be performed. The software developed allows any sequence of

these individual operations to be performed for a given application.

Different versions of the software allow the operator to control

individually each operation in development work or a prescribed

sequence of operations to be performed without operator attention.

The experiments conducted demonstrated the ARFA system's

capabilities in four different applications: 1) an automated sampling
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system for reactor coolant water, 2) the analysis of non-radioactive

samples, 3) the analysis of low level radioactive samples and 4) the

study of trace metal-humic acid interactions.

The ability of the ARFA system to function as an on line

monitoring station for simulated nuclear reactor coolant water was

first demonstrated. The radioactivity level in the coolant water can

vary up to seven orders of magnitude from the "normal" mode of

operation to a "worst" case accident involving a major fuel bundle

failure. The ARFA system operating software was structured to

perform a well defined series of steps without operator interaction

to reduce the gross count rate to an acceptable level so that more

complete spectral information could be obtained.

Five range extention techniques (alternate counting geometries,

dilution, sample holdup, collimation, and ion exchange separations)

were characterized. Only sample holdup and chemical separations

altered the gamma ray spectral composition of the sample. The

dilution and alternate counting geometry techniques were incorporated

into the automatic sequence to demonstrate that count rate reduction

could be achieved in a feedback mode without operator attention.

The alternate geometry technique (i.e. two different counting

loops) provided a reduction in the gross count rate by about a factor

of 300. This reduction factor could be increased by decreasing the

solid angle between the accident counting loop and the detector.

Incorporation of several different counting geometries would provide

even greater control of the observed count rate.

The dilution technique provided a count rate reduction factor of
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20 and was limited by the flow rates available from the pumps used.

Pumps with a larger range of flow rates and for which the flow rate

could be computer controlled would allow count rate reduction by one

or more additional orders of magnitude and automated control of the

degree of sample dilution.

Sample holdup experiments provided a factor of ten decrease in

gross count rate by allowing the short lived radioactive species to

decay. This increased the number of peaks which could be identified

and measured. The count rate reduction and simplification of the

gamma ray spectrum depends on the characteristics of the particular

sample.

Computer controlled ion exchange separations with anion, cation

and chelating resins demonstrated the potential for both reducing the

gross count rate and selectively isolating specific specie(s).

Spectral complexity was reduced by separating anions from cations or

by selectively stripping retained species with acid, and by

monitoring species retained on the column or which passed through the

column.

The collimation experiment, conducted independently from the

ARFA system, demonstrated that the count rate could be reduced a

factor of 20 to 200 depending on the gamma ray energy. This

dependence of attenuation on gamma ray energy and the serious

spectrum degradation at small slit apertures limit the usefulness of

this technique, particularly at low photon energies.

In manual analysis systems, currently being used at the majority

of nuclear reactors, several hours can lapse between the accident
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occurring and the results of the analysis. Much useful information

concerning the nature and cause of the accident is lost if the

results of the analysis are not known for several hours after the

accident occurs. The use of automated systems, such as the ARFA

system, can provide real time information during this critical

transition period while virtually eliminating radiation dose to the

operator. In addition, a operating history can be accumulated which

provides baseline data that can be used to predict potential problems

prior to their occurrences.

Williamette river water and tap water were analyzed to

demonstrate the application of the ARFA system for the determination

of species in non-radioactive samples. The free and labile metal

complexes in the water samples were concentrated on a Chelex-100 ion

exchange resin, eluted with HNO3 to yield a nominal concentration

factor of 100, and determined by NAA. Under the activation (1

MW-hr), delay and counting conditions used, Na was determined at

,ug/mL levels, Mn, Br, Sb, and Zn were determined at ng/mL levels, and

U, Eu and Dy were determined at sub ng/mL levels. Elements

determined in tap water included Cu, Mn, Br, Zn, K and Sb at ng/mL

levels and U at sub-ng/mL levels, while Na was detected at mg/mL

concentrations.

This technique is not ideally suited for all metals under these

analysis conditions. Metal species with favorable detection limits

which are not strongly complexed by ligands present can be determined

by this approach. Species with higher detection limits and similiar

half lives, relative to the elements detected, or which are
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counting conditions are not optimum for a complete analysis of these

samples, but chosen as one set of conditions to demonstrate the

potential of the system.

Preconcentration on Chelex-100 resin increased the number of

elements detected from three to eight in both water samples. Washing

the resin bed with NH4Ac removed the majority of alkali metals,

particularly Na, allowed detection of additional spectral energies.

Incomplete Br removal resulted in greater spectral complexity and

posed a limitation on the number of peaks detected.

The primary coolant water of the TRIGA reactor was analyzed to

demonstrate the application of the AREA system to low level

radioactive solutions. Species in the coolant water were counted

before and after concentration on a Chelex-100 column. Either the

retained species were counted directly on the column or after being

stripped with HNO3.

The actual composition of the coolant water can vary

significantly depending on the actual time of sampling and the

operating history. Before concentration only Ar-41, Mn-56, Mo-99,

and Na-24 were detected with short count periods. After

preconcentration of 0.5 to 1.1 L of sample, additional species

detected in picocurie amounts included Co-60, Mn-54, and Co-58. The

concentration step increased the detectability of these elements,

with the exception of Ar-41 and Mo-99. Removal of Na-24 with an

NH4Ac rinse and counting after a delay period reduced the background

and increased the number of elements detected.

The time of analysis was reduced by a factor of two compared to
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The time of analysis was reduced by a factor of two compared to

standard procedure which involves counting the coolant water directly

for 14 hours. Although these measurements were made on reactor water

withdrawn before the analysis, the ARFA system could be dedicated as

a permanent part of the reactor monitoring system.

Monitoring of coolant water is one of the best uses for a system

of this design. In the handling and analysis of radioactive

materials, all steps of the sequence can be automatically carried out

by the system. In handling non-radioactive samples, there is some

point in the process where the sample must be removed from the system

and activated in the reactor. This adds additional time to the

analysis and requires sample handling outside of the computer

controlled system.

In the last application, the ARFA system was used to study

complexation between humic acid (HA) and a mixture of metal tracers

of In, Dy, Mn, and Eu. The excellent MA detection limits for these

elements allowed the studies to be made at 1 ng/mL concentrations

which would be difficult with most other techniques. The HA

concentration varied from 0.05 to 5 mg/mL. The degree and progress

of the complexation reaction between these metal species and HA was

followed as a function of time by measuring the tracer activity of

the metals before and after the solution had been passed through the

Chelex resin.

The pH retention of the metal species on the Chelex resin in the

absence of HA as a function of pH was determined and peaked in the

region of pH 5-6 for Dy, In, and Eu. The retention of Mn was near
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Inn % at all pH values tested. For Dy, In, and Eu, the retention

decreased below pH 5 because of the competition for binding sites on

the resin between the metal species and hydrogen ions. At pH values

greater than 6, the decrease in retention (except for Mn) can be

attributed to the formation of metal hydroxyl complexes which are not

retained by the column. This result is in agreement with the results

of other investigators.

At pH 6, the fractional complexation of the metals increased

with increasing HA concentration. To interpret the data, it was

assumed that 1) the fraction of free metal was independent of free

metal complexation and 2) non-labile metal-humic complexes are not

retained on the column or dissociated in passing through the resin.

Thus the fraction not retained on the column, after correction for

unretained labile metal, corresponds to the complexed fraction.

Due to the short half lives of the species, it was not possible

to follow the course of the reaction until equilibrium had been

reached. To obtain equilibrium information, a mixture of unactivated

metals and HP solution could be allowed to reach equilibrium passed

through the complexation resin, activated and counted. Due to the

potential loss in sensitivity due to the lack of preconcentration,

additional steps may be necessary to allow detection at these low

concentrations. The amount of material retained on the resin would

be proportional to the unbound fraction at that time of reaction.

The ARFA system used a 8 bit microcomputer to operate the flow

system and a 16 bit computer to handle the data acquisition and

reduction. This approach was adopted due to the availablility of the
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existing computer based multichannel analyzer. It is suggested that

one 16 bit computer with a more powerful DOS system be used to

perform all the functions of the ARFA system. This approach would

provide a more integrated system with real time data reduction.

Additionally it is thought that writing the entire operating system

for the flow system in assembly code would increase the speed of

operation.

Several hardware improvements could be incorporated to the

system to further refine the automation. These include computer

controlled liquid displacement of dead volumes present in the flow

loop and installation of two detectors to view both the column and

the counting loop simultaneously. This would eliminate the need for

repositioning after each count. Alternatively, the column and the

counting loop could be placed in different positions near the

detector.

The power and versatility of the ARFA system has been

demonstrated in several applications. Many more applications could

be envisioned for such a device. The ARFA system is best suited for

automated on-line monitoring of radioactive samples at nuclear

reactors or radioactive waste respositories. In addition the system

has been shown to be a useful research and analysis tool for

determination of species in non-radioactive samples and for studies

of chemical equilibria and kinetics. In particular the ARFA system

is a powerful sample preparation tool that can perform an automated

ion exchange preconcentration and separations to enhance detection

limits and improve spectral quality.
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Appendix A

pH Electrode - Multiplexer - ADC
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Introduction

In response to the need to determine solution pH at various

points in the flow system, combination glass electrodes and sampling

blocks were installed as discussed in the instrumental section. The

electrical signal from each electrode is directed to a digital pH

meter. To enable the pH to be read directly by the computer, the

analog voltage output from the pH meter is sent to an ADC.

Description

The signal from the pH meter is amplified by a factor of ten

with an OA (Analog Devices, AD540) prior to being supplied as the

input to the ADC. This amplification is required to obtain sufficent

pH resolution with the ADC employed. The ADC used was assembled in

an enclosure which contained a homemade regulated DC power supply (+5

V, +15 V) and an eight input multiplexer and is described elsewhere

(52). A block diagram of the pH measurement instrumentation is shown

in Figure Al. The pH measurement instrumental components are listed

in Tables II and IV.

Since only one pH meter was available, a multiplexer was

interposed between the leads of the three pH probe(s) and the pH

meter. In this configuration the selection of the pH electrode is

controlled by the computer. In the initial stages of the research

when only one pH electrode was used, the multiplexer was not

required.

The interface between the ADC and the computer is arranged such

that port A (9F8lhex) controls the ADC and multiplexer operation, and
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the digitized data are presented to port B (9F8Ohex) as shown in

Figure 25.

The operator selects the pH probe to be read. The BASIC program

assigns a numerical value to each probe and pokes the appropriate

value into a storage register. The assembly language program

compares this value to determine the pH electrode to be read and

writes the necessary number to the mutiplexer channel selection chip

to select a given channel and pH electrode.

The pH electrodes were calibrated using standard buffer

solutions. The ADC output was read by the microcomputer for each

electrode in each buffer solution and the high and low digital byte

values were recorded. From these data a linear relation was

established for each electrode. The slope and intercept values from

these calibrations were then programmed into the computer.

During system operation, the ADC signal from a given pH probe is

read and stored by the computer. Depending on the pH electrode

chosen, the program jumps to the appropriate calibration equation and

converts the ADC byte values to a pH value, which is presented to the

monitor.

The conversion mode (CM), start conversion (SC), and end of

conversion (EOC) signals for the ADC were controlled by or read by

PB4, CA2, and CA1, respectively. The peripheral control register

(9F8Chex) of the 6522 was set for control lines CA1 to operate in the

pulse mode. When CAI is pulsed low for 1 Ms, the successive

approximation registers are set to zero and an internal clock is

enabled. At the EOC (25 pus) an EOC flag is returned to the control
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section which sets the conversion status line low. This low going

signal is observed by the microcomputer on CAl. When the EOC flag is

set, the most significant 8 bits of data are automatically presented

to the microcomputer. After this byte of data has been read and

stored, the byte address line (CM) is raised to logic 1 allowing the

four least significant bits to be presented to the AIM. The data are

subsequently rearranged and read by the program.
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Appendix B

32 Bit Binary Counter
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Introduction

The LS7060 latched binary counting chip provided a means through

which the gross count rate of any radioactive sample can be

determined by the microcomputer under software control. Controlled

by the AIM microcomputer, this binary counter obtains count rate

information during real time system operation. Under software

control the counter chip is started and stopped, and the results of

the counting operation is presented to the AIM. After the software

rearrangement of the data, these count rates are used in the

automated decision making processes regarding the next step in the

analysis sequence.

Description

The LS7060 chip (LSI, Computer Systems, Inc.) is a 32 bit binary

counter and contains the necessary circuitry to provide data

latching, multiplexing and sequential output of data. The eight

output lines of the counting chip are controlled by tri-state output

drivers. A block diagram of the LS7060 binary counter chip may be

seen in Figure A2. The counting chip is mounted into a 18 pin DIP

socket attached to a home made printed circuit board which is mounted

in a single wide NIM module and installed in a NIM bin. Operating

power requirements of + 5 V DC are provided by regulation of +15 V DC

NIM bin power using a LM340-5 voltage regulator.

Exclusive of the operating power and ground inputs, this chip

required eight data out lines, six control lines, and two input

lines. These control and data lines are connected to the A and B
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ports of one of the 6522 versatile interface adaptors (VIA) located

at hexidecimal addresses 9F80 (port (3) and 9F81 (port A) on the

memory expansion board of the AIM microcomputer. Table All shows the

pinout description for the LS7060 as well as the corresponding point

of connection on the AIM expansion board J-2 edge connector.

Operation

The first step in the use of this counting circuit is to reset

all 32 counter bits to zero. This is accomplished by pulsing the

RESET line low for a minimum of 1 ps. After the RESET has returned

to logic 1, pulses from the pulse stretcher applied to the COUNT

input are continually summed, in the binary counter, until the SCAN

RESET/LOAD line is pulsed low (minimum of 1.0 ps) and kept in the

logic 0 state for a minimum of 4 us from the trailing edge of the

last event processed. The time between the RESET and SCAN RESET/LOAD

pulses determines the counting time.

The accumulated count data currently in the binary counter

registers is latched, for storage, by raising the SCAN RESET/LOAD

line to logic 1. At this point the input is disabled and the SCAN

counter is reset to zero. Next, the SCAN counter is enabled as the

ENABLE line is brought back to logic 1. This enables the data

outputs and presents the least significant byte of count information

to the AIM expansion port A via the output drivers. After the

microcomputer reads and processes this byte of information, the SCAN

line is be pulsed low (1.0 us minimum) causing the SCAN counter to

increment. This allows the multiplexer to present the next latched

byte of data to the AIM input port. During the period when the SCAN
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Table AII. AIM application connector - LS7060 pinout connections

AIM

J2 connector LS7060 Function

A 6 bit 1

B 7 RESET

C 8 CASCADE/ENABLE

D 9 ground

K 10 SCAN

3 18 + 5 V

L 11 ENABLE

M 12 LOAD/RESET

N 13 TEST COUNT

P 14 bit 8

R 15 bit 7

S 16 bit 6

T 17 bit 5

W 1 COUNT

X 3 bit 4

Y 4 bit 3

Z 5 bit 2
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line is pulsed low, the output drivers are disabled. Pulsing then

SCAN line low is viewed as a "place the next byte on the bus" command

from the microcomputer. The remaining bytes are, in turn, placed at

the output port of the chip similarly by pulsing the SCAN line. Once

the SCAN counter advances to 5, the output drivers are disabled and

the SCAN counter remains in this state until the next SCAN RESET.

This counting chip is controlled with machine language

subroutines called by BASIC during program execution. A 50 ps delay

time is needed between logic level changes on the various control

lines to prevent "ringing" and false logic signals to be registered

by the counting chip. This delay is accomplished with a one shot 50

ps time delay programmed as a callable assembly language subroutine

from the counter assembly language subroutine.

Once each byte is read by the AIM microcomputer,.the data are

stored and the remaining bytes are read and stored. After the data

have all been read and rearranged, the results are presented to the

user and/or used in determining the next program step.
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Appendix C

RS232 - 20 MA Convertor
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A communication link was established between the LSI-11 and the

AIM computers to allow exchange of data and timing signals. Signals

are sent in a serial fashion between the two computers using the 20

mA current loop interface on the AIM and a DLV11E board present in

the LSI -l1. Because the LSI-11 uses the RS232 voltage convention and

the AIM uses a 20 mA current loop, a serial interface converter which

converts 20 mA signals to RS232 signals and visa versa, is interposed

between the two computers. Because the two computers are physically

situated circa. 150 feet from each other, the converter is placed

near the DLV11E board so as to allow the data transmission to be

conducted using the current loop.

The transmit and receive lines of the converter are optically

isolated to reduce the introduction of noise. The electrical

circuitry is described elsewhere (53). A simplified diagram of this

interface is seen in Figure A3.
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Appendix D

DOSMAN.BAS Listing
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REMARK THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED DOSMAN.BAS
20 REMARK VIDEO INITIALIZATION

NS=CHR$(78) :REM NO
YS=CHRS(89) :REM YES
HOS=CHRS(8) :REM HOME
CLS=CHRS(3) :REM CLEAR
CBS=CHR$(2) :REM CURSOR LEFT
CUS=CHR4(21) :REM CURSOR UP
CDS=CHRS(4) :REM CURSOR DOWN
BSS=CHRS(127) :REM CURSOR BACK
RVS=CHRS118) :REM REVERSE VIDEO
GMS=CHRS(7) :REM GRAPHICS MODE
ALS=CHRS(1) :REM ALPHA MODE
CFS=CHRS(30) :REM CHANGE FORMAT

30 REMARK SET BAUD RATE FOR SERIAL COMM WITH LSI
POKE 42007,13 :rem Od=13
POKE 42008,183 :rem b7=183=150baud

35 REM INITIALIZE ARRAYS
DIM VALVA(8),VALVS(4),STATEA(8),STATEB(10),PUMP(10)
DIM PUMPSTATE(3),COUNTS(200),XSECT(20)
DIM MASS(15),FRAC(15),LIFE)15),GAW(15),CROSS(15)
DIM DIS(15),CURIE(15),ATOMS(15)

40 REMARK REVERSIOUR FILLING OPTIONS
PRINT CLS;HOS;CDS

PRINT" DOS ORIENTED PASS ANALYSIS SYTEM"
PRINT" LATEST UPDATE JULY 23, 1983"

PRINT CDSiCDs
PRINT" PRODUCT OF SOFTCASE INCORPORATED"
PRINT" BROUGHT TO YOU BY CASEY W. BENNETT"
PRINT" RADIATION CENTER"
PRINT' OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY"
PRINT' CORVALLIS, OREGON"
PRINT" (503) 754-2341"

PRINT CDS;CDS
PRINT" THE ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMS ARE BEING"
PRINT" LOADED INTO THE MICRO WITH STARTING ADDRESS"
PRINT" AT D000 HEXIDECIMAL"

PRINT CDS;CDS
DIM HEX(70)
FOR X=0 TO 15

READ I

HEX(I)=X
NEXT X
DATA 48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55.56,57,65,66,67,68,69.70
Af="PASSASSE.KW
FILE AS
IF END *1 THEN 80

60 READ 111;RECS
INDX=2
GOSUB 70
LENGTH=BYTE
GOSUB 70
ADDR=BYTE*256
GOSUB 70
ADDR=ADDR+BYTE
FOR K=ADDR TO ADD/R.-LENGTH-1
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GOSUB 70
POKE K,BYTE

NEXT X
GOTO GO

70 REM READ DATA CODE
BYTE=HEXCASC(MIDs(REMINDX,1)))*16
BYTE=HEX(ASC(MIDS(REMINDX+1,1)))+BYTE
INDX=INDX+2
RETURN

SO REM END OF DATA INPUT
CLOSE 1
PRINT DATA READ FUNCTION COMPLETE"

90 REM SETTING OF REGISTERS AND DATA PORTS
SETTUP=53298 :rem D032 hex
X=CALL(SETTUP) :rem initializing regs
PORRS=53400 :rem D098 hex
X=CALL(PORRS) :rem direction ports

95 PRINT CL$
PRINT "ADVANCE DIRECTLY TO PASS MONITORING SYSTEM'
PRINT "IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER 111";CD$
GOSUB 1000
PRINT "CAL REVERSIOR VOL BASED ON SPECIFIC CONC,"
PRINT IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER 112";CDS
GOSUB 1000
PRINT "ADVANCE DIRECTLY TO AUTOMATED ION EXCHANGE"
PRINT IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER 113';CDS
GOSUB 1000
PRINT "INTERACTIVE CONTROL OF SYSTEM"
PRINT "IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER 44';CDS
GOSUB 1000
PRINT "EXIT THE PROGRAM"
PRINT 'IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER $5";CDS;CDS
GOSUB 1000

INPUT NUMBER
PRINT CD$1"ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)"

INPUT INS
IF YNII=N$ THEN GOTO 95

IF NUMBER<1 OR NUMBER>5 THEN GOTO 95
ON NUMBER COTO 100,2000,400,500,10000

100 REM ADVANCE DIRECTLY TO PASS ANALYSIS
POKE 53846,1 :rem D256 hex timel y

PRINT CL$;HOS;" PASS MONITORING SYSTEM"
PRINT CDS;CDS;CDS
PRINT CD$CWAITING FOR LSI SIGNAL"

GOSUB 1000
INITIAL=53889 tram D281 hex
X=CALL(INITIAL)

PRINT "PUMPING P-1 ON
GOSUB 1000
PUMA=53949 :rem dObd hex
X=CALL(PUMA)

PRINT "DELAY TO FILL NORMAL LOOP"
GOSUB 1000
DELAY=53819 :rem d23b hex
X=CALL(DELAY)

PRINT "COUNTING (NORMAL LOOP)"
GOSUB 1000
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GOSUB 1500 :rem reading counter sub
PRINT "COUNT RATE=";TOTALCTSCCPS"
IF TOTALCTS ( 300 THEN GOTO 190 :rem get ct time
PRINT "ACCIDENT LOOP REQUIRED"

COSUB 1000
PRINT "DELAY TO FLUSH NORMAL LOOP"

COSUB 1000
CLOOP=54151 :rem d38d hex
X=CALL(CLOOP)

PRINT "COUNTING ACCIDENT LOOP"
GOSUB 1000
COSUB 1500 :REM COUNTING LATCH

PRINT "COUNT RATE (ACCIDENT LOOP) =";TOTALCTS:"CPS"
GOSUB 1000

IF TOTALCTS < 300 THEN GOTO 1500
PRINT "DILUTION REQUIRED"

GOSUB 1000
PRINT "DELAY TO FLUSH ACCIDENT LOOP"

COSUB 1000
PRINT "DELAY TO DILUTE SAMPLE"

COSUB 1000
DILUTE=54167 :rem d397 hex
X=CALL(DILUTEI

PRINT "READING UPCOUNTER (ACCIDENT/DILUTION LOOP)"
GOSUB 1000
GOSUB 1500

PRINT "COUNT RATE (ACCIDENT/DILUTE)=";TOTALCTS:"CPS"
COSUB 1000

IF TOTALCTS > 1000 THEN COTO 1100
GOTO 10000

190 REM CALCULATE COUNT TIME BASED ON COUNT RATE
PRINT "DETERMINATION OF COUNT TIME"
GOSUB 1000 :rem beep
COUNTTIME=10000/TOTALCTS
COUNTTIME =INT C COUNTTIME)
PRINT "COUNT TIME="1COUNTTIME:"SECONDS"
COSUB 1000

195 IF COUNTTIME < 9 THEN COTO 220
DUMCOUNT=COUNTTIME/10
COUN=COUN41
COUNTTIME=DUMCOUNT
GOTO 195

220 REM SENDING COUNT TIME TO LSI
PRINT "SENDING COUNT TIME TO LSI"
COSUB 1000
TTYOUT=53896 :rem d288 hex
PRINT "FIRST ORDER OF MAGNITUDE'
X=CALLfTTYOUT)
PRINT "SECOND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE"
TTY00=53903 :rem d28f hex
X=CALLCTTY00)

300 REM SUB TO CT FOR THE PERIOD OF THE ACO
FOR K=1 TO COUNTTIME-3

GOSUB 1500 :rem read counter
COUNTS(K) =TOTALCTS
SUMCOUNTS=TOTALCTS+SUMCOUNTS
SUMCOUNTS=SUMCOUNTS/COUN
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IF COUNTE(K)>SUMCOUNTS+3=SCIR(SUMCOUNTS) THEN GOTO 1700
NEXT K
COTO 10000

400 REM GOSUB TO WAIT FOR SIGNAL FROM THE LSI
CETTY=53889 :rem d281 hex
X=CALL(GETTY) :rem call Betty
GOTO 10000

500 REM INTERACTIVE CONTROL OF STSTEM
PRINT CLS

PRINT THIS IS THE INTERACTIVE MODE WHERE EVERY STEP"
GOSUB 1000

PRINT IS CONTROLLED BY THE OPERATOR";CD*;CDS
COSUB 1000

PRINT THE VARIOUS OPTIONS YOU CAN CONTROL ARE AS FOLLOWS"
GOSUB 1000

505 PRINT CDS;CDSC1) CHANGE VALVE STATUS"
GOSUB 1000
PRINT "2) CHANGE PUMP STATUS"
GOSUB 1000

PRINT "3) READ THE PH METER (UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL)"
COSUB 1000

PRINT "4) READ THE BINARY COUNTER (UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL)"
COSUB 1000
PRINT "5) START THE PUMPS"
GOSUB 1000
PRINT '6) STOP THE CURRENT PROCESS"
COSUB 1000
PRINT "7) QUIT THE ANALYSIS"
COSUB 1000
PRINT "8) PEEK INTO THE REGISTERS"
GOSUB 1000

PRINT "9) STOP PUMP I WHEN COUNT RATE IS MAXIMUM"
PRINT CD$
GOSUB 1000
INPUT ZAPP
IF ZAPP=6 THEN GOTO 9000
PRINT ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNS=N$ THEN GOTO 500
IF ZAPP:) OR ZAPP)9 THEN COTO 500
IF ZAPP =1 THEN GOTO 8000
IF ZAPP=2 THEN COTO 8200
IF ZAPP=9 THEN COTO 8400
IF ZAPP=4 THEN GOTO 8600
IF ZAPP=5 THEN COTO 8800
IF ZAPP=7 THEN GOTO 9950
IF ZAPP=8 THEN COTO 9500
IF ZAPP=9 THEN GOTO 9100

700 REM SEND THE 6 WAY VALVE HOME
PRINT "SENDING THE VALVE 7,
HOMER7=53949 :rem

VALVE
d2bd

8, VALVE 9 HOME"
hex

HOMER8=53980 :rem d2dc hex
HOMER9=54011 :rem d2fb hex
X=CALL(HOMER71
X=CALL(HOMER8)
X=CALL(HOMER9)

800 REM THATS ALL FOR NOW
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GOTO 10000
1000 REM SINGLE BEEP

BEEP=54363 :rem d45b hex
X=CALL(BEEP)
RETURN

1100 REM ALL OUT ALARM AND FLASH DISPLAY
PRINT CDS,RV$
PRINT CIA;CD$
PRINT MORE DILUTION REQUIRED
PRINT CDS;CD$
PRINT RV$
PRINT CDS;CD$
GOSUB 1400

GOTO 10000
1400 REM ALL OUT ALARM

ALARM=54434 :rem d4a1 hex
X=CALL(alarm)
RETURN

1500 REM READING THE UPCOUNTER
TOTALCTS=0
COUNT =54203 :rem d3c0 hex
X=CALL(COUNT)
NIBBLE=53252 :rem d00e hex
MONITOR=0
FOR K=1 TO 4

RED=PEEKINIBBLE)
FAKE=RED1)255AMONITOR
MONITOR=MONITOR+1
NIBBLE=NIBBLE+1
TOTALCTS=FAKE4TOTALCTS

NEXT K
RETURN

1700 REM ALARM FOR ALL OUT ALARM HIGH COUNT RATES
PRINT RV$;CDS;CDS

PRINT "COUNT RATE JUMPED SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT"
PRINT CD$;CD$;RV$
ALARMI=54433 :rem d4a1 hex
X=CALL(ALARMI)

GOTO 10000
2000 REM CAL. RESERVIOR VOL WITH SPEC. CONCENTRATION

PRINT 'INPUT DESIRED SPECIFIC CONCENTRATION (LICl/ML)"
INPUT SPECON

PRINT "INPUT NEUTRON FLUX (NEUTRONS/CM^2/SEC)"
INPUT FLUX

PRINT "INPUT IRRADIATION TIME (HOURS)'
INPUT IRRHOURS

PRINT 'INPUT DELAY TIME (HOURS)'
INPUT DEHOURS

PRINT 'SPECIFY MATRIX TYPE (FP=a1;OTHER=e2)"
INPUT TYPE
IF TYPE=1 THEN COTO 2050

PRINT "INPUT NUMBER MATRIX COMPONENTS'
INPUT COMPONENTS

FOR K=1 TO COMPONENTS
PRINT "INPUT MASS SPECIES",K.."IN CRAMS"
INPUT MASS(K)
PRINT "INPUT CAW SPECIES",K."IN GRAMS"
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INPUT GAWK)
PRINT "INPUT FRACTIONAL ISOTOPIC ABUNDANCE OF";K

INPUT FRAC(K)
PRINT "INPUT HALF LIFE SPECIES".1WIN HOURS"
INPUT LIFE(K)
PRINT "INPUT CROSS SECTION 07",K.-IN BARNS"
INPUT XSECT(E)

ATOMS(K)=6.023*10^23*FRAC(K)*(MASS(K)/CAW(K))
DIS(K)=ATOMS(K)*(XSECT(K)*(10A(-24)))*FLUX
DIS(K)=DIS(K)*(1-EXF(-(.6935/LIFEIK))*IRRHOURS))
DIS(K)=DIS(K)*EXPI-(.6935/LIFE(K))*DEHOURS)
CURIE(K)=DIS(K)/3.74E4
PRINT "ACTIVITY OF SPECIES"IK."=".CURIE(K),"UCURIES"
TOTALACT=TOTALACT+CURIE(K)

NEXT K
VOLUME=TOTALACT/SPECON
IF VOLUME>=1000 THEN GOTO 2100
GOTO 10000

2050 REM CALCULATE FISSION PRODUCT ACTIVITY
PRINT "INPUT MASS URANIUM IN CRAMS"
INPUT MAUR
MASSURAN=6.023^23*.007*(MAUR/236.09)
PRINT "INPUT REACTOR POWER IN WATTS"
INPUT WATTS
PART1NUM=DEHOURSA(-1.21

PARTIDEN=1.26*(DEHOURSA(-1421)+1.4*(DEHOURSA(1.2))
RATE=1.26*(PARTINUM/PART1DEN)
INTERMED1=MASSURAN*RATE
PART2NUM=DEHOURSA(-1.2)

PART2DEN=1.26*(DEHOURSA(-1.2))+1.40*(DEHOURS'(-1,21)
RATEA=1,40*(PART2NUM/PART2DEN)
INTERMED2=RATEA*MASSURAN

INTERMED3==.10E11*(DEHOURSA(-.2)-(DEHOURS.IRRHOURS1A(-.2))
INTERMED4=(INTERMED1/4)*INTERMED3*WATTS
INTERMED5=(INTERMED2/.2248)*WATTS*INTERMED3
FISSIONACT=INTERMED4+INTERMED5

PRINT "ACTIVITY OF IRRADIATED URANIUM=";FISSIONACTCDPS"
2100 REM VOLUME TO LARGE

PRINT "CALCULATED VOL LARGER THEN RESERVOIR CAPACITY"
2105 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE VOLUME REQUIREMENTS ?"

INPUT YN$
IF YNS=N$ THEN COTO 2000
PRINT "IS THIS VOLUME SATISFACTORY (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNS=N$ THEN GOTO 2105
COUNT=0

7205 IF PUMPTIME>255 THEN COTO 2210
DUMBTIME=PUMPTIME
COUNT=0 :REM NO ORDER OF MAGNITUDE
GOTO 2300

2210 DUMBTIME=PUMPTIME/255
COUNT=COUNT+1
GOTO 2205

2300 REM FINAL VALUES FOR PUMP TIME
POKE 53846,COUNT :rem d256 hex
POKE 53819,1 :rem d23b hex sig fig

REM START PUMP
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PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO INIT. RESERVIOR FILLING"
GOSUB 1000
CK=60480 :rem ec40 hex KycK
X=CALL(CK) :rem scan keyboard
PRINT CD$

PRINT "FIRST HALF OF VOLUME BEING TRANSFERRED
COSUB 1000

2400 REM INITIATE RESERVIOR FILLING
RESERVIOR=54495 :rem d4df hex
X=CALL(RESERVIOR)
PRINT CDs;RV$

PRINT TRANSFER ACTIVATED SAMPLE
GOSUB 1000

PRINT TO THE RESERVIOR
GOSUB 1000

PRINT WITH THE PLUNGER ASSEMBLY
GOSUB 1000
PRINT CDS;RV$

PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO STOP ASPIRATION PUMP"
GOSUB 1000
X=CALL(CKI

PRINT "SECOND HALF OF RESERVIOR VOLUME BEING TRANSFERRED"
COSUB 1000
SECHALFRESa54521 :rem d4f9 hex
X=CALL(SECHALFRES)
GOSUB 1000

PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO STOP ASPIRATION PUMP"
GOSUB 1000
XmCALLICK)
COTO 100 :REM READY FOR PASS

5300 REM MONITOR PH WHILE ADJUSTMENT
FOR R=1 TO PRETIM

GOSUB 9000
IF PHaHP THEN GOTO 5350

NEXT K
5350 REM STOP PUMP PH ADJUSTMENT COMPLETE
5400 REM CHANGE VOLUME OF ACID USED IN PH ADJUSTMENT

PRINT "INPUT VOLUME OF ACID TO USE"
INPUT NEWACID

REM PUT IN THE BRANCH PART OF THIS SUB
COTO 10000
5500 REM PH OF ORGINIAL SOLUTION IS NOT ADEQUATE

PRINT "INPUT DESIRED PH'
REM INSTALL THE BRANCH STATEMENTS TO CHANCE PH

GOTO 10000
5800 REM PH MEASUREMENTS

GOTO 10000
5900 REM INFO ABOUT THE PRECONCENTRATION PROCESS

REM INSTALL THE DIALOGUE HERE
COTO 10000
6000 REM THIS IS FOR THE PRECONCENTRATION OF UNKNOW MAT
GOTO 10000
7000 REM THIS IS THE SUB FOR A UNKNOWN SAMPLE MATRIX
COTO 10000
8000 REM WORKING ON VALVE STATUS

PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO SEE CURRENT STATUS (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
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IF YN$=<$ THEN COSUB 8190
IF 01 =N$ THEN COTO 8010

GOSUB 9390
PRINT CD$
GOTO 8015

3010 PRINT CD$
8015 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF 3-WAY VALVES TO CHANGE"

INPUT VALVTHREE
IF VALVTHREE<0 OR VALVTHREE>6 THEN GOTO 8015

IF VALVTHREE =O THEN COTO 8020
FOR K=1 TO VALVTHREE

PRINT "INPUT 3-WAY VALVE NO. & DESIRED STATE (1.40NO=OFF)"
INPUT VALVACK/ISTATEA(K)
NEXT K

8020 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF 6-WAY VALVES TO CHANGE"
INPUT VALVSIX
IF V4LVSIX<0 OR VALVSIX>3 THEN COTO 9020
IF VALVSIX=0 THEN COTO 8030
FOP l<=1 TO VALVSIX

PRINT "INPUT 6 -WAY VALVE NO. & DESIRED POSITION"
INPUT VALVB(K),STATEB(K)
NEXT K

5030 PRINT ARE THERE ANY CHANGES (Y/N1"
INPUT INS
IF YNS =N$ THEN COTO 8040
PRINT "6-WAY OR 3-WAY VALVE CHANCE"
INPUT CHANG
IF CHANC=6 THEN GOTO 8020
IF CHANG=3 THEN GOTO 8010

8040 REM FIGURING OUT INPUT
IF VALVTHREE=0 THEN GOTO 8170
FOR l<=1 TO VALVTHREE

IF VALVAlK)<>1 THEN COTO $050
VALVE31=1
IF STATE/WC/01 THEN GOTO 8060
STATE3141
REGV1=2 :rem load value bit 2 a001
GOTO 8100

8060 STATE31=0
RECV1=0 :rem load value
COTO 8100

8050 IF VALVA(K)<>2 THEN COTO 8065
VALVE32=1
IF STATE/MK/01 THEN COTO 8070
STATE3241
REGV2=4 :rem load value bit 2 a001
COTO 8100

8070 STATE32=0
REGV2=0
COTO 8100

8065 IF VALVA<KI<>3 THEN COTO 8080
VALVE33=1
IF STATEACK/01 THEN GOTO 8075
STATE33=1
RECV3=8 :rem bit 3 a000
GOTO 8100

8075 STATE3340
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PECV3=0
COTO 3100

8090 IF VALVA(K)04 THEN COTO 9090
VALVE34=1
IF STATE/4(11.)CM THEN COTO 8085
STATE34=1
RECV4=18 :rem bit 4 aboo
COTO 8100

8085 STATE34=0
REGV4=0
COTO 8100

9090 iF VALVAIK/(,5 THEN COTO 8150
VALVE35=I
IF STATEACK/01 THEN GOTO 8155
STATE35=1
REGV5=32 :rem bit 5 acme
COTO 3100

8155 STATE35=0
REGV5=0
COTO 8100

8150 IF VALVA(F)<>6 THEN GOTO 8160
STATE36=1
IF STATEA(K)<>1 THEN GOTO 8165
STATE36=I
REGV6=64
GOTO 8100

8165 STATE36=0
REGV6=0
COTO 8100

8160 PRINT "THIS IS NOT A THREE WAY VALVE DESTINATION"
8100 NEXT K

REGAB1=RECV1+1RECV2+REGV34,REGV4+RECV5+REGV6
MONPUMPO=REGPUMP1+REGPUMP2
MONPUMP1=REGPUMP3
REGAI=MONPUMPO+REGABI :rem current pumpbvalve stats

3170 REM DEALING WITH THE SIX WAY VALVES
VBG7=0;VBC8=0:VBC9=0
IF VALVSIX=0 THEN COTO 8195
FOR K=1 TO VALVSIX

IF VALVB(K)<>7 THEN COTO 8172
V887=1
VBC7=V887
IF STATEBIK)=1 THEN POS67=I
IF STATEB(K) s2 THEN P0867=2
IF STATE8(X)=3 THEN P0567=3
IF STATEB(K)=4 THEN P0867=4
IF STATEB(10=5 THEN P0567=5
IF STATEB(K)=6 THEN P0S67=6

IF STATE/WC/CI OR STATEB(K)>6 THEN GOTO E1185
GOTO 8183

8172 V8E7=0
IF VALVB(1008 THEN COTO 8174
VBB8=1
VBC8=VB138
IF STATE19(K)=1 THEN POS68=I
IF STATEB(K)=2 THEN POS68=2
IF STATEB(K) =3 THEN POS68=3
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IF STATEB(K)=4 THEN P0568.44
IF STATEB(K)=5 THEN P0568=5
IF STATEB(K)=6 THEN P0368=6

IF STATEB(K)<1 OR STATEB(K):6 THEN GOTO 8185
COTO 8189

8174 VBB8=0
IF VALVB(K)09 THEN GOTO 8186
VBB9=1
VBC9=V1389
IF STATEB(K)=I THEN P0869=1
IF STATEB(K)=2 THEN P0569=2
IF STATEB(K)=8 THEN P056948
IF STATEB(K)=4 THEN P0S69=4
IF STATEB(K)=5 THEN P0569=5
IF STATEB(K)=6 THEN P0569=6

IF STATEB(K)<1 OR STATEB(10:6 THEN COTO 8185
3183 NEXT K

IF K=VALVSIX AND VALVB(VALVSIX)09 THEN VBB9=0
GOTO 8195

8185 PRINT "ENTERED STATE NOT ALLOWED"
GOTO 8020

8186 PRINT "ENTERED 6-WAY VALVE NO. NOT ALLOWED"
VBE1940
GOTO 8020

8190 REM VALVE STATUS
PRINT "CURRENT 3 -WAY AND 6-WAY VALVE STATUS";CD*

PRINT 'VALVE 1",STATE3I
PRINT "VALVE 2",STATE32
PRINT "VALVE 8',STATE33
PRINT "VALVE 4".STATE34
PRINT "VALVE 5 ",STATE35
PRINT 'VALVE 6ThSTATE86
PRINT "6-WAX VALVE 7",P0567
PRINT "6-WAY VALVE 8".PO568
PRINT "6-WAY VALVE 9",P0S69
GOTO 8010

8195 REM ENGAGING THE VALVES
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO ENGAGE THE VALVES"
KEY=60480
X4GALL(KEY)
PRINT "ENGAGING THE VALVES"
POKE 40961,REGA1 :rem 3001
POKE 40960,MONPUMPI :rem current p-S status
IF VALVSIX=0 THEN GOTO 505
IF VBC740 THEN GOTO 8196
VPOSI7=54752 :rem d5e0 hex
MUNN74PEEK(53251) :rem d003 vstor7
IF MUNN74P0S67 THEN COTO 8196
IF MUNN7=0 THEN GOTO 9903
IF P0567<MUNN7 THEN GOTO 9902
TOG07=P0S67-MUNN7 :rem desired - actual
GOTO 9904

9902 REM SENDING VALVE 7 HOME FIRST
HOMIE7=53949 :rem home7 d2bd hex
X=GALL(HOMIE7) :rem send it home
DDELAY=53910 :rem d296 hex dtime
X=GALL(DDELAY)
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9903 TOG07=P0S67
9904 FOR K=1 TO TO007

X=CALLIVPOSI7)
NEXT K

8196 IF VBC8=0 THEN GOTO 8197
VPOSI8454769 :rem d5f1 hex
MUNN8=PEEK(53254) :rem d006 hex vstor8
IF MUNN8=0 THEN GOTO 9907
IF MUNN8=P0968 THEN GOTO 8197
IF P0S68<MUNN8 THEN COTO 9906
TOGOS=POS68-MUNN8
GOTO 9908

9906 REM SENDING VALVE 8 HOME
HOMIES =53980 :rem d2dc hex
X=CALLCHOMIE8)
DEELAY =53910 :rem d296 hex
X=CALL(DEELAY)

9907 T0008=POS68
9908 FOR i<=1 TO T0008

X=CALLIVPOS18:
NEXT K

8197 IF VBC9=0 THEN COTO 505
P0SI9=54786 :rem d602 hex
MUNN9=PEEK(53257) :rem 0009 hex vstor9
IF MUNN9=0 THEN GOTO 9911
IF MUNN9=POS69 THEN GOTO 505
IF FOS69<MUNN9 THEN GOTO 9910
T0C094120569-MUNN9 :rem desired actual
COTO 9912

9910 REM SENDING VALVE 9 HOME
HOMIE9=54011 ;rem home9 d2fb hex
X=CALL(HOMIES)
DEEELAY=53910 :rem d296 hex
X=CALL(DEEELAY:

9911 T0009=P0569
9912 FOR KE1 TO T0009

X=CALL(POSI9)
NEXT K
COTO 505

8200 REM WORKING ON PUMPS
PRINT "MAIN PUMP FROM RESERVIOR IS 01"
PRINT "DILUTION PUMP TO RESERVIOR IS 02"
PRINT "ASPIRATION PUMP TO RESERVIOR IS 03"
PRINT CDS
PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO SEE CURRENT STATUS (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNS=YS THEN GOSUB 8390
PRINT CDS

8205 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF PUMPS TO CHANCE"
INPUT PUM
FOR K=1 TO PUM
PRINT "INPUT PUMP NO. AND DESIRED STATE";CDS
INPUT PUMP(K),PUMPSTATECK/
NEXT K

8210 REM FIG OUT PUMP SETTINGS
FOR Y=1 TO PUM

IF PUMP(K)<>1 THEN COTO 8230
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PUMP1=1
IF PUMPSTATE( >1 THEN GOTO 8220
PUMPSTAT1=1
RECPUMP1=1 :rem bit 0 a000
GOTO 8300

9220 FUMPSTAT1=0
RECPUMP1=0
COTO 8300

8230 IF PUMP(K)<>2 THEN COTO 8250
PUMP2=1
IF PUMPSTATE(K)<>1 THEN GOTO 3240
PUMPSTAT2=1
RECPUMP2=128 :rem bit 7 a000
COTO 8300

8240 PUMPSTAT2=0
RECPUMP2=0 :rem bit 7 a000
COTO 8300

8250 IF PUMP(K)<>3 THEN GOTO 8270
PUMP3=1
IF PUMPSTATE(K)01 THEN GOTO 8280
PUMPSTAT3=1
RECPUMP3=2 :rem bit 2 2001
COTO 8300

8280 PUMPSTAT3=0
RECPUMPB=0
COTO 8300

8270 PRINT THIS IS NOT A PUMP DESIGNATION";CDS
COTO 8200

8300 NEXT K
PIMPRECAI=RECPUMP1+REGPUMP2
PIMPREGAO=RECPUMP3
COTO 505

8390 REM PUMP STATUS
PRINT "CURRENT PUMP STATUS";CDS
PRINT "PUMP 1 (MAIN) = MPUMPSTATI
PRINT "PUMP 2 (DILUTE) = ";PUMPSTAT2
PRINT "PUMP 3 (ASPIRATE) = ";PUMPSTAT3
RETURN

8400 REM READING THE PH METER UNDER SOFTWARE
PRINT "WHAT PH PROBE DO YOU WANT TO READ ?"
PRINT "INPUT el, 2, *3"
INPUT PHPR
IF PHPR<1 OR PHPR>3 THEN COTO 8400
IF PHPR=3 THEN COTO 8410
IF PHPR -2 THEN GOTO 8415
POKE 53286,0 :rem phreg w/ phi

:rem d5e9 hex
COTO 8420

8410 POKE 53286,255 :rem ff ph2 Phrtg
COTO 8420

8415 POKE 53286,9 :rem 09 hex phi phreg
8420 PRINT "READING THE PH METER"

POKE 53280,0:POKE 53281,0 :rem adclo & adchi
PHA=54642 :rem d572 hex
X=CALL(PHA)
ADCLOW=53280 :rem d020 hex
PHLOW=PEEK(ADCLOW)
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PRINT 'VALUE OF ADC LOW <D0202=".PHLOW
ADCHI=53281 :rem d021 hex
PHHI=PEEK(ADCHI)
PRINT "VALUE OF ADC HI (.1)021)=MPHHI
PHFIN=PHLOW+PHHI*255
PHFIN=2.5724E-9*PHFIN-.6465
PRINT "VALUE OF PH=",PHFIN
GOTO 505

8600 REM READING THE UPCOUNTER
PRINT "READING THE UPCOUNTER"
GOSUB 1500
PRINT "COUNT RATE=";TOTALCTSC CPS"
GOTO 505

8800 REM START THE PUMPS
PRINT "STARTING THE PUMPS AND SEQUENCE"
PRINT CDS
REGISTERAI=REGABI+PIMPRECA1
POKE 40961,REGISTERAI
RECISTERAO=PIMPREGA0
POKE 40960, RECISTERAO
COTO 505

9000 REM STOP THE PUMPS
PRINT CDS:CDSCSTOPPINC THE PUMPS"
KETSCAN=60655 :rem ecef
XaCALL(KETSCAN:
POKE 40961,REGABI
POKE 40960:0
IF FUMPSTATI=1 THEN PUMPSTATI=0
IF PUMPSTAT2=1 THEN PUMPSTAT2=0
IF PUMPSTAT3=1 THEN PUMPSTAT3=0
RECPUMPI=0:RECPUMP2=0:RECPUMP3=0
COTO 505

9100 REM STOP PUMP 1 ON HIGHEST CT RATE
FLUG=0:FLEE=0
COUNT5I1=0:SEE=0:SUMCUNTS=0
TIC=04RU=0:TICKED=0
FOR J=1 TO 180
IF J=20 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=40 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=60 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=80 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=I00 THEN GOTO 9110
IF J=120 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=I40 THEN GOTO 9110
IF J=160 THEN GOTO 9110
IF J=180 THEN GOTO 9110

9105 GOSUB 1500
PRINT "COUNT RATE=",TOTALCTS,"CPS (base: finer

COSUB 1000 :rem beep
COUNTI1=TOTALCT5
SUMCUNTS=SUMCUNTS+COUNTII
SUMCOUNTS=SUMCUNTS/J

IF COUNTII>SUMCOUNTS+3,SORISUMCOUNT5) THEN FLEE=1
IF FLEE=0 THEN COTO 9108

FOR M=1 TO 180
GOSUB 1500

PRINT "COUNT RATE="pTOTALCTS,'CPS (increasing)'
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TIC=TIC+1
IF TIC=1 THEN PU=TOTALCTS
KE=TOTALCTS-3+SQRITOTALCTS)
RB=RU+3*SGR(RU)

IF IE-RU<3+SOR(TOTALCTS) THEN FLUG=1
IF FLUG=0 THEN COTO 9106

FOR L=1 TO ISO
COSUB 1500

PRINT 'COUNT RATE=",TOTALCTS,"CPS (plateau)"
GOSUB 1000
TICKED=TICKED+1

IF TICKED=1 THEN SEE=TOTALCTS
IF TOTALCTS42SGR1TOTALCTS)<SEE-2*SQR(SEE) THEN GOTO 9000

SEE=TOTALCTS
NEXT L

9106 RU=TOTALCTS
NEXT M

9108 NEXT J
9110 X=CALL(54369) :rem d461 hex beep-beep

PRINT DO YOU WANT TO ABORT COUNTING (Y/N)"
INPUT INS
IF YNS =YS THEN GOTO 505
COTO 9105

9500 REM PEEK INTO THE REGISTERS
PRINT "WHAT REGISTER DO YOU WANT TO SEE ?"
PRINT "REGISTER MUST BE A DECIMAL NUMBER"
INPUT REG
PRINT "*VALUE OF REC=",REC
PRINT "VALUE OF REC=",PEEK(REC)
COTO 505

9950 REM SEND THE 6 WAY VALVES HOME
HOMII7=53949 :rem d2bd hex home?
HOMI18=53980 :rem d2dc hex home8
HOMI19=54011 :rem d2fb hex home9
ELAY=53910 :rem d296 hex dtime

PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO SEND THE 6-WAY VALVES HOME (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNS=NS THEN COTO 95
IF PEEK(53251) =0 THEN COTO 9955 :rem vstor7 home
X=CALL(HOMII7)
X=CALL(ELAY)

9955 IF PEEK(53254)=0 THEN COTO 9960:rem vstor8 home
X=CALL(HOMII8)
x=CALL1ELAY)

9960 IF PEEK(53257)=0 THEN COTO 9965:rem vstor9 home
X=CALL(HOMII9)
X=CALL(ELAY)
PO967=0:PO568=0:POS69=0

9965 COTO 95
10000 PRINT GL$

PRINT THAT'S ALL FOR NOW FOLKS'
GOSUB 1000
PRINT CD$;CDS;CD$;CD$;CD$
END
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Appendix E

DOSAUTO.BAS Listing
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REMARK THIS PROGRAM 15 CALLED DOSAUTO.BAS
20 REMARK VIDEO INITIALIZATION

NS=CHRS(78) :REM NO
YS=CHRS(86) :REM YES
CLS=CHRS(3) :REM CLEAR
CDS=CHRS(4) :REM CURSOR DOWN
PVS=CHRS(18) ;REM REVERSE VIDEO
CFS=OHRS(30) :REM CHANGE FORMAT

35 REM INITIALIZE ARRAYS
DIM COL(14),SSS(14)
DIM ODD(14),PIMPREGA1(14).PIMPREGA0(14)

DIM STS(14),POS67(14),POS68(14),POS69(14),STATE31(14)
DIM STATE32(14),STATE33(14),STATE34(14),STATE35(14)
DIM STATE36(14),REGA1(I4),REGABI(14)
DIM VALVE31(14),VALVE32(14),VALVE33(14),VALVE34(14)
DIM VALVE35(14).VALVE36(14).TFLAG(14),SFLAG(14)
DIM VALVA(14,10), VALVB(14,4),STATEA(14,8),STATEB(14,10)

DIM PUMP(14,10),PUMPSTATE(14,3),COUNTS(180)
40 REM REV. FILLING

PRINT CLS;HOS;CDS
PRINT" DOS ORIENTED AUTO ANALYSIS SYTEM"
PRINT" LATEST UPDATE SEPT 12, 1983"

PRINT CDS;CD$
PRINT" PRODUCT OF SOFTCASE INCORPORATED"
PRINT" BROUGHT TO YOU BY CASEY W. BENNETT"
PRINT" RADIATION CENTER"
PRINT" OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY"
PRINT" CORVALLIS, OREGON"
PRINT" (503) 754-2341"

PRINT CDS;CDS
PRINT" THE ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMS ARE BEING"
PRINT" LOADED INTO THE MICRO WITH STARTING ADDRESS"
PRINT" AT D000 HEXIDECIMAL"

PRINT CDS:CDS
DIM HEX(70)

FOR X=0 TO 15
READ I
HEX(I)=X

NEXT X
DATA 48,49,50.51.52,53,54,55,56,57,65,66,67,68,69,70

A$=-PASSASSE.KIM"
FILE AS
IF END *1 THEN SO

60 READ *1;REC$
INDX=2
GOSUB 70
LENGTH=BYTE
GOSUB 70
ADDR=BYTE+256
GOSUB 70
ADDR=ADDR+BYTE

FOR K =ADDR. TO ADDR+LENGTH-1
GOSUB 70
POKE K,BYTE

NEXT K
GOTO 60
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70 REM READ DATA CODE
BYTE=HEXCASC(MIDS(FECLINDX$1)))*16
BYTE=HEX(ASC(MIDS(RECS,INDX+1,1)))+BYTE
1NDX=INDX+2

RETURN
SO REM END OF DATA INPUT

CLOSE 1
PRINT DATA READ FUNCTION COMPLETE"

90 REM SETTING UP REGISTERS AND DATA PORTS
SETTUP=53298 :rem D032 hex

X=CALL(SETTUP) :rem initializing regs
PORRS=53400 :rem D098 hex

X=CALL(PORRS) :rem direction ports
95 PRINT CL$

PRINT "INTERACTIVE CONTROL OF SYSTEM"
PRINT "IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER $11";CD$

PRINT "AUTO SEQUENCE'
PRINT "IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER 02";CD$

PRINT "EXIT THE PROGRAM"
PRINT IF YES ENTER THE NUMBER *3";CDS;CDS
COSUB 1000
INPUT NUMBER
IF NUMBER(.1 OR NUMBER>3 THEN GOTO 95

PRINT CD$;"ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)"
INPUT MIS
IF YNIFONS AND YNSOY$ THEN COTO 95
IF YN$=N$ THEN COTO 95
IF NUMBER=I THEN C=1
IF NUMBER=1 THEN TFLAC(C)=0
IF NUMBER=1 THEN SFLAC(C)=0

IF NUMBER=1 THEN CHN=0 :rem change flag
IF NUMBER=2 THEN AUTO=1 :rem flag autosep

IF NUMBER=I THEN AUTO=0
IF NUMBER=2 THEN C=0
ON NUMBER COTO 500111000120000

500 REM INTERACTIVE CONTROL OF STSTEM
PRINT CL$

501 REM
PRINT THIS IS THE INTERACTIVE MODE WHERE EVERY STEP"
PRINT IS CONTROLLED BY THE OFERATORMCD$;CD$
PRINT "THE VARIOUS OPTIONS YOU CAN CONTROL ARE AS FOLLOWS"
505 PRINT CDS;CD$C1) CHANGE VALVE STATUS"

PRINT "2) CHANCE PUMP STATUS"
PRINT "3) READ THE PH METER (UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL)"
PRINT '4) READ THE BINARY COUNTER (UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL)"

PRINT "5) START THE PUMPS"
PRINT "8) STOP THE CURRENT PROCESS"

PRINT "7) STOP PUMP 1 WHEN COUNT RATE IS MAXIMUM"
PRINT "8) PEEK INTO THE REGISTERS"
PRINT "9) 3-WAY AND 6-WAY VALVE STATUS"
PRINT "101 QUIT THE ANALYSIS"

PRINT CD$
GOSUB 1000
INPUT ZAPP
IF ZAPPCI OR ZAPP>10 THEN GOTO 505
IF ZAPP=5 THEN GOTO 8800
IF ZAPP=S THEN COTO 9000
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PRINT "ARE YOU SURE (YIN)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNSONS AND YNSOYS THEN COTO 505
IF YNS=NS THEN GOTO 505
IF ZAPP=1 THEN COTO 8000
IF ZAPP=2 THEN COTO 8200
IF ZAPP=3 THEN COTO 8400
IF ZAPP=4 THEN COTO 8600
IF ZAPP=7 THEN COTO 9100
IF 2APP=8 THEN COTO 9500
IF ZAPP=9 THEN COTO 8190
IF ZAPP=10 THEN GOTO 3950

700 REM SEND THE 5 WAY VALVE HOME
PRINT "SENDING THE VALVE 7, VALVE 8, VALVE 9 HOME"

X=CALL(53949) :rem d2bd hex homer
X=CALL(53980) :rem d2bc hex home8
X=CALL(54011) :rem d2fb hex home9

SOO REM THATS ALL FOR NOW
COTO 20000

1000 REM SINGLE BEEP
X=CALL(54363) :rem d45b hex
RETURN

1400 REM ALL OUT ALARM
X=CALL(54433) :rem 04a1 hex
RETURN

1500 REM READING THE UPCOUNTER
TOTALCTS=0
X=CALL(54208) :rem d3c0 hex
NIBBLE=53262 :rem d00e hex
MONITOR=0

FOR K=1 TO 4
RED=PEEK(NIBBLE)
FAKE=RED,255^MONITOR
MONITOR=MONITOR+1
NIBBLE=NIBBLE+1
TOTALCTS=FAKE+TOTALCTS

NEXT K
RETURN

5000 REM WORKING ON VALVE STATUS
PRINT 'DO YOU WANT TO SEE CURRENT STATUS (Y/N)"

INPUT INS
IF YNSON$ AND YNSOYS THEN GOTO 8000
IF YNS=NS THEN COTO 8010
COSUB 8190
COTO 8015

8010 PRINT CDS
8015 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF 3-WAY VALVES TO CHANGE"

INPUT VALVTHREE
IF VALVTHREE<0 OR VALVTHREE>6 THEN COTO 8015

IF VALVTHREE=0 THEN COTO 8020
FOR K=1 TO VALVTHREE

PRINT "INPUT 3-WAY VALVE NO. & DESIRED STATE (1=ONfO=OFF/'
INPUT VALVA(C,K),STATEA(C,K)

NEXT K
IF TFLAC(C)=1 AND CHNC>0 THEN GOTO 11263
IF TFLAG(C)=1 THEN GOTO 8030

8020 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF 6-WAY VALVES TO CHANGE"
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INPUT VALVSIX
IF VALVSIX,0 OR VALYSIX:3 THEN GOTO 8020
IF VALVSIX=0 THEN COTO 8030

FOR K=1 TO VALVSIX
PRINT "INPUT 6-WAY VALVE NO. & DESIRED POSITION"

INPUT VALVB(C.K).STATEB(C.K)
NEXT K

8030 PRINT "ARE THERE ANY CHANGES (YIN)"
INPUT YNS
IF YN$ON$ AND 11)1$<:Y$ THEN GOTO 8030
IF YN$=Y$ AND TFLAC(C)=1 THEN COTO 8010
IF INS=Y$ AND SFLAG(C)=1 THEN GOTO 8020

IF leNS=N$ AND SFLACIC)=1 AND CHN(>0 THEN COTO 11263
IF fNII=N$ AND SFLAC(C)=1 THEN GOTO 8170
IF YN$=N$ THEN GOTO 8040
PRINT "6-WAY OR 3-WAY VALVE CHANGE"
INPUT CHANG
IF CHANG=E THEN GOTO 8020
IF CHANG-3 THEN COTO 8010

8040 REM FIGURING OUT INPUT
IF VALVTHREE=0 THEN COTO 8170

FOR K.I TO VALVTHREE
IF VALVA(C.K)<>1 THEN GOTO 8050
VALVES1(C)=1
IF STATEA(CFK)01 THEN GOTO 8060
STATE31(C)=1
RECV1=2 :rem load value bit 2 a001
GOTO 8100

8060 STATE31(C)=0
RECV1=0 :rem load value
COTO 8100

8050 IF VALVA(C,K)<>2 THEN GOTO 8065
VALVE32(C)=1
IF STATEA(C,K)<>1 THEN COTO 8070
STATE32(C)=1
REGV2=4 :rem load value bit 2 a001
GOTO 8100

8070 STATE32(C)=0
RECV2=0
GOTO 8100

8065 IF VALVA(C,K) 03 THEN COTO 8080
VALVE33(C)=1
IF STATEA(C,K)<>1 THEN COTO 8075
STATE33(C)=1
RECV3=8 :rem bit 3 a000
COTO 8100

8075 STATE33(C)=0
RECV3=0
COTO 8100

8080 IF VALVA(C.K)<>4 THEN COTO 8090
VALVE344C)=1
IF STATEA(C,K)<>1 THEN GOTO 8085
STATE34(C)=1
RECV4=16 :rem bit 4 a000
COTO 8100

8085 STATE34(C)=0
PEGV4=0
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COTO 3100
8090 IF VALVA(C,K)<)5 THEN COTO 8150

VALVE35(C)=1
IF STATEA(C,K)01 THEN COTO 8155
STATE35(C)=1
RECV5=32 :rem bit 5 /moo
COTO 8100

Si!! STATE35(C)=0
RECV5=0
COTO 8100

8150 IF VALVA(C,N):>6 THEN COTO 8160
STATE36(C)=1
IF STATEA(C,K)<>1 THEN GOTO 3165
STATE36(C)=1
RECV6=64
COTO 8100

8165 STATE36(C)=0
REGV6=0
COTO 8100

8160 PRINT "THIS IS NOT A THREE WAY VALVE DESTINATION"
3100 NEXT K
9101 RECABI(C)=REGV1+RECV2+RECV34.1RECV44-RECV5+RECV6

MONPUMPO=RECPUMPI+RECPUMP2
MONPUMPI=RECPUMP3

RECAI(C)=MONIROMPO+RECABUC) :rem current pump&valve
IF CHN<>0 THEN COTO 11263

IF TFLAC(C)l OR COL(C)=1 THEN GOTO 11110
8170 REM DEALING WITH THE SIX WAY VALVES

VBC7=0:VBC8=0:VBC9=0
IF VALVSIX=0 THEN COTO 8195

FOR K1 TO VALVSIX
IF VALVB(C,K)07 THEN COTO 8172
VBB7=1
VBC7=VBB7
IF STATEB(C,K)=1 THEN P0567(C)=1
IF STATEB(C,K)=2 THEN P0S67(C)=2
IF STATEB(C,K)3 THEN POS67(C)=3
IF STATEB(C0()=4 THEN POS67(C)=4
IF STATEB(C,K)5 THEN PO867(C)5
IF STATEB(C,K)=6 THEN P0S67(C)=6

IF STATEB(C,K)<1 OR STATEB(C,K)>6 THEN GOTO 8185
GOTO 8183

8172 VBB7=0
IF VALVB(C.K)<>8 THEN COTO 8174
VBB8=1
VBC3=VBB8
IF STATEB(C,K)=1 THEN P0S68(C)=1
IF STATEB(C,K)=2 THEN POS68(C)=2
IF STATEB(C,K)=3 THEN POS68(C)=3
IF STATEBIC,K)4 THEN POS68(C)=4
IF STATEB(C,K)=5 THEN P0368(C)=5
IF STATEB(C,K1s6 THEN POS68(C)6

IF STATEB(C,K)<1 OR STATEB(C.K)>6 THEN GOTO 8185
COTO 8183

8174 VBB8=0
IF VALVB(C,K)<>9 THEN COTO 8186
VBB9=1
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VBC9=VBB9
IF STATEB(C,K)=1 THEN POS69(C)=1
IF STATEB(C,K)=2 THEN P0369(0)=2
IF STATEB(C,K)=3 THEN P0569(C)=3
IF STATEB(C,K) =4 THEN P0S69(0)=4
IF STATEB(C,K) =5 THEN POS69(C)=5
IF STATEB(C,K)=6 THEN P0569(0)=6

IF STATEB(C,K)<1 OR STATEB4C,K)>6 THEN COTO 8185
8183 NEXT K

IF K=VALVSIX AND VALVB(C,VALVSIX)(>3 THEN VBE9=0
IF SFLAG(C)=1 THEN GOTO 11110
GOTO 8195

8185 PRINT "ENTERED STATE NOT ALLOWED"
GOTO 8020

8186 PRINT "ENTERED 6-WAY VALVE NO. NOT ALLOWED"
VBB9=0
COTO 8020

8190 REM VALVE STATUS
PRINT -CURRENT 3-WAY AND 6-WAY VALVE STATUS";CD$

PRINT "VALVE I ",STATE3I(C)
PRINT "VALVE 2",STATE32(C)
PRINT "VALVE 3",STATE33(C)
PRINT "VALVE 4 ",STATE34(C)
PRINT "VALVE 5",STATE35(C)
PRINT "VALVE 6",STATE361C)
PRINT "6-WAY VALVE 7",POS67(C)
PRINT "6-WAY VALVE 8",POS68(C)
PRINT "6-WAY VALVE 9",PO569(C)
PRINT CD$;CDS
IF ZAPP=9 THEN GOTO 501
RETURN

8195 REM ENGAGING THE VALVES
IF AUTO=1 THEN COTO 8194
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO ENGAGE THE VALVES"

8194 KEY=60480
X=CALL(YEY)
IF VALVTHREE=0 AND VALVSIX>0 THEN GOTO 8192

8193 PRINT "ENGAGING THE 3-WAY VALVES"
POKE 40961.REGAI(C) :rem a001
POKE 40960,MONPUMPlzrem current p-3 status

IF AUTO=1 THEN GOTO 11310
8192 PRINT "ENGAGING THE 6-WAY VALVES"

IF AUTO=1 THEN COTO 8191
IF VALVSIX=0 THEN COTO 505

8191 IF VBC7=0 THEN GOTO 8196
VPOSI7=54752 :rem d5e0 hex
MUNN7=PEEK(53251) :rem d003 vstor7
IF MUNN7=POS67(C) THEN GOTO 8196
IF MUNN7=0 THEN GOTO 9903
IF P0S67(C)<MUNN7 THEN COTO 9902

TOG07=P0S67(C)-MUNN7 :rem desired - actual
COTO 9904

9902 REM SENDING VALVE 7 HOME FIRST
HOMIE7=53949 :rem home7 d2bd hex
X=CALL(HOMIE7) :rem send it home
DDELAY=53910 :rem d296 hex dtime
X=CALLMELAY1
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9903 T0007=POS67(C)
9904 FOR K=1 TO T0007

X=CALL(VPOSI7)
NEXT K

8196 IF VBC8=0 THEN GOTO 8197
Vp0518=54769 :rem d5f1 hex
MUNN8=PEEK(53254) :rem d006 hex vstor8
IF MUNN8=0 THEN GOTO 9907
IF MUNN8=POS68(C) THEN COTO 8197
IF POS68(C)<MUNN8 THEN GOTO 9906
T0G08=POS68(C) -MUNN8
COTO 3908

9906 REM SENDING VALVE 8 HOME
HOMIEB=58980 :rem d2dc hex
X=CALL(HOMIES)
DEELAY=53910 :rem d296 hex
X=CALL(DEELAY)

9907 T0008=POS68(C)
9908 FOR K=1 TO TOGO8

X=CALL(VPOSIB)
NEXT K

3197 IF VBC9=0 THEN GOTO 9913
P09I9=54786 :rem d602 hex
MUNN9=PEEK(53257) :rem d009 hex vstor9
IF MUNN9=0 THEN COTO 9911
IF MUNN9=POS69(C) THEN GOTO 505
IF POS69(C)<MUNN9 THEN COTO 9910
TO009=POS69(0)-MUNN9 :rem desired actual
GOTO 9912

9910 REM SENDING VALVE 9 HOME
HOMIE9=54011 :rem home9 d2fb hex
X=CALL(HOMIE9)
CEEELAY=53910 ;rem d296 hex
X=CALL(DEEELAY)

9911 700093:P0869(C)
9912 FOR K=1 TO T0009

X=CALL(POSI9)
NEXT K

9913 IF CHN<>0 THEN GOTO 11263
IF AUTO=1 THEN COTO 11310
COTO 505

8200 REM WORKING ON PUMPS
PRINT "MAIN PUMP FROM RESERVIOR IS *1"
PRINT "DILUTION PUMP TO RESERVIOR IS 012"

PRINT "ASPIRATION PUMP TO RESERVIOR IS *3"
PRINT CDS

PRINT 'CO YOU WANT TO SEE CURRENT STATUS (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNSOYS AND YNs<>Ns THEN GOTO 8200
IF YNS=Y$ THEN GOSUB 8390
PRINT CDS

8205 PRINT 'INPUT NUMBER OF PUMPS TO CHANCE"
INPUT PUM

FOR K=1 TO PUM
PRINT 'INPUT PUMP NO. AND DESIRED STATEMCD$

INPUT PUMP(C.K),PUMPSTATE(C,K)
NEXT K
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FOR l<=1 TO PUM

IF PUMP(0,K)<>1 THEN GOTO 8230
PUMPI=1
IF PUMPSTATESC.KI<>1 THEN GOTO 8220
PUMPSTATI=1
RECPUMPI=1 :rem bit 0 a000
GOTO 8300

8220 PUMPSTATI=0
RECPUMPI=0
COTO 8300

8230 IF PUMP(C,K)<>2 THEN GOTO 8250
PUMP2=I
IF PUMPSTATE(C,K)01 THEN GOTO 8240
PUMPSTAT2=I
RECPUMP2=128 :rem bit 7 a000
GOTO 8300

8240 PUMPSTAT2=0
REGPUMP2=0 :rem bit 7 a000
GOTO 8300

3250 IF PUMP(C,K)<:3 THEN COTO 8270
PUMP3=1
IF PUMPSTATE(C:K)<>I THEN COTO 8280
PUMPSTAT3=I
REGPUMP3 =2 :rem bit 2 a001
GOTO 8300

8280 PUMPSTAT3=0
REGPUMF3s0
GOTO 8300

8270 PRINT THIS IS NOT A PUMP DESIMATION";CD$
COTO 8200

8300 NEXT k
P/MPREGAI(C) =REGPUMPI+RECPUMP2
PIMPRECAO(C)=REGPUMP3
IF AUTO=1 AND CHN<>0 THEN COTO 11263
IF AUTO=1 THEN COTO 11110
GOTO 505

8390 REM PUMP STATUS
PRINT 'CURRENT PUMP STAW2":CD6

PRINT 'PUMP I (MAIN) = ";PUMPSTATI
PRINT "PUMP 2 (DILUTE) = ";PUMPSTAT2
PRINT "PUMP 3 (ASPIRATE) = ";PUMPSTAT3
RETURN

8400 REM READING THE PH METER UNDER SOFTWARE
PRINT "WHAT PH PROBE DO YOU WANT TO READ 7--

PRINT "INPUT 41: 42, 43"
INPUT PHPR
IF PHPR<1 OR PHPR>3 THEN 6070 8400
IF PHPR=3 THEN GOTO 8410
IF PHPR=2 THEN COTO 8415

POKE 53286:0 :rem phreg w/ ph1
:rem d5e9 hex

COTO 8420
8410 POKE 53286,255

GOTO 8420
3415 POKE 53286,9
8420 PRINT "READING THE PH METER"

:rem t ph2 phreg

:hem 09 hex phi phreg
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POKE 53280,0:POKE 53291,0 :rem adclo h adch:
PHA=54642 :rem c572 nex
X=CALL(PHA)
ADCLOW=53280 :rem d020 hex
PHLOW=PEEK(ADCLOW)
FEINT "VALUE OF ADC LOW <0020:=",PHLOW
ADCHI=53281 :rem d021 hex
PHHI=PEEK(ADCHI)
PRINT "VALUE OF ADC HI KD021>=",PHHI
PHFIN=PHLOW+PHHI*255
PHFIN=2,5724E-9*PHFIN-,6465
PRINT "VALUE OF PH=",PHFIN
IF AUTO=1 AND CHN<>0 THEN GOTO 11263
IF AUTO=1 THEN COTO 11310
GOTO 505

8600 REM READING THE UPCOUNTER
PRINT "READING THE UPCOUNTER"
GOSUE 1500
PRINT 'COUNT RATE=";TOTALCTS;" CPS"
IF AUTO=1 THEN COTO 11310
GOTO 505

8800 REM START THE PUMPS
PRINT "STARTING THE PUMPS AND SEQUENCE"

REGISTERAI=REGAB1(C)+PIMPREGA1(C)
POKE 40961,REGISTERA1
REGISTERAO=PIMPREGAO(C)
POKE 40960,RE0ISTERAO
IF AUTO=1 THEN COTO 11320
GOTO 505

9000 REM STOP THE PUMPS
PRINT CDE;CD$;"STOPPINC THE PUMPS"
KEYSCAN=60655 :rem ecef
X=CALL(KEYSCAN)
POKE 40961,REGAE1(G)
POKE 40960,0
IF PUMPSTAT1=1 THEN PUMPSTAT1=0
IF PUMPSTAT2=1 THEN PUMPSTAT2=0
IF PUMPSTAT3=1 THEN PUMPSTATS=0
RECPUMP1=0:RECPUMP2=01RECPUMP3=0
IF AUTO=1 THEN GOTO 11310
COTO 505

9100 REM STOP PUMP 1 ON HIGHEST CT RATE
FLUC=0:FLEE=0
COUNTSI1=0:SEE=0:SUMCUNTS=0
TIC=0:RU=0:TICKED=0

FOR J=1 TO 180
IF J=20 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=40 THEN GOTO 9110
IF J=60 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=80 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=100 THEN GOTO 9110
IF J=120 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=140 THEN COTO 9110
IF J=160 THEN GOTO 9110
IF J=180 THEN GOTO 9110

9105 GOSUB 1500
PRINT "COUNT RATE=",TOTALCTS,"CPS (baseline)"
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COSUB 1000 :rem beep
COUNTI1=TOTALCTS
SUMCUNTS=SUMCUNTS*COUNTI1
SUMCOUNTS=SUMCUNTS/J

IF COUNT11>SUMCOUNTSa*SOR(SUMCOUNTS) THEN FLEE=1
IF FLEE=0 THEN COTO 9108

FOR M=1 TO 180
COSUB 1500

PRINT "COUNT RATE="tTOTALCTSJCPS (increasing)"
TIC=TIC+1
IF TIC=1 THEN RU=TOTALCTS
KE=TOTALCTS-3*SOR(TOTALCTS)
RB=RU+3*SQR(RU)

IF KE-RUC3sSOR(TOTALCTS) THEN FLUG=1
IF FLUC=0 THEN COTO 9106

FOR L=1 TO 180
COSUB 1500

PRINT "COUNT RATE=",TOTALCTSJCPS (plateau)"
COSUB 1000
TICKED=TICKED+1
IF TICKED=1 THEN SEE=TOTALCTS

IF TOTALCTS+2+SOR(TOTALCTS)<SEE-2*SCR(SEE) THEN GOTO 9000
SEE=TOTALCTS

NEXT L
9109 RU=TOTALCTS

NEXT M
9108 NEXT J
9110 X=CALL(54369) :rem d461 hex beep-beep
9111 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO ABORT COUNTING (YIN)"

INPUT INS
IF YNSOYS AND YNSONS THEN COTO 9111
IF INS=YE AND AUTO=1 THEN GOTO 11310
IF YNIS=YS THEN GOTO 505

COTO 9105
9500 REM PEEK INTO THE REGISTERS

PRINT "WHAT REGISTER DO YOU WANT TO SEE ?-
PRINT "REGISTER MUST BE A DECIMAL NUMBER"

INPUT REG
PRINT "*VALUE OF REC=",REC
PRINT "VALUE OF REC=",PEEK(IREC)
GOTO 505

9950 REM SEND THE 6 WAY VALVES HOME
HOMII7=53949 :rem d2bd hex home?
HOMII8=53980 :rem d2dc hex home8
HOMII9=54011 :rem d24b hex home9
ELAY=53910 :rem d296 hex dtime

PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO SEND THE 6-WAY VALVES HOME (Y /N1"
INPUT YNS
IF YNSONt AND YNSOY$ THEN GOTO 9950
IF INS=NS THEN COTO 95

IF PEEK(53251) =0 THEN GOTO 9955 :rem vstor7 home
X=CALL(HOMII7)
X=CALL( ELAY)

9955 IF PEEK(53254)=0 THEN GOTO 9960:rem vstor8 home
X=CALL(HOMII8)
X=CALLIELAY)

9960 IF PEE1053257)=0 THEN COTO 9965:rem vstor9 home
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X=CALL(HOMII9)
X=CALL(ELAY)

POS671C)=01POS68(C)=0:POS69(C)=0
9965 COTO 95
11000 REM AUTO SEQUENCE , SET UP JOB STREAM
PRINT CLS:"THIS IS THE AUTO SEQUENCE MODE OF OPERATION"
PRINT CDS;"IN THIS MODE YOU SELECT THE SEQUENTIAL CHAIN"
PRINT OF OPERATIONS YOU WANT TO BE PERFORMED"

PRINT CDS:CDS
PRINT THE VARIOUS OPTIONS YOU CAN EMPLOY ARE AS FOLLOWS:'

PRINT CDS
COUG=0

11105 FOR C=1 TO 50
IF C>1 THEN PRINT CLS
GOSUB 15000

11106 PRINT "ENTER THE ";C;" STEP OF SEQUENCE"
INPUT STS(C)
COUG=COUG+1
IF STS(C)="PS" THEN GOSUB 8390
IF STSIC)="PS" THEN COUG=COUG-1
IF STS(C)="VS" THEN GOSUB 8190
IF STS(C)="VS" THEN COUG=COUG-1
IF STS(C)="E" THEN GOTO 11260
IF STS(C)="V" THEN GOTO 11100
IF STS(C)="P" THEN GOTO 8205
IF STS(C)="D" THEN GOTO 11250

11110 NEXT C
11100 REM FIG OUT VALVES
PRINT "INPUT WHICH VALVES YOU ARE INTERESTED IN (3) OR (6)"

INPUT WHICH
IF WHICH=3 THEN TFLAG(C)=1
IF WHICH:8 THEN GOTO 8015
IF WHICH=6 THEN SFLAG(C)=1
IF WHICH=6 THEN COTO 8020
GOTO 11110

11250 REM DELAY
PRINT "HOW MUCH DELAY DO YOU WANT AT THIS STEP"

PRINT "INPUT <numerial value,unit -H)our -Mlinute -S)econd>"
INPUT DDDT,FUDS

IF FUDS<>"H" AND FUDS<>"M" AND FUDS<>'S" THEN GOTO 11250
IF FUDS="H" THEN DDDE=DDDT*3600
IF FUD$="M" THEN DDDE=DDDT*60
IF FUDS="S" THEN DDDE=DDDT
DDD(C)=DDDE :rem seconds of delay
IF DINO° THEN GOTO 11263
GOTO 11110

11260 REM SHOW THE STEPS
PRINT "THESE ARE THE STEPS YOU CHOSE"
PRINT CD$

11263 FOR C=1 TO COLIC -1
IF STS(C)="V" AND TFLAG(C)=1 THEN SS$CC)="3-WAY VALVE"
IF ST$1C)="V" AND SFLAG(C)=I THEN SWC)="6-WAY VALVE"

IF STS(C)="P" THEN SS$(C)="PUMP SETTUP"
IF STS(C)="D" THEN SS$(C)="DELAY-
IF STS(C)="S" THEN SSS(C)="STARTING THE PUMPS"
IF STS(C)="ST" THEN SSS(C)="STOPPING THE PUMPS"
IF STS(C)="B" THEN SS$(C) ="SINGLE BEEP"
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IF STS(C)="PH- THEN SSS(C)= "READ PH METER"
IF STS(C)="MAX" THEN SSS(C)="STOP PUMP ON MAX COUNTS"
IF STS(C)="C" THEN SSS(C)="READING BINARY COUNTER"
IF STSIC)=-CON" THEN SSS(C)=-CONSTANT BEEP"
NEXT C
REM PRINT OUTPUT
FOR J=I TO COUG-1

PRINT J;") ";SS$(J)
NEXT J

11265 PEM CHANGES
PRINT CDSCDO YOU HAVE ANY CHANCES (Y/N1-

INPUT YNS
IF YNS,1>NIS AND YAISOYS THEN COTO 11265
IF YNS=N$ THEN COTO 11270

PRINT "INPUT WHICH ENTRY IS TO BE CHANGED"
INPUT CHN
IF CHN(1 OR CHN>C THEN GOTO 11265

PRINT "WHAT SHOULD THIS ENTRY BE ?"
INPUT NWS
STS(CHN)=NWS
IF STS(CHN)="D" THEN COTO 11250
IF STS(CHN)=-V" THEN GOTO 11100
IF STS(CHN) = "P" THEN GOTO 8205
IF STS(CHN)="PH" THEN COTO 8400

COTO 11263
11270 REM STARTING THE SEQUENCE OF STEPS

CHN=0
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO START SEQUENCE-

X=CALL(60480) :rem ec40 nex
11305 FOR C=1 TO COUC

IF STS(C)="10" THEN PF=C
IF STS(C)="V" AND TFLAGIC)=1 THEN COTO 8193
IF STS(C)="V" AND SFLAG(C) =1 THEN GOTO 8192

IF STS(C) = "C0" THEN GOTO 11700
IF STS(C)="C" THEN COTO 8600
IF STS(C)=-D" THEN COTO 11800
IF STS(C)="S" THEN COTO 11315
IF STS(C)=-ST" THEN COTO 9000
IF STS(C)="MAX" THEN COTO 9100
IF STS(C)="8" THEN GOTO 12000
IF STS(C)="CON" THEN COTO 12010
IF STS(C)="PH" THEN COTO 8400

11310 NEXT C
PRINT "LAST STEP OF SEQUENCE COMPLETED"
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU"
X=CALL(60480) :rem ec40 hex
GOTO 95

11315 REM PUMP PROBLEM
CURR=C :rem retain index value
C=PF :rem index for last pump set
COTO 8800

11320 C=CURR
GOTO 11310

11700 REM PICK UP COL(C)UMN VALVE 2 & 3
COL(C)=1
REGV2=4:REGV3=8
GOTO 8101 :rem see other status
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11800 REM DELAY
VT141

PRINT "START DELAY"
11811 IF DDDIC) )255 THEN COTO 11812

POKE 53820, DDD(C) :rem d23c # secs
POKE 53846, VTI :rem d256 # 255 secs
GOTO 11814

11812 DDD(C ) =DDD(C I /255
VTIr-VTI +1

00T0 11811
11814 X=CALL(53819) :rem d23b hex

IF CHNO0 THEN GOTO 11265
COTO 11310

12000 REM SINGLE BEEP
X=CALL(54363) :rem d45b nex
IF CHN<>0 THEN COTO 11265
COTO 11310

12010 REM ALL OUT ALARM
X=CALL(54433) trem d4a1 hex
IF CHN<>0 THEN COTO 11265
COTO 11310

15000 REM SUB TO GIVE MENU
PRINT "V)alves"," ","VS (valve status)"
PRINT "Plumps ", ","PS (pump status)"
PRINT "C)ounter (software read)","MAX (stop pump)"
PRINT "Bleep (once)"," Th"CON)stant beep"
PRINT "D)e)ay "," ","PH (software read)"
PRINT "S)tart pumps"," ","ST)op pumps"
PRINT CDSCenter an Elnd to end the job sequence"
PRINT CDSICD$
RETURN

20000 PRINT CLS
PRINT " THAT'S ALL FOR NOW FOLKS"
COSUB 1000
PRINT CDS;CDS;CD$;CD$;CDS
END
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Appendix F

PASSASSE.ASM Listing
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0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED PASSASSE.ASM

DOS PASS ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS

PRODUCED BY CASEY W. BENNETT
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

RADIATION CENTER

0000 LATEST CHANGES MADE JULY 26, 1983
0000
0000 STARTING ADDRESS FOR ASSEMBLY LANGUAGES
0000 ; IS AT D000 FOR NOW
0000
0000 This first program is to initialize the
0000 pass monitoring system
0000
0000 INITIALIZATION OF MAINTENANCE REGISTERS
0000
0000 ;

0000 START =$D000
0000
0000
0000
0000 VMON= START ;VALUE 6 FOR VALVE MONITOR
0000 VCOUNT=START+1 ;#fc (252)10 for counter
0000
0000 VSHIF7=START+2 ;shift reg far vmonitor division
0000 VSTOR7=START+3 ;store remainder for vmon7
0000 VSUBT7=START+4 ;# positions from home 6 way #7
0000
0000 VSHIFB= START +5 ;shift reg for vmon valve
0000 VSTOR8=STAIRT+6 ;store remainder from vmon8
0000 VSUBT8=START+7 ;# positions from home 6 way vai #8
0000
0000 VSHIF9=START+8 ;shift reg for vmon valve 9
0000 VSTOR9=START+9 ;store remainder from vmon div
0000 VSLIET9=START+10 ;# positions from home 6 way val 9

0000
0000 BEEP=START+11 ;beeper storage
0000 BEEP1=START+12 ;beeper storage
0000 BEEF2=START+13 ;beeper storage
0000
0000 BYTE1=START+14 ;first byte counter
0000 BYTE2=START+15 ;second byte counter
0000 BYTE3=START+16 ;third byte counter
0000 BYTE4=START+17 ;fourth byte counter
0000
0000 HOME7=START+18 ;home position For valve 7
0000 HOME8=START+19 ;home position for valve E
0000 HOME9=START+20 ;home position for valve 9
0000
0000 ASCII=START+21 ;ascii storage for Isi character
0000
0000 VALV7A=START+22 ;valve monitor storage valve 7
0000 VALV7B=STAIR7+23 ;valve monitor storage valve 7
0000 VALVSA =START +24 ;valve monitor storage valve 8
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0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
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0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
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VALV8B=START+25
VALV9A=START+26
VALV9B=START+27

PASS=START+28
RESERV=START+29
VTIME=START+30
FREGG=START+31

;valve monitor storage valve 8
;valve monitor storage valve 9
;valve monitor storage valve 9

;storage reg for loop status
;second storage reg for fill res
;1107 countdown time for dtime
;beeper frequency register

ADCLO=START+32 ;reg for adc storage lo byte
ADCHI=START+33 ;reg for adc storage hi byte
NADCLO=START+34 ;reg for adc after rearrange lo
NADCHI=START+85 ;reg for acc after rearrange ni

TOMAG=START+36 ;reg for order of magnitude cting
TSIGF=START+37 ;reg for sig fig count time

PORT ADDRESSES

PORTB=SA000

PORTA =FORTB+1
DDRB =PORTB+2
DDRA =PORTB+3
TIMELI =PORTB+4
TIMEHI =PORTB+5
TIML11 =PORTB+6
TIMH11 =PORTB+7
TIMEL2 =PORTB+8
TIMEH2 =PORTB+9
ACR =sA001:1

AIFR =ACR+2

PORTB3=S9F90 ;3RD 6522 AT 9F90
PORTA3=PORTB3+1
DOPES =PORTB9+2
DDRA3*PORTB3+3

PCR3 =59F9C
IFRS=PCR3+1
IER3=PCR3+2

PORTB2=S9F80 ;2ND 6522 ADC CONVERTER
PORTA2=P0RTB2+1
DDRB2=PORTB2+2
DDRA2=PORTB2+3
PCR2=S9FBC
IFR2=PCR2+1
IER2=PCR2+2

INITIALIZATION OF MAINTENANCE REGISTER
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0000 .START+50
D032
D032 AS 06 LDA *506
D034 SD 00 DO STA VMON
D037 AS FC LDA *SVC
D039 SD 01 DO STA VCOUNT ;It OF DIVISIONS BY 6
DO3C AS 00 LDA *SOO
DOSE SD 02 DO STA VSHIF7
D041 SD OS DO STA VSTOR7
D044 3D 04 DO STA VSUBT7
0047 SD 06 DO STA VSTORS
DO4A 8D 05 DO STA VSHIFS
DC4D SD 07 DO STA VSUBTS
D050 3D 09 DO STA VSTOR9
D053 8D 08 DO STA VSHIF9
D056 SD OA DO STA VSUBTS
D059 SD OB DO STA BEEP
D05C SD 15 DO STA ASCII
D05F SD DC DO STA BEEP1
D062 SD IC DO STA PASS
D065 SD 16 DO STA VALVSA
D068 SD 17 DO STA VALV7E
DOSE SD 18 DO STA VALVSA
DOSE 3D 19 DO STA VALVSE
D071 BD 1A DO STA VALVSA
D074 SD 1B DO STA VALV9B
D077 SD 12 DO STA HOME7
DO7A 8D 13 DO STA HOMES
007D SD 14 DO STA HOMES
DOSO 8D OD DO STA BEEP2
DOSS SD ID DO STA RESERV
DOSS 8D OE DO STA BYTEI
DOSS 3D OF DO STA 8YTE2
DOSC aD 10 DO STA BYTES
DO8F SD 11 DO STA BYTE4
D092 AS 07 LDA *507
D094 8D IE DO STA VT1ME
D097 60 RTS
D098 ;

D098
D098
0098 ; SETTING UP PORTS
D098 ;

DOSS ;

D098 ;

D098 A9 FF ports LDA *SFF
DO9A 8D 03 AO STA DDRA ;PORT A OUTPUT
DO9D 8D 02 AO STA DDRB ;PORT B OUTPUT
DOAO SD 83 9F ETA DDRA2 ;ADC CONTROL
DOAS 8D 92 9F STA DDRE3 ;COUNTER CONTROL
DOA6 AS 00 LDA *SOO
DOAS SD 93 9F STA DDRA3 ;COUNTER INPUT
DOAB SD 82 9F STA DDRB2 ;ADC INPUT
DOAE ;

DOAE AS 00 LDA *500
DOBO SD 91 9F STA RORTA3 ;9791 COUNTER CONTROL
DOB3 SD 00 AO STA PORTB ;A000 LOOP CONTROL
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DOBE ED 01 AO STA PORTA ;A001 LOOP CONTROL
DOE'S SD SO 3F STA PORTS:: ;9F80 ADC CONTROL
DOBC ;

DOBC 60 RTS ;RETURN TO BASIC
DOBD
DOBD
DOBD 1

DOBD ; This second routine starts the pump 1 and positions
DOBD valve 6 to the source reservior program START
DOBD
DOBD
DOBD
DOBD A9 01 starte LDA *101
DOBF SD DO AO STA PORTB ;+5 volts on valve 6 reserv,
DOC2 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
DOGS A9 DO LDA N100
DOC7 ED 00 AO STA PORTB

NS01
;remove 5 volts

DOCA AS 01 LDA
DOCC SD 01 AO STA PORTA ;start pump one
DOCF 60 RTS ;return
DODO
DODO
DODO
DODO this third subroutine is called VTIMER and is
DODO the delay used by the 6 way valve
DODO
DODO
DODO ,

DODO A9 07 vtimer LDA itS07

DOD2 SD IE DO STA VTIME
DODS A9 40 LDA *140
0007 ED OB AO STA ACP ;set free run
DODA A9 4E LDA iis4E ;load low byte
DODC ED 04 AO STA TIMELI
DODF A9 C3 LDA NEC3
DOE1 ED 05 AO STA TIMEHI ;load hi byte
DOE4 A9 40 mask LDA NS40
DOES 2C OD AO done BIT AIFR ;timed out
DOES 50 FB BVC done ;no
DOE? CE IE DO DEC VTIME
DOEE FO 06 BEG
DOFO AD 04 AO LDA

Gunn
TIMELI ;dummy read

DOFS 4C E4 DO JMP mask
DOF6 A9 00 dunn LDA N$00 ;load reset values
DOTE 20 54 DI JSR vmonn ;jump to vmon for records
DOFF 60 PIS ;return
DOFC
DOFC
DOFC ;

DOFC This routine is VTIMES used to handle valve 8
DOFC six position valve
DOFC
DOFC
DOFC
DOFC A9 07 vtime8 LDA *107
DOFE ED IE DO STA VTIME

$1140D101 AS 40 LDA
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DIO? SD OE: AO STA ACR
3106 AS 4E LDA *SAE
DIOS SD 04 AO STA TIMELI
DIOB AS C3 LDA **C3
D1OD 8D 05 AO STA TIMEH1
D110 AS 40 V49 LDA #540
D112 2C OD AO V50 BIT AIFP
DI15 50 FB BVC V50
DI17 CE 1E DO DEC VTIME
D114 FO 06 BEG V51
D:IC AD 04 AO LDA TIMELI
PUP 4C 10 Dl JMP V49
0122 AS 00 V51 LDA *SOO
D124 20 41 DI JSR vmonS
L127 60 RTS
D128
D128
D129
D128 this subroutine is called VTIM9 and is used
2I28 to control the position of six way valve 9
D128
D128
P128
Dias 49 07 vtime9 LDA *$07
DI2A 3D 1E DO STA VTIME
D12D AS 40 LDA *$40
212F 3D OB AO STA ACR
D132 AS 4E LDA *$4E
D134 SD 04 AO STA TIMELI
DI37 AS C3 LDA *$C3
DI39 SD 05 AO STA TIMELI
D130 AS 40 V70 LDA *$40
DISE 2C OD AO V71 BIT AIFR
D141 50 FB BVC V71
D143 CE 1E DO DEC VTIME
DI46 FO 06 BEG V72
D148 AD 04 AO LDA TIMELI
DI4E: 4C 30 DI JMP V70
DI4E AS 00 V72 LDA 41$00

DI50 20 EE DI JSR vmon9
D153 60 RTS
D154
D154
D154
D154 This routine is called VMON tne subroutine to
D154 monitor the 6 way valve operation
D154 This is for valve 6
D154
D154
D154
D154 48 vmonn PHA ;save the acc/nor mode
D155 SE 16 DO INC VALV7A ;increment position cntr
DISEI AD 16 DO LDA VALV7A ;load current value
D15B SD 17 DO STA VALV7B ;retain current value to comp
015E AD 01 DO LDA VCOUNT ;load 4c (2521 for comp
DIET CD 16 DO GNP VALV7A ;has ct reached 252
D164 FO 31 BEG here ;yes branch
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DIES AS 06 LDA b108
D1E8 3D 02 DO STA VSNIF7 ;load value for shift reg
D16B AS 00 LDA *SOO
016D OE 16 DO there ASL VALV7A ;start division
D170 2A ROL A

DI71 CD 00 DO CMP VMON
D174 90 06 BCC nor
D176 ED 00 DO SBC VMON
:179 EE 16 DO INC VALV7A
2,17C CE 02 DO nor DEC VSHIF7
DI7F DO EC ENE there
0181 8D 03 DO STA VSTOR7 ;store remainder (from home)
DI84 AD 17 DO LDA VALV7B
D187 8D 16 DO STA VALV7A
D18A 38 SEC
D18B AD 00 DO LDA VMON
DISE ED 03 DO SBC VST0R7
D191 SD 04 DO STA VSUBT7 ;store results of sub
D194 4C 9F DI JMP out
D197 AS 00 here LDA WO
D199 8D 17 DO STA VALV7B
DISC 8D 16 DO STA VALV7A
DISF 68 out PLA ;pull norm/acc info
D1A0 60 PTS
D1A1
DIA'

;

i

DIA1 ;

DIAI ;
this subroutine if the VMON for valve 8

D1A1 ; the second 6 way valve
DIAL ;

DIAI
DIAI
D1A1 48

;

vmon8 PHA
D1A2 EE 18 DO INC VALVBA ;increment position cntr
DIAZ AD 18 DO LDA VALV8A ;load current value
DIAS SD 19 DO STA VALVE'S ;retain
DlAB AD 01 DO LDA VCOUNT ;load fc (252)
D1AE CD IS DO CMP VALV8A has ct reached 252
DIBI FO 31 BEG V2
D1B3 AS 08 LDA 41108 ;load value for div
D185 90 05 DO STA VSHIF8
DIES AS 00 LDA *SOO
DIBA OE 18 DO VI ASL VALVSA
DIBD 2A ROL A
DIBE CD 00 DO CMP VMON
DIC1 90 06 BCC V3
D1C3 ED 00 DO SBC VMON
DICE EE 18 DO INC VALVSA
DIG'S CE 05 DO VS DEC VSHIF8
D1C0 DO EC BNE VI

DICE SD 06 DO STA VSTORS
DIDI AD 19 DO LDA VALV8B
DID4 BD 18 DO STA VALV8A
D1D7 38 SEC
DIDS AD 00 DO LDA VMON
D1DB ED 06 DO SBC VSTORB
DIDE EID 07 DO STA VSUBTB
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D1E1 4C EC DI JMF V5
D1E4 AS 00 V2 LDA *SOO
DIE6 9D 19 DO STA VALVSB
DIE9 SD IS DO STA VALVSA
DIEC 68 V5 PLA
DIED 60 RTS
DIES
D1EE
D1EE
D1EE
D1EE This routine if the VMON for valve 9
DlEE the third 6 way valve
D1EE
D1EE
DIES
DIES 48 vmon9 PHA
D1EF EE IA DO INC VALV9A
D1F2 AD 1A DO LDA VALV9A
D1F5 SD 1B DO STA VALV9B
DIFS AD 01 DO LDA VCOUNT
D1FB CD IA DO CMP VALV9A
D1FE FO 31 BEO V13
D200 AS 08 LDA 4508
D202 3D 08 DO STA VSHIF9
D205 AS 00 LDA *500
D207 OE IA DO V10 ASL VALV9A
D20A DA ROL A
D208 CD 00 DO CMP VMON
D2OE 90 06 BCC V11
D210 ED 00 DO SEC VMON
D213 EE IA DO INC VALV9A
D216 CE 08 DO Vii DEC VSHIF9
D219 DO EC BNE V10
D2IE SD 09 DO STA VSTOR9
DDIE AD 18 DO LDA VALV9B
D221 9D IA DO STA VALV9A
D224 38 SEC
D225 AD 00 DO LDA VMON
D228 ED 09 DO SEC VSTOR9
D22E SD OA DO STA VSUBT9
D22E 4C 39 D2 JMP V14
D231 AS 00 V13 LDA 4500
D233 3D 18 DO STA VALV9B
D236 8D IA DO STA VALV9A
D239 68 V14 PLA
D23A 60 RTS
D238
D23B
D23B
D23B This routine if TIMER1 and is used as a
D238 count down timer for the second timer2
D238
D23B
D23B
D23B
D238 A2 28 times LDX 4528 ;no of 50 millisec int
D23D 4C 55 D2 UM? T1
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3240
D243
D245
0248
D24S

4C
A2
20
CA
FO

45
01
5A

03

D2

D2
d1-4

smatim

JMP smatim
LDX es01
JSR timeb
DEX
BEQ T2

0248 4C 45 02 JMP smatim
D24E SS J4 DEY
D24F FG OS BEQ gone
D251 4C 43 D2 JMP dix
0254 60 gone RTS
D255 AO 01 T1 LDY eS01
D257 4C 45 02 JMP smatim
325A
D25A
D25A
025A
D25A
D25A
025A

This program is timer 2
and called from timer 1

set in free run mode
above

025A
025A
D25A
D25A A5 14 timeb LDA #514
D25C 3D IE DO timeab STA VTIME
D25F AS 40 LDA *540 ;set timer to free run
D261 SD OB AO STA ACR ;acr 4003
D264 AS 4E LDA e54E ;load low byte (751
D266 601 04 AO STA TIMEL1
D263 AS C3 LDA *5C3 ;load hi byte 143920
D26? 80 05 AO STA TIMEHI
D26E A9 40 chris LDA e540
D270 2C OD AO ck BIT AIFR ;cK time 1 F;ag bit ifr
D273 50 FE. ?VC ck
D275 CE :E DO DEC VTIME
D276 FO 06 BEG gune
027A AD 04 AO LDA TIMEL1
D27D 4C 6E D2 JMP chris
D280 60 gune RTS ;return
D291
3231
0281
0231
D281

This subroutine is called gem)/ for communicating
with the lsi

3281
0281
D281
D281
D291 GETTY =SEEDS
0291 ;

D281 20 DB LB JSR GETTY ;jump to getty
D284 8D 15 DO STA ASCII ;store value
D287 60 RTS ;return
D238
D288
D289
0288
0288 This subroutine is called ttyout
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0238
2288
0288
0288
0288

used to send cnaracter to isi

D288 TTYOUT .SEEA8
0288
0238 AD 24 DO LDA TOMAG ;c1 order of mad
D28E 20 AS EE JSR TTYOUT ;JUMP to ttYOUt
D28E 60 RTS
028F
D2SF
D28F
D28F
1328F AD 25 DO LDA TSIGF ;Id sig fig tim ct
D292 20 AS EE JSR TTYOUT
0295 60 RTS
D296
0296
D296
0296
D296

This subroutine is called DTIME
the valve delay time

for

0296
0296
D296
0296 AS 07 dtime LDA k$07
02913 3D IE DO STA VT:ME
229B A9 40 LDA *S40 ;timer Free run
0292 3D OB AO STA ACR
D2A0 AS 7F LDA k$FF
D2A2 8D 04 AO STA TIMELI
D2A5 AS F7 LDA **FT
02A7 8D 05 AO STA TIMEHI
02AA AS 40 do LDA k$40 ;load mask
D2AC 2C OD AO ct BIT AIFR ;timed out
D2AF 50 FB BVC ct ;no
028I CE IE DO DEC VTIME
02B4 FO 06 BEG gon
D2B6 AD 04 AO LDA TIMELI ;dummy read
D2B9 4C AA D2 JMP do
=BC 60 gon RTS ;return
D2BD
D2BD
0280
02BD
D2BD

This subroutine is called home ;

sends the 6 way position home
it

D2BD This sub if for valve 7
D2BD
D2BD
02BD
02BD AD 04 DO homer? LDA VSUBT7 ;load * to go
0200 8D 12 DO STA HOME?
D2C3 AS 01 again LDA *$01
D2C5 8D 00 AO STA PORTS
D2C8 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
02CB AS 00 LDA
D2CD 8D 00 AO STA PORTS
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D2D0 CE 12 DO DEC HOME:
D2D3 FO 06 BEG ouu
D2D5 20 96 72 JSR °time
D2DS 4C C3 D2 JMP again
D22B 6C ouu RTS
D2DC
D2DC
D2DC
D2DC This sub is homeS for 6 way valve S
D2DC
DZDC
D2DC
D2DC AD 07 DO homerS LDA VSUBTS
D2D7 SD 13 DO STA HOMES
D2E2 AS 04 HI LDA 4504
D2E4 3D 00 AO STA PORT?
D2E7 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
D2EA AS 00 LDA 41400

D2EC SD 00 AO STA PORT?
D2EF CE 13 DO DEC HOMES
D2F2 FO 06 BEG H2
D2F4 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
D2F7 4C E2 02 JMP HI
D2FA 60 H2 RTS
D2FB
D2FB
D2FB
D2FB This sub is the home routine for valve 9
D2FB
D2FB
D2FB
D2FB AD OA DO homer9 LDA VSUBTS
D2FE SD 14 DO STA HOMES
D301 AS 10 HS LDA a$10
DSOS SD 00 AO STA PORT?
D306 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
D309 AS 00 LDA *500
D3013 3D 00 AO STA PORT?
DSOE CE 14 DO DEC HOMES
D311 FO 06 BEG H4
D313 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
D316 4C 01 D3 JMP H3
D319 60 H4 RTS
D31A
D31A
D31A
D31A
D31A

This subroutine is called CHEMWASH and is
used to flush the system between samples

D31A
D31A
031A
D31A AS 01 chemw LDA *501
0310 SD 00 AO STA PORTS ;change v6 to wash
D3IF 20 DO DO JSR vtimer ;delay for v6
D322 A2 14 LDX *$14
D324 20 5A D2 JSR timeb
D327 AS 00 LDA *00
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3229 ED 01 AO STA PORTA
0320 IS CLC
D320 A9 01 LDA *$01

D32F 60 04 DO ADC VSUBT7
D332 SD 04 DO STA VSUBT7
0335 20 39 D3 JSR vpos7 ;maintenance of val 7

D338 60 RTS ;return

D339
D339
0339
D3139
D339

this subroutine is called VPCSIT for v6 maintenance
to keep track of location of 6 way valve 7

3339
0339
D339
D339 AD 04 DO vpos7 LDA VSUBT7
DaSC SD 12 DO STA HOME'

D33F 49 01 over LDA it401
0341 SD 00 AO STA PORTB ;v6 with +5 volt

D344 20 DO DO JSR vtimer

D847 CE 12 DO DEC HOME7
D34A FO 06 BEG ottt
D34C 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
D34F 4C 3F D3 JMP over

D352 60 ottt RTS
D353
D353
0353
0353
3353

this subroutine is called VPOSS for maintenance
of 6 way valve 8

D3519
DS53
DB53
D353 AD 07 DO vpcsS LDA VSUBTS
D356 ED 13 DO STA HOMES

D359 A9 04 V20 LDA *604
103513 SD 00 AO STA PORTB
D35E 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
D3161 CE 13 DO DEC HOMES
D364 FO 06 BEG V21
D366 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
D369 40 59 D3 JMP V20

3360 60 V21 RTS
D36D
D36D
D36D
036D
D36D

tnis subroutine if called VPOS9 for maintenance
of the 6 way valve 9

036D
D36D
D360
D36D AD OA DO vpos9 LDA VSUBT9
D370 8D 14 DO STA HOMES
3373 A9 10 V25 LDA *$10
D375 SD 00 AO STA FORTH
D378 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
037B CE 14 DO DEC HOME9
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D376
D380

FO
20

06
DO DO

BED V26
JSR vtimer

D383 4C 19 00 JMI° 25
D386 60 V26 RTS
0387
D387
D387
0337
0387

this subroutine is called CLOOP and'is
used to change from normal to accident and back

0387
D387
D287
0387 20 1A 03 ciao° JSR CHEMW ;flush the system
D3SA A9 31 LDA *531
D38C SD 01 AO STA PORTA
D98F 48 PHA
D390 49 FF LDA *SFF
D392 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
0395 68 PLA
D396 60 RTS ;return
0397
D397
D3S7
D397 this subroutine is called DILUTE and is used
D397 ; to turn on the dilution pump
0397
D397
D397
D297 48 dilute PHA
D398 20 IA D3 JSR chemw
D39B AS 81 LDA *581
1139D 8D 01 AO STA PORTA
D3A0 AS 07 LDA *507
DSA2 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
D3A5 ES PLA
DM6 SD IC DO STA PASS
D3A9 AS 01 LDA *s01
1)73AB CD IC DO CMP PASS
D3AE BO 05 BCS acci
D6B0 AS 133 LDA *5E3
03132 4C BA D3 JMP whoi
D3E5 A9 83 acci LDA *583
D3B7 SD 01 AO STA PORTA
09BA AS FF whOt LDA *SFr
D3BC 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
D3BF 60 RTS ;return
D3C0
D300
D300
0300
D3C0 This subroutine is called COUNT and is
0300 used to read the 32 bit latched binary counter
11300

D3C0
DSC°
0300 AS 24 count LDA *524 ;load scan reset /id
D3C2 SD 90 9F STA PORTB3 ;store 9f90
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D3C5 20 44 D4 JSR settle
D3CE AS 20 LDA a$20
D3CA 3D 90 9F STA FORMS ;load latches
D3CD 20 44 D4 JSR settle ;retry settle
DSDO AS 24 LDA *824
D302 3D 90 9F STA PORTE3
DSDS A2 00 LDX *$00 ;load *0 to byte port
D307 SE 1E DO STX BYTE1
D9DA SE OF DO STX BYTE2
D3DD SE 10 DO STX BYTES
D3E0 SE 11 DO STX BYTE4
D3E2 20 5A D2 JSR timed one second count
D3E6 A9 04 LDA $404 ;keep reset ni
D3E5 SD 90 9F STA PORTBS
DSEB 20 44 D4 JSR settle ;delay for 5v settle
DSEE AS 2C LDA *$20 ;bring scan reset/Id
OSFO ;ni scan hi
03F0 SD 90 9F STA PORT83
D3F3 20 44 D4 JSR settle
D3F6 AD 91 9F LDA PORTA?. ;load first byte
D3F9 SD OE DO STA BYTE1
D3F0 AS 24 LDA *324 ;pulse scan low
D3FE 3D 90 9F STA PORTE*
0401 20 44 D4 JSR settle
D404 AS 2C LDA it$20

D406 SD 90 9F STA PORTE* ;scan back hi second
0409 20 44 D4 JSR settle
D4OC AD 91 SF LDA PORTA3 ;load second byte
D4OF ED OF DO STA BYTE2
D412 AS 24 LDA *324 ;pulse scan low
D414 SD 90 9F STA FORTES
D417 20 44 D4 JSR settle
D414 AS 2C LDA *320 ;pulse scan hi
D410 9D 90 9F STA FORTB3
D41F 20 44 D4 JSR settle
D422 AD 91 9F LDA PORTA3 ;load third byte
D425 3D 10 DO STA BYTE3
D423 AS 24 LDA *324 ;pulse scan low
D42A SD 90 9F STA FORTES
D420 20 44 D4 JSR settle
0430 AS 2C LDA *1520 ;scan back hi
D432 SD 90 9F STA FORTES
D435 20 44 04 JSR settle
D438 AD 91 9F LDA PORTA3 ;load fourth byte
043B SD 11 DO STA BYTE4
043E AS 24 LDA *324 ;bring scan low
D440 SD 90 9F STA PORTB3
0443 60 RTS ;return
D444 ;

D444
D444
D444
D444

this subroutine is called SETTLE and is used between
steps in the counter subroutine

D444
D444 ;

D444
D444 i



D444
D444
D444
D444
D444 ;

D444 AS 00 settle
D446 SD OB 9F
D449 AS FF
044B 3D 98 SF
D446 A9 00
D450 SD 99 9F
D453 A9 20
D455 2C 9D 97 fin
D458 FO FE
D45A 60
045E
D452
D45E
D452
D45B ;

D45B
;

D45E
045B
D452
D4513

045$ ;

D45B
D45B
045E
D45B
D45B ;

D45.6 20 30 D4 beeps
045E 4C 7F D4
D461 ;

D461 ;

0461 ;

D461 20 80 D4 beepc
D464 AS 03
D466 8D OC DO
D469 SD OD DO
D460 20 EF EC wait
D46F 98
D470 DO OD
0472 CE OC DO
0475 DO 75
D477 CE OD DO
047A DO FO
D470 4C 61 D4
0477 60 don
D480 ;

D480
D480
D480
0480

,

;

D480 ;

D480 AS FF beepb
D482 80 OC DO

270

TAMIL =$9F98
TAMIH .TAMIL41
ACR3 s$9F9B

LDA #500
STA ACR3 ;set for one shot
LDA #$FF ;low byte 255 mics
STA TAMIL
LDA 4)$00

STA TAMIH
LDA #$20 ;load mask
BIT IFR3 ;:frS 9f9d
BED fin
PTS ;return to counter

this subroutine is the beeper called BEEP and is
used for single beep, variable paten beep, and
steady frequency Deep

SPKR w$9FED
KEYCK =SECEF

this sub is for end of line beep or continual beep
until operator presses keyboard (beep2)

JSR beepo ;do a beep
JMP don ;leave

this sub beeps until someone presses a key

JSR beepb ;do a beep
LDA #503 ;length of beeps
STA BEEP;
STA BEEP2
USR KEYCK ;Key pressed 2
TYA
ENE don
DEC BEEPI
BNE wait
DEC BEEP2
ENE wait
UMP beepc ;do another beep
RTS ;return

the actual beeper routine is called for single
tone. pitch can be changed is desired

LDA *SFr ;tone length
STA BEEP1
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D4E5 A2 2C A8 LDX *s2C ;Pitch value
D487 CA A6 DEX
048E DO FD BNE AS
D4SA SD BD 3F STA SPY? ;toggle speaker
D4ED CE OC DO DEC BEEPI
2490 DO F3 BNE AS
D492 60 ?TS ;return
2493
D493
D493 for interesting effects try beepd
D493 changes frequency with each cycle
D493 ;

press reset button to stop
D493
D493 ;

D493 42 00 beeps LDX its00

D495 CA AS DEX
D496 DO FD BNE AS
D498 SD BD 9F STA SPY? ;toggle speaker.
249E CE 94 D4 DEC beepd+I ;lower pitch
D49E 4C 93 24 JMP beepd
D4AI
D44I try and inc instruction lee) n place of sec
D4A1 for different tones
D4AI
D4A1
D4AI this is the- alarm routine used to get someones
D4AI attention, it continues to make noise unit)
D4A1 the Keyboard is pressed any key
24A1
D4A1
D4A1
D4A1
D4A1 20 AS 24 alarm JSR alarms ;do an alarm
D4A4 60 ?TS ;return

410324A5 AS OS alarms LDA ;tone length
D4A7 8D OC DO STA BEEF'
D4AA ED OD DO STA BEEP2
D4AD 20 EF EC JSR KEYCK ;key pressed ?
D430 98 TYA
D451 FO 01 8E0 A10 ;no continue
D4B3 60 RTS ;return
D4B4 CE 00 DO A10 DEC BEEPI
D4B7 DO IA ENE tone
D4B9 CE OD DO DEC BEEP2
D4BC DO 15 BNE tone
D42E AS 24 LDA MS24 ;hi pitch
D400 CD IF DO CMP fregq
D403 FO 06 EEO All
D4C5 SD IF DO STA fregq
D408 4C AS D4 JMP alarma
D4CB AS 2B All LDA #12B ;low pitch
D4CD ED IF DO STA freqo
D4D0 4C AS D4 JMP alarma ;do it
D4D3 AE IF DO tone LDX fregq ;set tone freq
0426 CA Al2 DEX
D4D7 DO FD BNE Al2
D4D9 SD ED 9F STA SPKR
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D4DC 4C B4 D4 JMP A10
D4DF
D4DF
D4DF this subroutine is to fill the reservior
D4DF
D4DF ;

D4DF AS SO LDA #$E0
D4E1 8D 01 A0 STA PORTA
D4E4 A2 25 LDX #$25
24E5 20 3F D2 JSR times
D4S9 AS 00 LDA #$00
D4EB SD 01 AO STA PORTA
04EE AS 02 LDA #802
D4F0 SD 00 AO STA PORTE
D4F9 20 EF EC JSR KETCX
D4F6 A9 00 LDA P500
D4F8 60 RTS
D4F9
D4F9 second half of volume
D4FS
D4F9 AS SO LDA #580
D4F3 3D 01 AO STA PORTA
D4FE A2 25 LDX #$25
D500 20 9B D2 JSR time;
D503 A9 00 LDA #$00
D505 SD 01 AO STA PORTA
0508 AS 02 LDA #502
050A ED 00 AO STA PORTE
D50D 20 EF EC JSR KElf0K

D510 AS 00 LDA #100
D512 3D 00 AO STA PORTE
D515 60 RTS ;return
D5I6
D516
D516
0516 this subroutine is for the ion exchange
D516 routine called IONXC
0516
D516
0516 48 ionxc PHA ;save status
0517 20 IA 03 JSR chemw ;flush system
051A AS 01 LDA #101
3510 8D 01 AO STA PORTA
D51F AS 28 LDA #123
D521 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
0524 68 PLA
D525 80 IC DO STA PASS
D528 AS 01 LDA #101
D52A CD IC DO CMP PASS
D52D BO 05 B0S A20
D52F AS 3D LDA *53D
053I 4C 36 D5 JMP A21
D534 AS OD A20 LDA *sOD
D536 SD 01 AO A21 STA PORTA
D539 48 PHA
D53A AS FF LDA #$FF
3530 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
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D53F 63 PLA
D540 SD :C DO STA PASS ;save status
D543 AS OD LDA *SOD
D545 CD IC DO CMP PASS
D548 BO 05 BCS A22
054A AS 71 LDA #371
D54C 4C 51 D5 JMP A23
D54F AS Al A22 LDA #341
D551 8D 01 AO A23 STA PORTA
D554 AS 0: LDA #301
0556 SD 00 AO STA PORTE
0559 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
0550 AS 00 LDA #300
D55E SD 00 AO STA PORTE
0561 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
0564 AS 01 LDA #301
D566 8D 00 AO STA PORTE
D569 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
D56C AS 00 LDA #300
D56E SD 00 AO STA PORTE
D571 60 FITS

D572 ;

D572
D572
D572
D572

this subroutine is to read the ado for ph
measurements and is called ADC

D57'
;

D572 :

7572 PCR2 =39F8C
D572 IFR2 =PCR2+1
0572
D572 ;

D572
D572 ;ADC
D572 AS 00 LDA MO
D574 SD 82 9F STA DDRB2
D577 A9 FF LDA il$FF

D579 BD 83 9F STA DDRA2
D570 20 13 D6 jsr phck :det which pn to read
D57F SE 81 9F STX PORTA2
D582 20 96 02 jsr dtime :delay for ph to settle
D585 20 96 D2 al- dtime :same aelay
D53E 20 96 D2 jsr dtime
D58B 20 96 22 jsr dtime
058E 20 96 D2 jsr dtime
D591 20 96 D2 jsr dtime
D594 20 96 02 jsr dtime
D597 AS OE LDA #110E

D599 SD SC 9F STA PCR2 ;set up per
D59C AS OC LDA UGC
D59E SD BC 9F STA PCR2 ;pulse cal low
D5A1 AS OE LDA WE
D5A3 SD SC 9F STA PCR2 ;cat hi again
D5A6 AS 02 LDA 302 ;load mask
D5A8 2C SD 9F A25 BIT IFR2 ;ifr 9f8c1
D5AB FO FE BEG A25
D5AD AD 80 9F LDA PORTB2 ;load first hi byte
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0590 8D 21 DO STA ADCHI ;store first byte
D5B3 AD 26 DO LDA phmn ;c* for ph to read
1115H6 09 FF cmp #$ff ;is it pn3
D5B8 FO 09 beg ohb3 ;yes branch
DSBA C9 09 cmp #$09 is it ph2
D5BC FO OA beg phb2 ;yes branch
D5BE AS 11 LDA *$11 ;enable low 4 bits
0500 4C CA D5 ump phrd
D5C3 AS 15 mho? Ida #$15
D505 4C CA 05 imp phrd
D5C8 AS 15 phb2 Ida #.519

D5CA 3D El 9F phrd STA POPTA2
05CD AD SO 9F LDA PORTB2 ;load low 4 bits
0500 ED 20 DO STA ADCLO :store low 4 bits
0503
0503
D5D3 data rearrangement for 12 bit conversion
050$
0503
05:39 A2 04 LOX 10$04

0505 18 A26 CLC
D5D6 4E 21 DO LSR ADCH1
0509 SE 20 DO ROP ADCLO
OSDC CA DEX
D500 DO F6 ENE A26
DSDF 60 ?TS
D5E0
D5E0
D5E0
D5E0 this subroutine is just to move 6 way valve 7
D5E0
D5E0
D5E0
D5E0 AS 01 LDA ;1$01

D5E2 SD 00 AO STA PORTE
05E5 20 DO DO JSR vtimer
D5E8 AS 00 LDA #$00
D5EA 8D DO AO STA PORTS
D5ED 20 95 D2 JSR dtime
D5F0 CO RTS
D5F1
D5F1
115F1
D5F1 this subroutine is just to move 6 way valve 8
D5FI
D5F1
D5F1
D5F1 AS 04 LDA it$04

D5F3 SD 00 AO STA PORTE
D5F6 20 FC DO JSR vtime8
D5F9 AS 00 LDA #1600

D5FH SD 00 AO STA FORTH
D5FE 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
0601 60 RTS
D602
D602
D602
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D602 this subroutine is just to move 6 way valve 9
0602
D602
D602
D602 AS 10 LDA MS10
D604 81) 00 AO STA FORTS
D607 20 28 D1 JER vtime9
060A AS 00 LDA 4300
DSOC SD 00 AO STA PORTS
OSOF 20 96 D2 JSR dtime
D6I2 60 RTS
DSI3
D613
D613
D613 this subroutine selects the ph meter to read
0613
D613
D613
0613 phmn stsigf+1 ;d026 hex
0613
0613
2/613
0613 AD 26 DO phck Ida phmn
D6I6 C9 FF cmp MSff ;is this ph3
D618 FO 09 beg ph3 ;yes branch
D6IA C9 09 cmp If$09 ;is this ph2
D610 FO OA beg ph2 ;yes branch
061E A2 01 ldx Ms01 ;select phl
0620 4C 2A D6 jnp pnout ;leave

0623 A2 05 ph3 ldx MS05 ;select ph3
0625 40 2A D6 jilo phout
D628 A2 03 ph2 ldx 0503 ;select ph?
062A 60 phout its ;leave
D62B
D62B
062
D623 .erla

A10 04E4 All 04C8 Al2 D4D6 A20 D534
A21 D536 A22 054F A23 0551 A25 D5A8

A26 0505 A6 0487 AS D485 AS D495
ACCI 0385 ACR A008 ACR3 9F9B ADCHI D021

ADCLO D020 AGAIN D203 AIFR AOOD ALARM 0441

ALARMA D4A5 ASCII D015 BEEP DOOB BEEP1 0000
BEEP? DOOD BEEPA 045B BEEPS D480 BEEPC 0461

BEEPD 0493 BYTE1 DOGE BYTE2 DOOF BYTES D010
BYTE4 D011 CHEMW 031A CHRIS D25E CK D270

CLOOP D287 COUNT D3C0 CT D2AC DDRA A003
DDRA2 9F83 DDRA3 9F93 DDRB A002 DDRB2 9182
DDRB3 SF92 DILUTE D397 DLX D243 DO D2AA
DON 047F DONE DOES DTIME D296 DUNN D0F6

FIN D455 FREGA DO1F GETTY EBDEt CON D2BC
CONE D254 GUNE D280 HI D2E2 H2 D2FA
H3 D301 H4 D319 HERE D197 HOME7 D012
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HOMES D013 HONES 0014 HOMER? 11280 HOMERS D2DC
HOMERS D2FB IER2 9FSE IER3 9F9E IFR2 9F8D
IFR? 9F9D IONXC D516 KEYCK ECEF MASK D0E4
NADCHI D023 NADCLO D022 NOR D170 OTTT D352
OUT DISE OUU D2DB OVER D33F PASS DOIC
PCR2 9F8C PCR3 9F9C PH2 D623 PH3 D623
PHB2 0508 PHB3 0503 PHCK D613 PHMN D026
PHO'JT D62A PHRD D5CA PORTA A001 PORTA2 9F81
PORTAS 9F91 PORTS A000 PORTB2 9E90 PORTB3 9F90
PORTS D098 RESEPV DO1D SETTLE D444 SMATIM D245
SPKR 9FBD START D000 STARTE DOBD T1 D255
T2 D24E TAMIH 9F99 TAMIL 9F98 THERE DIED
TIMEA D235 TIMEAB 025C TIMES D25A TIMEH1 A005
TIMEH2 A009 TIMELI A004 TIMEL2 A008 TIMH11 A007
TIML11 A006 TOMAG D024 TONE D4D3 TSIGF D025
TTYOUT EEAS Vi DIBA V10 D207 V11 D216
V13 D231 V14 0239 V2 D1E4 V20 D359
V21 036C V25 D373 V26 D386 VS 0I09
V49 D110 v5 D1EC V50 0112 V51 D122
V70 Din V71 013E V72 DI4E VALV7A DOIE
VALV7B D017 VALV8A 0018 vALv813 D019 VALV9A DOIA
VALV9B 0018 VCOUNT D001 VMON 0000 VMON8 DIA1
vMON9 DIEE VMONN DI54 VPOS7 D339 VPOSEI D353
vP0S9 D36D VSHIF7 D002 VSHIFB D005 VSHIF9 D008
VSTOP7 0003 VSTORS D006 VSTOR9 D009 VSUBT7 D004
VSUBTS 0007 VSUBT9 DOOA VTIME DOTE VTIMES DOFC
VTIME9 D128 VTIMER DODO WAIT D460 wHO1 D3SA
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Appendix G

HPPLOTN.BAS Listing
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10 REM PROGRAM CALLED HPPLOTN.BAS
N$="N"

CDS=CHRS14) :REM CURSOR DOWN
HCS=CHRS(8) ;REM CURSOR HOME
CLS=CHRS(3) :REM CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT CLS,HCS

PRINT" SOFTCASE OPERATING PACKAGE FOR HP7470A"
PRINT" DIGITAL PLOTTER
PRINT" LATEST CHANGES MADE SEPTEMBER 15, 1983"

PRINT CDS,CMCDS
PRINT' PRODUCED BY CASEY W. BENNETT
PRINT" RADIATION CENTER
PRINT" OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
PRINT" CORVALLIS, OREGON
PRINT" (503) 754-2341

PRINT CDS;CDS
SCS=CHRS(3) :REM CLEAR SCREEN
CHS=CHRS(8) :REM CURSOR HOME
CUS=CHRS(21) :REM CURSOR UP
PRS=CHRS(16)
ETXS=CHRS(S) :REM CONTROL C
ESCS=CHRS(27) :REM CONTROL ESC
DIM Xf1001,1(100)

25 REM LOAD ADDRESSES TO BYPASS SCREEN
BASE=32268
CA1=PEEK(BASE.1)
CA2=PEEK1BASE+2)
LAI=PEEK(BASE4.4
LA2=PEEKfBASE+5)
FLAGREG=0
FLAG=0

30 GOTC 300
70 REM INPUT XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX

PRINT CDS,CD$
PRINT "DEFAULT PLOT SIZE IS"
PRINT '3 X 5 AND CENTERED."
PRINT "DO YOU WANT DEFAULT VALUES?"
INPUT ANSS
IF ANSSOYS AND ANSS<>NS THEN COTO 70
IF ANSS=Ys AND FLAC>0 THEN COTO 9999
IF ANSS=YS THEN GOTO 200
XCONVERT=1017
YCONVERT=1013
DIACONAL=13.90
PRINT "max blot size is 7 (x) by 5 (y) inches"
PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO CENTER THE PLOT (YIN)"
INPUT YNS
IF INS=NS THEN COTO 90

21 PRINT"INPUT X <,> I LENGTH (iN INCHES)"
INPUT XLENGTH, YLENGTH
HYPOT=SGRI(XLENCTH)-2+CYLENGTH)^2)
PLHYP=(DIAGONAL-HYPOT)/2
IF NOTCEN=1 THEN COTO 80
XMINI=(11-XLENCTH4,0511.XLENCTH)/2
YMINI=f8.5-YLENGTH+.05YLENGTH)/2
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30 REM CONTINUE
XSTART=(XCONVERTIEXMINI)
XSTART=INT'XSTART)
YSTART=(YCONVERT*YM/NI)
YSTART=INT(YSTART)
XFINISH=(XMINI+XLENGTH)*XCONVERT
YFINISH=(IMINI+YLENGTH)*TCONVERT
XMIDDLE=(XSTART+XFINISH)/2
YMIDDLE=(YSTART+YFINISH)/2
GOTO 200

90 REM SEL START PT ON THE PAPER
PRINT CD ;, CDS

PRINT" INPUT X <,) Y VALUES FOR LOWER LEFT CORNER 'INCHES)"
INPUT XM/NItYMINI
NOTCEN=1
GOTO 21

100 REM READ DATA FROM DISC FILE
IF MOREPLOTS=1 THEN GOTO 105
IF FLAG=0 THEN GOTO 9999
GO TO 105

9999 XSUBDIV=5.0
YSUBDIV=5.0
XSTART=3178:XLENCTH=5
ISTART=2562:YLENCTH=3
XFINISH=626S
YFINISH=5901
XMIDDLE=IXSTART+XFINISH1/2
YMIDDLE=lYSTART+YFINISH)/2
IF ANSS=rS THEN GOTO 200

105 DATAIN=1
COUNT=0

106 PRINT "INPUT DATA FROM WHICH FILE NAME ?"
INPUT 94
PRINT ARE YOU SURE (Y/91)-
INPUT YN4
IF YNSOY4 THEN COTO 106
PRINT "READING FILE",A4
NUMM=0
PRINT CDS,CDS
FILE As
READ 41;T:TLES
READ 41;TITLEAS
READ 41;XLABELS
READ 41;YLABELS
FOR X=1 TO 100

COUNT=COUNT+1
READ 41;X(K),Y(K)
PRINT X(K),Y(K)
IF END =1 THEN 110

NEXT K
110 REM DET OF MIN MAX X AND r PLUS DI"

CLOSE 1
COUNT=COUNT-1
IF COUNT=0 THEN GOTO 900
IF MOREPLOTS=1 THEN COTO 444
YMINU=Y(1):XMINU=X(1):XMAXU=X(COUNT)zYMAXU=Y(COUNT)
FOR K=1 TO COUNT
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IF X(K)<XMINU THEN XMINU=X(K)
IF X(K)>XMAXU THEN XMAXU=X(K)
IF Y(K)<YMINU THEN YMINU=f(K;
IF Y(K)>YMAXU THEN YMAXU=Y(K)

NEXT K
YMIN=YMINU:XMIN=XMINU
YMAX=YMAXU:XMAX=XMAXU
PRINT SCS
IF CHAR=5 THEN GOTO 1500
COTO 30

I31 PRINT CDS.CD$
PRINT "WHICH TYPE OF AXIS DO YOU WISH TO PLOT ?"
PRINT CDS;"1) LINEAR-LINEAR"
PRINT "2) XLINEAR-YLOG"
PRINT "3) XLOG-'LINEAR'
PRINT "4) XL0C-YLOG"
IF NUMM=0 THEN GOTO 1479

?PINT IF YOU ORIGINALLY SELECTED LOG SCALING AND LATER"
PRINT "ENTERED BY MISTAKE AN AXIS LABEL <= 0, YOU MUST"
PRINT "SELECT LIN-LIN AXES TO GET BACK TO THE SET"
PRINT "SCALING MODE.. CORRECT MISTAKE.. AND THEN"
PRINT 'ENTER 9 TO RESELECT AXES TYPE."
1479 INPUT AXES

L10=LOC(10)
IF AXES=1 THEN COTO 133
IF AXES=2 THEN GOTO 1340

1320 IF XMI100 AND XMINU>0 THEN GOTO 1330
PRINT "X MIN IS NEGATIVE, LOG SCALING NOT ALLOWED"

COTO 131
1330 MULT=INT(LOCIXMINU)/L10)

XMINU=10^MULT
MULT=INT(LOG( XMAXU)/L10)
ABC=10^MULT
IF ABC<XMAXU THEN MULT=MULT+1
XMAXU=10^MULT

XDIVISIONS=INTI(LOG(XMAXU/XMINU)/L10)+.5)
XSUBDIV=9
IF AXES<4 THEN GOTO 133

1340 IF YMIN>0 AND YMINU>0 THEN COTO 1350
PRINT "Y MIN IS NEGATIVE, LOG SCALING NOT ALLOWED"

GOTO 131
1350 MULT=INT(LOG(YMINU)/L10)

YMINU =1O"MULT
MULT=INT(ILOG(YMAXU)/L101+.5)
ABC=I0^MULT
IF ABC<YMAXU THEN MULT=MULT+1
YMAXU=10^MULT

YDIVISIONS=INT((LOC(YMAXU/YMINWiL10)+.5)
YSUBDIV=9

133 IF NUMM>0.5 THEN GOTO 1310
IF AXES>2.5 THEN GOTO 1311
STP=LOG(XMAX-XMIN)/L10
STP=INT(STP)
ASTP=10^STP
XMINU=INT(XMIN/ASTP)*ASTP
XCK=XMAX/ASTP:XMAXU=1NT(XCK)
IF XCK>XMAXU THEN XMAXU=XMAXU+1
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XMAXU=XMAXU+ASTP
XDIVISIONS=(XMAXU-XMINU)/ASTP

1311 IF AXES=4 OR AXES=2 THEN COTO 1310
STP=LOC(IMAX-YMIN)/LIO
STP=INT(STP)
ASTP=10^STP
YMINU=INTIYMIN/ASTP)+ASTP
YCK=YMAX/ASTP:YMAXU=INTIYCK)
IF YCK)YMAXU THEN YMAXU=YMAXU+1
YMAXU=YMAX111.ASTP
YDIVISIONS=(YMAXU-YMINU)/ASTP

1313 PRINT SCS;CDS;CDS
PRINT "XMAX = ";XMAX,"YMAX= ";YMAX
PRINT "XMIN = ";XMIN."YMIN= ";(MIN
PRINT CDS,CDS
PRINT "SET AXIS SCALING OPTIONS-->"

PRINT CDS
PRINT "1) MIN X VALUE=";XMINU
PRINT "2) MIN Y VALUE=MYMINU
PRINT "3) MAX X VALUE=";XMAXU
PRINT "4) MAX Y VALUE=";YMAXU
PRINT "5) X AXIS DIVISIONS=";XDIVISIONS
PRINT "6) Y AXIS DIVISIONS=";YDIVIS1ONS
PRINT "7) X AXIS SUBDIVISIONS=";XSUBDIV
PRINT "8) Y AXIS SUBDIVISIONS=MYSUBDIV
PRINT "9) AXES TYPE=";AXES
PRINT
PRINT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE VALUE TO BE CHANGED"
PRINT "IF NO CHANCES ARE DESIRED ENTER $0"
INPUT NUMM
IF NUMM(0 OR NUM.'S THEN COTO 1310
IF NUMM=0 THEN GOTO 132
IF NUMM=9 THEN GOTO 131
PRINT CDS
PRINT "ENTER THE DESIRED VALUE FOR PLOT PARAMETER'
INPUT CHANGE
IF NUMM=1 THEN XMINU=CHANCE
IF NUMM=2 THEN YMINU=CHANCE
IF NUMM=3 THEN XMAXU=CHANCE
IF NUMM=4 THEN YMAXU=CHANCE
IF NUMM=5 THEN XDIVISIONS=CHANCE
IF NUMM=S THEN YDIVISIONS=CHANCE
IF NUMM=7 THEN XSUBDIV=CHANCE
IF NUMM=8 THEN YSUBDIV=CHANCE
IF AXES=1 THEN COTO 133
IF AXES=2 THEN COTO 1340
COTO 1320

132 REM DE7 THE SPACING
CCY=2.68
IF XMAXU>100 THEN CCY =2.4
XSPACE=XMAXU-XMINU
YSPACE=YMAXU-YMINU
ON AXES COTO 713,712,711.711

711 XSPACE=LOG(XMAXU/XMINU)/L10
IF AXES=3 THEN GOTO 713

712 YSFACE=LOCCYMAXU/YMINU)/LIO
713 FLAC=1
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GOSUB 3330
Ise REM LAB THE AXES AND PLOT TITLE

IF MOREPLOTS=1 THEN GOTO 400
714 PRINT "FIRST LINE OF PLOT TITLE IS --i"

PRINT TITLES;CDS
PRINT "SECOND LINE OF PLOT TITLE IS -->"
PRINT TITLEAS;CDS
PRINT "X AXIS LABEL 15 --)"
PRINT XLABEL*;CD$
PRINT "Y AXIS LABEL IS --"
PRINT YLABELS ;CDS

599 PRINT "DO YOU HAVE ANY CHANGES TO THE LABELS (f/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YN4 =N4 THEN GOTO 135
PRINT "INPUT THE LINE TO BE CHANGED"
PRINT "LINE ONE TITLE=*1; LINE TWO TITLE=42"
PRINT "X AXIS=43; Y AXIS=44"
INPUT NIGHT
IF NIGHTil OR NIGHT>4 THEN GOTO 695
ON NIGHT COTO 710.715,700,705

700 PRINT "INPUT X-AXIS LABEL"
INPUT XLABELS
GOTO 714

705 PRINT "INPUT Y-AXIS LABEL"
INPUT YLABELS
COTO 714

710 PRINT "INPUT FIRST LINE OF TITLE-
INPUT TITLES
GOTO 714

715 PRINT "INPUT SECOND LINE OF TITLE"
INPUT TITLEA$
COTO 714

135 TITLE =LEN(TITLES)
TITLEA=LEN(TITLEA$)

139 REM GOSUB CHAR SIZE
GOSUB 6000
IF XVAL>1.1*CCX THEN XVAL=CCX
CCX=XVAL
GOSUB 960
GOSUB 6100
GOTO 400

200 REM START OUTPUTTING INFORMATION TO PLOTTER
GOSUB 2000 !REM SCREEN OFF
PRINT PRS
PRINT "IN;" :REM INITIALIZE
PRINT "PA250,3001"
PRINT ESC$;".9:"
PRINT PR$
GOSUB 2100
IF CHAR=2 THEN GOTO SO
IF CHAR=4 THEN GOTO 400

250 REM SELECT PEN
PRINT CMCD$
PRINT "SELECT PEN 41 (ENTER 41) OR-PEN 42 (ENTER 42)"
INPUT PEN
IF PEN=2 THEN 260
GOSUB 2000
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PRINT PR$
PRINT "SFIl"
PRINT PP$
COSUB 2100
COTO 261

260 COSUP 2000 :REM SCREEN OFF
PRINT PRS ;REM PLOTTER ON
PRINT "SP2 ;" :REM PEN 2 SELECT
PRINT PR$ :REM PLOTTER OFF
GOSUB 2100

261 IF CHAR=3 THEN GOTO 30
IF ZER0=1 THEN GOTO 600
IF MOREPLOTS=1 THEN COTO 485
IF PENNN=1 THEN GOTO 485

400 REM PLOT THE BOX
IF MOREPLOTS=1 THEN COTO 485
PRINT DRAWING THE BOX
XSECTORS=XFINISH-XSTART
YSECTORS=YFINISH-YSTART
XSTEP=XSECTORS/XDIVISIONS
XSUB=XSTEP/XSUBDIV
iSTEP=YSECTORS/YDIVISIONS
ISUB=YSTEP/YSUBDIV

IF AXES=3 OR AXES=4 THEN XMAXU=LOC(XMAXU)/L10
IF AXES=3 OR AXES=4 THEN XMINU=LOC(XMINU)/LIO
IF AXES=2 OR AXES=4 THEN YMINU=LOC(YMINW/LIO
IF AXES=2 OR AXES=4 THEN YMAXU=LOC(YMAXU)/L10

PRINT CD11;CD$
402 GOSUB 2000 :REM SCREEN OFF

PRINT PR$ :REM PLOTTER ON
PRINT "IP";XSTARTfISTARTIXFINISH,YFINISH;";"
PRINT "PU";XSTART,YSTART1";"
PRINT "PD";XF1NISHYSTART;";"
PRINT "PD";XFINISH,YFINISH;";"
PRINT "PD";XSTART,YFINISH;";"
PRINT "PD";XSTARLYSTART;";"
PRINT "PU;"

420 REM TICK X AXIS
LABNUM=0
PRINT "SR";CCX;","/CCYCTL1.510;"
IF AXES>2 THEN XMARCH=1
IF AXES<=2 THEN XMARCH=XSPACE/XDIVISIONS
FOR LOP=0 TO XDIVISIONS
JJ=XMINU+LOP*XMARCH
IF AXES<3 THEN K=JJ
IF AXES>2 THEN K=10AJJ
KH=XSTART+LOP*XSTEP

PRINT "PAC;KH;",";YSTART;"; XT ; ";
COSUB 8850
PRINT 'TL0.5,0;"

IF LOP>(XDIVISIONS -.5) THEN COTO 425
IF AXES>2 THEN COTO 3200

FOR J=1 TO XSUBDIV
XPLT=KH+J*XSUB
PRINT "PAMXPLT;',";YSTART1"; XT;";
NEXT J
PRINT "TL1.5,0;"
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COTO 425
3200 REM LOG SMALL TICK

FOR J=1 TO 9
DISTX=KH+XSTEP*(LOC(J+1)/L10)
PRINT "PAMDISTX;",";YSTART;"; XT;;
NEXT J
PRINT "TL1,5,0.0;"

425 NEXT LOP
426 REM TICK Y AXIS

LABNUM=1
IF AXES=2 OR AXES=4 THEN YMARCH=1
IF AXES=1 OR AXES =? THEN YMARCH=YSPACE/YDIVISIONS

FOR LOP=0 TO YDIVISIONS
JJ=YMINU+LOP*1MARCH

IF AXES=2 OR AXES=4 THEN K=10^JJ
IF AXES=1 OR AXES=3 THEN K=JJ

KH=YSTART4LOP*YSTEP
PRINT "PA";XSTART;",";KH;"; 1'7;;

GOSUB 3850
IF LOP>(YDIVISIONS-.5) THEN GOTO 431

PRINT "TL0,5,0;"
IF AXES=2 OR AXES=4 THEN COTO 3300

FOR J=1 TO YSUBDIV
YPLT=KH+Jt7Su9
PRINT "PA";XSTART;",";YPLT;"; YT;";
NEXT J
PRINT "TL1,5,0;"
GOTO 431

3300 REM LOG SMALL YTICK
FOR J=1 TO 9
DISY=KH.YSTEP*(LOC(J*11 /L10)
PRINT "PA";XSTART;",";DISY;"; IT;";
NEXT J
PRINT "TL1.5,0;"

431 NEXT LOP
REM TICK TOP OF THE BOX

PRINT "TL0,1.5;"
FOR LOP =O TO XDIVISIONS

K=XSTART+LOPECSTEP
PRINT "PA";K;",";YFINISH;"; XT;";

IF LOP)(XDIVISIONS-.5) THEN COTO 432
PRINT "TL0,0.5;"
IF AXE5>2 THEN GOTO 437
FOR J=1 TO XSUBDIV
XPLT=K+J*XSUB
PRINT "PA";XPLT;".";YFINISH;-; XT;";
NEXT J
PRINT "TLD,1,5;"
GO TO 432

437 REM SMALL LOG TICK
FOR J=1 TO 9
DISTX=K+XSTEP*LOCCJ+11/L10
PRINT "PA";DISTX;",";YFINISH;"; XT;";
NEXT J
PRINT "TL0,1,5;"

432 NEXT LOP
REM TICK THE RIGHT SIDE OF BOX
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FOR LOPA.0 TO 'fDIVISIONS
KAYSTAFT+LOP.YSTER
FR1NT "PA";XFINISHC,"0,;"; IT, ;

IF LOP'(YDIVISIONS-.S) THEN COTO 433
PRINT "TL0,0.5;"

IF AXES=2 OR AXESA4 THEN GOTO 438
FOR j=1 TO YSUBDIV
YPLT=K+JAYSUB
PRINT "PA";XF1NISH;",";YPLT;"; YT;";
NEXT J
PRINT "TL0,1,5;"
GOTO 433

438 REM SMALL Y LOG TICK
FOR ,J=1 TO
DISY=K+YSTERALOGIJ4.1)/L10
PRINT "PA";XFINISH;",";D1SY;"; YT; ";
NEXT J
PRINT "TL0,1,5;"

433 NEXT LOP
PRINT "FU";XSTART;",";YSTART;";"
PRINT PPS :REM PLOTTER OFF
GOSUB 2100 :REM SCREEN ON

434 REM CHANGE CHAR SIZE
COSUB 6000
IF XVAL<COX THEN XVALACCX
IF YVAL(CCY THEN YVAL =CCY
CCY=YVAL:CCXAXVAL
GOSUB 6100

435 REM LABEL X AXIS
GOSUB 2000 :REM SCREEN OFF
PRINT PPS :REM PLOTTER ON
PRINT "FAMXMIDDLEC,";YSTART;":"
PRINT "CP":-LEN(XLABELS)/2;",-2.8;"
PRINT "LB";XLABELS;ETXS;

440 REM LABEL THE Y AXIS
PRINT "PA";XSTART;",";YMIDDLE;";"
YDOWN=.0,75ALENCYLABELS1/2
PRINT "CP";-YMARG;",";-YDOWN;";"
PRINT "DI0,1;" :REM VERTICAL LABEL
PRINT "LB";YLABELS;ETXS;
PRINT "DI;" :REM HORIZONTAL LETTER

445 REM LABEL THE PLOT
REM TITLE LINE FARTHEST FROM BOX
PRINT "PA";XMIDDLE;",";YFINISH;";"
PRINT "CP";-LEN(TITLES)/2;",1.5;"
PRINT "LB";TITLES;ETXS;
REM TITLE LINE CLOSEST TO BOX
PRINT "PA";XMIDDLE;",";YFINISH;";"
PRINT "CP";-LENITITLEAS)/2;",0,5;"
PRINT "LB";TITLEAS;ETXS;
PRINT "PU";XSTART;",";YSTART;";"
PRINT PRS :REM PLOTTER OFF
GOSUB 2100 :REM SCREEN ON

444 PENNN =0
PRINT CDS;"DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE PEN (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNS=N$ THEN COTO 485
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PENNN=1
GOTO 250

485 REM REGRESS?
IF MOREPLOTS01 AND FLAGREG=1 THEN GOTO 446

PRINT CDS
PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO REGRESS THE DATA (Y/N)"
INPUT YNS
IF YNS=YS THEN GOTO 1500

446 REM SELECT GRAPHICS TYPE
RECLATE=0
GRAPH=O;LINB=0
REGFLAC=0:LENGT=0
IF FLACREG=0 THEN GOTO 452
PRINT CDSCDO YOU WISH TO PLOT THE LAST REGRESSION?"
INPUT YNS
IF YNS=1/4 THEN REGFLAG=1
PRINT CDS;CDI
IF YNS=Y$ THEN GOTO 451

452 PRINT "SELECT GRAPHICS OPTION"
PRINT CDS;CDS
PRINT "1) SYMBOL AT EACH POINT ONLY"
PRINT "2) SYMBOLS CONNECTED WITH LINE SEGMENTS"
PRINT "3) LINE WITHOUT SYMBOLS"
INPUT GRAPH
IF GRAPH<1 OR GRAPH)3 THEN COTO 452
IF GRAPH=3 THEN SYMBS=CHR4(32)
IF GRAPH=1 THEN GOTO 449

451 PRINT CDS,CDS
PRINT "SELECT LINE TYPE"
PRINT "THE VARIOUS OPTIONS ARE"
PRINT CDS;CDS;
PRINT "0) SOLID LINE"
PRINT "1) .

PRINT CD$
PRINT "INPUT PATTERN NUMBER AND LENGTH"
INPUT LINB,LENCT
IF LINB>0 THEN COTO 448
LINB=-5.0
LENGT=0.0

448 IF GRAPH>2 THEN GOTO 450
449 PRINT "SELECT SYMBOL TO BE USED FROM KEYBOARD

PRINT CD$
INPUT SYMBS

450 REM PLOT THE DATA
IF REGLATE=1 OR REGFLAG=1 THEN GOTO 457
ON AXES COTO 455,3400,3401,3400

3400 FOR K=1 TO COUNT
Y(K)=LOC(Y(K))/LIO

NEXT K
3401 IF AXES<2.5 THEN COTO 455

FOR K=1 TO COUNT
X(K)=LOG(X(K))/LIO
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NEXT K
455 PRINT PLOTTING THE DATA

GOTO 458
457 PRINT CDS;CDS

PRINT PLOTTING THE REGRESSION FUNCTION"
458 GOSUP 2000

PRINT PRS :REM PLOTTER ON
PRINT "IW";XSTARTI",";YSTART;",":XFINISH;",";YFINISH;":"

PRINT "LT";LINBC,";LENGT:":"
PRINT "SM";SYMB$C;-
XPLT=XSTART+(X(1)-XMINU)+XSECTORS/XSPACE
YPLT=YSTART+IY(1)-YMINU)+YSECTORS/YSPACE
PRINT "FU";XPLT;".";YPLT;";"
IF REGFLAG=1 THEN COTO 1700
IF RECLATE=1 THEN GOTO 1706

456 FOR K=2 TO COUNT
XPLT=XSTART-pfX(K)-XMINU)*XSECTORS/XSPACE
YIPLT=YSTART+CY(K1-YMINU1*YSECTORS/YSPACE
PRINT "PD";XPLT;",";YPLT;";"

461 NEXT K
PRINT "SM;" :REM SYMBOL MODE OFF

490 PRINT "101.1";XSTART;",";ISTART;";"
PRINT PRS :REM PLOTTER OFF
GOSUB 2100 :REM SCREEN ON

500 IF REGFLAC=1 OR FLAGREG =O THEN GOTO 501
PRINT "DO IOU NOW WISH TO PLOT LAST REGRESSION?"
INPUT YNS
IF YN$=N$ THEN GOTO 501
FECLATE=1
SYME4=CHR$132)
GRAPH=3
FLACREG=0
GOTO 451

501 PRINT "DO YOU HAVE MORE DATA TO PLOT (Y/N1"
INPUT INS
IF YN$=N$ THEN GOTO 550
MOREPLOTS=1
COTO 100

550 REM LEGENDS
DATAIN=0

PRINT "DO YOU HAVE ANY LEGENDS (Y/N)"
INPUT INS
IF YNS=Y$ THEN COTO 600
GOTO 660

600 REM LEGEND INPUT
PRINT MOVE ;Milt SYMBOL (412), CHANCE PEN ($13)
PRINT "CHANCE CHAR SIZE (014), ALPHA STRING (4t5), QUIT !MS)"

INPUT CHARA
IF CHARA<I OR CHARA>6 THEN GOTO 600
ON CHARA GOTO 610.620,630,640,650,660

610 REM MOVE TO POINT ON PLOT
PRINT CDS
PRINT "INPUT X AND Y COORDINATES ON PLOT"
INPUT OPTIONX, OFTIONY

IF AXES=2 OR AXES=4 THEN OPTIONY=LOC(OPTIONY)/LIO
IF AXES=3 OR AXES=4 THEN OPTIONX=LOC(OFTIONX)/L10
OPTIONX=XSTART+(0PTIONX-XMINU)*XSECTORS/XSPACE
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OPTIONY=YSTARTI-lOPTIONY-YMINU:*fSECTORS/YSPACE
GOSUB 2000
PRINT PR*
PRINT "PU';OPTIONX;",";OPTIONY;";"
PRINT PRS
COSUB 2100
COTO 600

620 FRINT "SELECT CHARACTER TO BE PRINTED FROM KEYBOARD"
PRINT CDS
INPUT CARACTES
COSUB 2000
PRINT PRS
PRINT "LB";CARACTES;ETXS:
PRINT PR$
GOSUB 2100
COTO 600

630 REM CHANGE PENS
ZER0=1
COTO 250

640 REM CHANGE CHAR SIZE
GOSUB 6050
CCX=XVAL:CCY=YVAL
COSUE 6100
COTO 600

650 REM INPUT ALPHA STRING
PRINT "ENTER LEGEND'
INPUT LEGENDS
GOSUB 2000
PRINT PRS
PRINT "LB ";LEGENDS;ETX$;
PRINT PRS :REM PLOTTER OFF
GOSUB 2100 :REM SCREEN ON
GOTO 600

660 REM QUIT THE CURRENT PLOT
GOSUE 2000 :REM SCREEN OFF
PRINT PRS :REM PLOTTER ON
PRINT 'IW;" :REM NO WINDOW
PRINT "PU250,300;"
PRINT PRS :REM PLOTTER OFF
GOSUB 2100 :REM SCREEN ON
FLAGREG=0
PRINT SCS

SOO REM PAINT SCREEN WITH OPTIONS
PRINT CDS.CDS

PRINT INPUT (*11, NEW PLOT (S2), SELECT PEN ($3)"
PRINT GRAPH($4); LINEAR REGRESSION (*5), QUIT($6)"

MOREPLOTS=0:ZER0=0:NOTCEN=0:
INPUT CHAR

PRINT "ARE YOU SURE (Y /N1'
INPUT YNS
IF 1:1$0Y$ THEN GOTO 800
IF CHAR(' OR CHAR1,6 THEN COTO 800
ON CHAR COTO 801.70,250,131,1500,950

801 IF DATAIN=0 THEN GOTO 100
PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO RE-INPUT DATA? (Y/N)"
INPUT INS
IF YNSOYS THEN GOTO 800
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COTO 100
900 REM DATA FROM FILE IS EXHAUSTED

PRINT "OUT OF DATA IN THE DATA FILE"
GOTO 30

950 REM FINISHED FOR NOW
COSUE 2000 :REM SCREEN OFF
PRINT FRS :REM PLOTTER ON
PRINT "PA250,300;"
PRINT "SPO;"
PPINT PRS :REM PLOTTER OFF
COSUB 2100 :REM SCREEN ON
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT SC;

PRINT THAT'S ALL FOR NOW FOLKS
PRINT CD;;CDS;CDS;CDE;CDS;CD$
COTO 10000

960 REM INITIALIZE CHAR CHANGE
GOSUB 2000 :REM SCREEN OFF
PRINT PR* :REM ON
PRINT "IN;"
PRINT "PA 250,300;"
PRINT FRS :REM OFF
GOSUB 2100 :REM SCREEN ON
RETURN

1500 REM LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
IF DATAIN =O THEN GOTO 100
FLAGREG=1
JJ=0:JK=0:YY=0:SGYY=0:YYYB=0:SUMYSG=0:9:41<=0
SAAB=0:INTEE=0:RRR=0:RRW=0:RVALUE=0:RVALMM=0
SUMA=0:SUMY=0:SUMX=0:TERMA=1;FIRSTTERM=1
SUMXX=0:YYYB=0
FOR K=1 TO COUNT

TERMA=IX(K)*Y(K))
SUMA=SUMA+TERMA
SUMX=SUMX+X(K)
SUMY=SUMY+Y(K)
SOTERMX=X(K)*X(K)
SUMXX=SUMXX+SQTERMX
SOYY=Y(K)*Y(K)
YYYB=YYYB+SQYY

NEXT K
FIRSTTERM=COUNT*SUMA
SECONDTERM=SUMX*SUMY
NUMERA=FIRSTTERM-SECONDTERM
THRDTERM=SUMXX*COUNT
SUMXDENOM=SUMX
FRTHTERM=SUMXDENOM*SUMXDENOM
DENOMIN=THRDTERM-FRTHTERM
SLOPE=NUMERA/DENOMIN
INNY=SUMY/COUNT:INNX=SUMX/COUNT
INNTT=SLOPE*INNX
INTERCEPT=INNY-INNTT
SUMYSQ=COUNT*YYYS
SUMYSO=ABSCSUMYSQ)
SAAB=ABSCSUMY*SUMY)
RRR=FIRSTTERM-SECONDTERM :REM R**2
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INTEE=ABS(THRDTERM-FRTHTERM)
PRW=SORNABS(INTEE))*(SUMYSQ-SAAB)1
RVALUE=PRR/RRW
RVALMM=ABS(RVALUE)*ABS(RVALUE)
PRINT "SLOPE PARAMETER=",SLOPE
PRINT "INTERCEPT PARAMETER=",INTERCEPT
PRINT "CORRELATION COEFFICIENT=",RVALUE
PRINT "12+1.2 VALUE=-FRVALMM

1550 REM ESTIMATE VALUE
PRINT CDS;CD$;"FIx,=";SLOPE;"*.x+";INTERCEPT

PRINT CDS;CD$CDO YOU WISH 70 ESTIMATE REGRESSION VALUE ?"
INPUT INS
IF fN$=i$ THEN COTO 6990
IF CHAR=5 THEN COTO 800
COTO 446

1700 REM PLOT SYMBOLS
FOP J=1 TO (COUNT-1)

XPLT=XSTART+(X(J+1)-XMINU)+XSECTORS/XSPACE
tPLT=YSTART+LY(J+1)-YMINU)*YSECTORS/YSPACE

PRINT "PUMXPLT;",";112LT;";"
1705 NEXT J

REM PLOTTING REGRESSION
1706 PRINT "SM;" ;REM SYMBOL MODE OFF
XPLT=XSTART+(XMIN-XMINU)+XSECTORS/XSPACE

YY=XMINSLOPE+INTERCEPT
YPLT=YSTART+(YY -YMINU)*YSECTORS/YSPACE

PRINT "PU";XPLT;",";YPLT;";"
DELTA=(XMAX-XMIN)/100
START=XMIN+DELTA
FOR K=START TO XMAX STEP DELTA

XPLT=XSTART+(K-XMINU)*XSECTORS/XSPACE
YY=K*SLOPE+INTERCEPT

YFLT=YSTART+(YY+YMINU)*YSECTORS/ISPACE
PRINT "PD";XPLT;",";YPLT;";"
NEXT K
COTO 490

6990 PRINT CDSCINPUT X VALUE FOR CALCULATION"
INPUT EST
FXXX=(SLOPE*EST)+INTERCEPT
PRINT CD$;CD$
PRINT "CALCULATED VALUE=",FXXX
COTO 1550

2000 REM TURN OFF SCREEN
POKE(BASE+1),LA1
POKE(BASE+2)pLA2
RETURN

2100 REM TURN ON SCREEN
POKEIBASE+1),CA1
POKE(BASE+2),CA2
RETURN

6000 REM CHANGE CHAR SIZE
PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE CHAR SIZE? (Y/N)"
PRINT CD$
PRINT "THE X AND Y DIMENSIONS ARE PERCENTAGES OF THE
PRINT "BODY DIAGONAL. CURRENT VALUES ARE SET AT --)"
PRINT - X= ";CCX,"Y= ";CCY
INPUT INS
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IF YNS<>IS AND fNS<>N$ THEN GOTO 6000
IF iNS=Ns THEN GOTO 6099

6050 PRINT "INPUT X SIZE <.,> I SIZE"
INPUT XVALFYVAL
GOTO 6098

6099 XVAL=COX:IVAL=CCY
6098 RETURN
6100 REM OUTPUT INFO

GOSUB 2000
PRINT PR*
PRINT "SR";CCX;".";CGY;";"
PRINT PP$
GOSUB 2100
RETURN

8880 EFORMX=0;ZMAX=ABS(XMAXU):QMAX=ABS(XMINUI
IF ZMAX>9999.9 OR QMAX >9999.9 THEN GOTO 8881

IF ZMAX>=0.01 THEN COTO 3882
IF OMAX<0.01 THEN GOTO 8881

3882 PRINT -DO YOU WANT X-AXES LABELED'
PRINT "IN E-FORMAT? (Y/N)"
INPUT INS
IF INS=YS THEN GOTO 8881
IF ZMAX<OMAX THEN ZMAX=QMAX
IF ZMAX>99.99 THEN DEOFICX=1

IF ZMAX<100 AND ZMAX>.999 THEN DECFIGX =2
IF ZMAX<1 THEN DEGFICX=8
IF DEGFICX)=2 THEN MAXLEN=5.6
IF DECFICX<1.5 THEN MAXLEN=6.6
COTO 8883

8881 EFORMX=1:MAXLEN=7.6
8883 EFORMY=0:2MAX=ABS(YMAXU):QMAX=ABS(YMINU)
IF ZMAX>9999.9 OR QMAX>9999.9 THEN COTO 8384

IF ZMAX>=0.01 THEN GOTO 8385
IF QMAX0.01 THEN GOTO 8884

8885 PRINT "DO YOU WANT Y-AXIS LABELED"
PRINT IN E-FORMAT? (Y/N)"
INPUT YNt
IF YN$4YS THEN GOTO 8884
IF ZMAX<OMAX THEN ZMAX =QMAX
IF ZMAX>99.99 THEN DECFICY=I

IF ZMAX<I00 AND ZMAX>0.999 THEN DECFICY=2
IF ZMAX<I THEN DEGFICY=9
GOTO 8886

9984 EFORMY=1:YMAPC=9:COTO 8887
8836 YMARC=7

IF DECFICY<1.5 THEN YMARC=8
8887 SCN$="-":2$="0":PTS*"."

CCX=0.64100/(XDIVISIONS*MAXLEN)
IF CCX>2 THEN CCX=2
IF YMIN<0 THEN YMARC=YMARC+.5
RETURN

9850 NEC=0:PER=0:NEED=0:
IF K<0 THEN NEC=1
K=ABS(K)

IF LABNUM>0.5 AND EFORMY=1 THEN GOTO 8870
IF LABNUM<0.5 AND EFORMX =1 THEN GOTO 8870

KS=STRIS(K):J1=LEN(KE)-1
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Ks=LEFTSIKS,J1)
DECFIC=DECFICX
IF LABNUM>0,5 THEN DECFIC=DECFICY
IF DECFIC<=2 THEN COTO 8851
IF LEN(KS) =1 THEN K4 =".00"+KS
Ks=,:$4.K4

LIM=5
8854 IF LENCKE.LIM THEN MR=LEFTsIKS,LIM)

IF LEN(K%)<LIM THEN NEED=LIM-LENJKS)
8855 IF NEED>0.5 THEN K4 =1<$4.7,$

IF NEED>1.5 THEN KS=N3+7.3
IF NEC>0.5 THEN KS=SGNR+K$
LIM=LEN(KS)
IF LABNUM>0.5 THEN COTO 8856
XBACK=(LIM-.4)/2:YDWN=-1.4:00TO 8857

8856 XBACK=LIM+.25:YDWN=-0.25
8857 PRINT "CP";-XBACK;",";YDWN;";"

FOR N=1 TO LIM
MOVEBACK=0
LETTS=MIDS(KS,N,I)
IF LETTS=PTS THEN MOVEBACK=1
PRINT "LB";LETTS;ETX$;
IF MOVEBACK>0.5 THEN PRINT "CF-.4,0;"
NEXT N
GOTO 3375

8851 FOR PSRCH=1 TO 8
TS=MIDCKS,PSRCH.1)
IF TS=PTS THEN PERN1
NEXT PSRCH
IF DECFIC=2 THEN COTO 8852
IF PEP=1 THEN COTO 5858
KS=KS.".0":00TO 8855

8858 IF K<1 THEN K3 =Z$4-KS
IF 1<<10 THEN COTO 8859
IF K<100 THEN COTO 8860
IF K(1000 THEN GOTO 8861
LIM=6;COTO 8854

8859 LIM=3:COTO 8354
8860 LIM=4;COTO 8854
8861 LIM=5:COTO 8854
8852 IF PER=1 THEN COTO 8862

KS=KS+",00":COTO 8855
8862 IF K<1 THEN KS=2$+KIN

IF K<10 THEN LIM=4
IF K>=10 THEN LIM=5
COTO 8854

8870 PWR=0:EMINUS=0
IF K=0 THEN COTO 3873
IF 1,<1 THEN COTO 8871

8872 IF K>=1 AND K;10 THEN COTO 8873
K=1/10:PWR=PWR4.1:COTO 8872

8873 Kf=STR5(k/:,11=LEN(Kt)-1
KR=LEFT$11<$,J1)
IF LEN(KS) =1 THEN KS=KS+-.0-
IF LEN(K$D3 THEN KS=LEFTS(K$,3)
IF EM1NUS>0.5 THEN KS=K1WE-"
IF EMINUS<0.5 THEN 1<$=KS-1-IE+"
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LLS=STR$(PWR):J2=LEN(LLS)-1
LLS=LEFT4(LLS,J2)
IF PWR<I0 THEN LLS=Z4+LLS
KS=K54LLS;COTO 8855

8871 EMINUS=I
8874 K=K+10:PWR=PWR+I

IF K)=I AND K<I0 THEN COTO 8873
COTO 6874

8875 RETURN
10000 END
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Appendix H

LSI - AIM Communication Listing
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.MAIN. MACRO V03.02B16-AUG-82 16:08:49 PAGE 1

1 ; SEND CHARACTER(S) TO AIM

2

3 .MCALL .EXIT,.PRINT
4 .GLOBL START
5 000000 .ASECT
6 001000 .=1000

7

8 ; COMMUNICATION REGISTERS AND ADDRESSES

9

10 175610 RCSR = 175610 :receive CSR

11 175612 RBUF = RCSR + 2 :receive BUF

12 175614 XCSR = RCSR + 4 :transmit CSR

13 175616 XBUF = RCSR + 6 :transmit BUF

14

15 ; THE PROGRAM
16

17 001000 START: .PRINT AME :print init message

18 001006 052737 BIS 074000, AXCSR :set baud rate CSR
074000
175614

19

20 001014 105737 SEND: TSTB AXCSR :is CSR rdy for ch

21 175614 BPL SEND :no keep checking

22 001022 012737 MOV A101, AXBUF :send first char

23 001030 .PRINT AM1 :print message

24 001036 105737 SEND1: TSTB AXCSR :is CSR rdy 2nd ch

175616
25 001042 1005737 BPL SEND1 :no keep checking

26 001044 012737 MOV A102, AXBUF :sen 2nd chr

000102
175616

27 001052 .EXIT

28 001054 120 ME: .ASCII /PROGRAM STARTED/

001055 122

001056 117

001057 107

001060 122

001061 101

001062 115

001063 040
001064 123

001065 124
001066 101

001067 122

001070 124

001071 105

001072 104
001073 000
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29 001074 061 MI: .ASCIZ/1ST CHAR SEND/

001075 123

001076 124

001077 040

001100 103

001101 110

001102 101

001103 122

001104 040
001105 123

001106 105

001107 116

001110 124

001111 000

30 001000 .END START

SYMBOL TABLE

ME 001054 RSCR = 175610 START 0.001000 0

M1 001074 SEND 001014 XBUF = 175616

RBUF = 175612 SEND1 = 001036 XCSR = 175614

. ABS. 001112 000

000000 001

ERRORS DETECTED: 0

VIRTUAL MEMORY USED: 428 UORDS (2 PAGES)
DYNAMIC MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR 58 PAGES
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.MAIN. MACRO V03.0282-JUN-82 15:36:34 PAGE 1

1 ; RECEIVE CHARACTER(S) FROM AIM

2

3 .MCALL .EXIT,.PRINT
4 .GLORL START
5 000000 .ASECT
6 001000 .=1000
7

8 ; COMMUNICATION REGISTERS AND ADDRESSES
9

10 175610 RCSR = 175610 :receive CSR

11 175612 RRUF = RCSR + 2 :receive BUF

12 000000 RO = %0

13 000001 R1 = %1

14 000002 R2 = %2

15 ; THE PROGRAM
16

17 001000 012702 START: MOV A2,R2 ;store 2 numbers

18 001004 005402 MEG R2 ;make negative

19 001006 005737 TST ARBUF ;init RCSR

20 001012 .PRINT AS2 ;print message

21 001012 052737 BIS t2, ARCSR ;set enable, CSR
000002
175610

22 001020 105737 10 TSTB ARCSR ;HUE rdy for chr
175610

23 001024 100375 BPL in ;no, keep check

24 001026 013700 MOV ARBUF,R0 ;move chr RO-out

175612
25 001032 .TTYOUT ;print char

26 001032 .PRINT AS1 ;print message

27 001032 005201 INC R1

28 001034 100771 BMI In ;branch if more

29 001036 .EXIT

30 001041 122 103 123 Si: .ASCIZ/RCSR INITIALIZED/

001044 122 040 111

001047 116 111 124

001052 111 101 114

001055 111 132 105

001056 104 000
30 001057 103 110 101 S2: .ASCIZ/CHAR RECEIVED/

001062 122 040 122

001065 105 103 105

001070 111 126 000

33 001000 .END START
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SYMBOL TABLE

RBUF = 175612 RSCR = 175610 START 0.001000 G

S1 001057 S2 001036

. ABS. 001073 000
000000 001

ERRORS DETECTED: 0

VIRTUAL MEMORY USED: 428 WORDS (2 PAGES)
DYNAMIC MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR 58 PAGES
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Appendix I

Collimation Measurements
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Introduction

In previous collimation studies (1), cylindrical orifices (of

varying diameter), wedge shaped collimators, and collimators lined

with tungsten and/or cadmium have been used.

To quantitate the observed count rate and gamma spectral quality

as a function of slit width and gamma ray energies, a series of

experiments were conducted using lead collimators and a multi-energy

gamma ray source. The principal parameters studied include: 1)

percent transmission of uncollided gamma rays, 2) relative counting

efficiencies, 3) degradation of spectral quality and 4) range of

count rates obtainable by means of slit width collimation. These

experiments modeled an on-line sampling system using a tubular sample

loop oriented normal to the slit gap.

Experimental

A 10 mg Eu-152 solution was irradiated as described in Table

VII. Adequate time was allowed for the decay of the 96 m and 9.3 h

isomers prior to counting. A small fraction (approx. 0.12 mL) of the

Eu-152 solution was transferred to a 1.0 mm I.D. teflon tube (15 cm

long) and arranged in a fixture to produce the desired counting

geometry as shown in Figure A4.

Two lead bricks were placed between the source and the Ge(Li)

detector. The Ge(Li) detector was placed flush against the bricks

with approximately 10 cm between the source and the detector.

Throughout these experiments only the width of the gap between the

lead bricks was varied. The individual spectral acquisition times

were 10,000 to 20,000 s with virtually no dead time losses.
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Figure A4. Experimental setup for slit collimation
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Results and Discussion

Table All shows the dependence of the percent transmission of

different energy photons on slit aperture relative to no slit

aperture. The dependence of peak to background ratios P/B) on slit

width is shown in Table AIII. The data indicate that the effects of

slit width are much more pronounced for lower energy gamma ray

energies. On the low energy end of the spectrum, the transmission

varies with slit width by about a factor of 200, while for the high

energy gamma ray energies the normalized count rate varies by about a

factor of 20.

The dependence of transmission on slit width, particularily for

lower energy photons, is greatest for slit widths between 0.1 cm and

4.0 cm. Between 3 and 4 cm, the transmission increases most

significantly. For slit widths above 4 cm, the transmission varies

slightly with slit width because a sufficient volume of the detector

is viewed by the radioactive source so as to expose the the total

active volume of the detector. The slit width where the transmission

varies most rapidly depends on the volume of the detector used and

the exact geometry between the source and detector.

The total observed count rate at a given energy is due to the

sum of the uncollided photons that are directly viewed by the

detector and the photons that are transmitted with attenuation

through the lead bricks. For smaller slit apertures, the fraction of

observed photons due to transmission through the lead bricks becomes

larger. Since attenuation coefficients for lower energy photons are

higher, the total transmission is lower for lower energy photons.
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Egamma
(keV)

Table AIII. Percent transmission relative

Slit Width (cm)

to no aperture

0.1 0.3 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

121.8 0.39 0.86 5.2 17 31 71 83 91

344.3 0.45 1.0 5.9 17 31 73 87 96

778.8 1.1 1.9 7.7 18 31 78 91 97

964.0 1.9 3.0 9.6 19 30 77 90 98

1112.1 3.3 4.0 9.5 18 31 79 89 98

1408.0 4.8 5.6 11 19 32 79 91 97
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Table AIV. Dependence of Signal-to-background on slit aperture

Egamma
(key)

Slit Width (cm)

0.1 0.3 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

121.8 0.07 0.15 0.78 1.7 2.5 2.5 11 3.1

344.3 0.36 0.88 1.4 1.9 2.5 17 18 20

778.8 0.22 0.29 1.1 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.2

964.0 0.41 1.7 1.1 2.0 2.2 1.5 1.7 2.5

1112.1 0.65 0.95 1.7 1.7 2.7 3.1 3.1 2.4

1408.0 2.6 1.5 7.9 4.1 11 7.7 15 13
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The transmission is fairly independent of energy for slit widths

greater or equal to 2 cm.

For the lowest photon energy, the P/B varies a factor of 44 over

the slit width range and by a factor of 5 at the highest photon

energy. This behavior is consistent with the mechanism of

interaction of photons in the absorbing media. Each higher energy

photon produces a Compton continuum that contributes to the total

area (peak plus background) measured for the lower energy photons.

Therefore, the lower energy photon total area reflects a greater

percentage of background area relative to higher energy photons. For

small slit aperture values and lower energies, the P/B is more

degraded because the net signal decreases to a greater extent then

the background signal. The background signal decreases less because

the fraction of scattered high energy photons increases at smaller

slit widths. This degradation of the spectral quality at small

collimation values represents a limitation to the effectiveness of

any collimation approach. At some point the effects of collimation

degrade the spectral quality to a unacceptable level.

Although P/B's presented in this study represent the spectral

composition of the radionuclide used (Eu-152), the same effect would

be observed in any complex gamma ray spectrum. This factor coupled

with a loss of spectral quality due to high count rates must be a

main consideration in evaluating the effectiveness of any collimation

technique.


